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Microarchitecture

Intel Core microarchitecture

In computer engineering, microarchitecture (sometimes
abbreviated to µarch or uarch), also called computer
organization, is the way a given instruction set architecture (ISA)
is implemented on a processor. A given ISA may be implemented
with different microarchitectures.[1] Implementations might vary
due to different goals of a given design or due to shifts in
technology.[2] Computer architecture is the combination of
microarchitecture and instruction set design.

Relation to instruction set architecture

The ISA is roughly the same as the programming model of a
processor as seen by an assembly language programmer or
compiler writer. The ISA includes the execution model, processor
registers, address and data formats among other things. The
microarchitecture includes the constituent parts of the processor
and how these interconnect and interoperate to implement the ISA.

The microarchitecture of a machine is usually represented as (more or less detailed) diagrams that describe the
interconnections of the various microarchitectural elements of the machine, which may be everything from single
gates and registers, to complete arithmetic logic units (ALU)s and even larger elements. These diagrams generally
separate the datapath (where data is placed) and the control path (which can be said to steer the data).[3]

Each microarchitectural element is in turn represented by a schematic describing the interconnections of logic gates
used to implement it. Each logic gate is in turn represented by a circuit diagram describing the connections of the
transistors used to implement it in some particular logic family. Machines with different microarchitectures may
have the same instruction set architecture, and thus be capable of executing the same programs. New
microarchitectures and/or circuitry solutions, along with advances in semiconductor manufacturing, are what allows
newer generations of processors to achieve higher performance while using the same ISA.
In principle, a single microarchitecture could execute several different ISAs with only minor changes to the
microcode.

Aspects of microarchitecture

Intel 80286 microarchitecture

The pipelined datapath is the most commonly used
datapath design in microarchitecture today. This
technique is used in most modern microprocessors,
microcontrollers, and DSPs. The pipelined architecture
allows multiple instructions to overlap in execution,
much like an assembly line. The pipeline includes
several different stages which are fundamental in
microarchitecture designs.[3] Some of these stages
include instruction fetch, instruction decode, execute,
and write back. Some architectures include other stages
such as memory access. The design of pipelines is one
of the central microarchitectural tasks.
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Execution units are also essential to microarchitecture. Execution units include arithmetic logic units (ALU), floating
point units (FPU), load/store units, branch prediction, and SIMD. These units perform the operations or calculations
of the processor. The choice of the number of execution units, their latency and throughput is a central
microarchitectural design task. The size, latency, throughput and connectivity of memories within the system are
also microarchitectural decisions.
System-level design decisions such as whether or not to include peripherals, such as memory controllers, can be
considered part of the microarchitectural design process. This includes decisions on the performance-level and
connectivity of these peripherals.
Unlike architectural design, where achieving a specific performance level is the main goal, microarchitectural design
pays closer attention to other constraints. Since microarchitecture design decisions directly affect what goes into a
system, attention must be paid to such issues as:
•• Chip area/cost
•• Power consumption
•• Logic complexity
•• Ease of connectivity
•• Manufacturability
•• Ease of debugging
•• Testability

Microarchitectural concepts

Instruction cycle
In general, all CPUs, single-chip microprocessors or multi-chip implementations run programs by performing the
following steps:
1.1. Read an instruction and decode it
2.2. Find any associated data that is needed to process the instruction
3.3. Process the instruction
4.4. Write the results out
The instruction cycle is repeated continuously until the power is turned off.

Increasing execution speed
Complicating this simple-looking series of steps is the fact that the memory hierarchy, which includes caching, main
memory and non-volatile storage like hard disks (where the program instructions and data reside), has always been
slower than the processor itself. Step (2) often introduces a lengthy (in CPU terms) delay while the data arrives over
the computer bus. A considerable amount of research has been put into designs that avoid these delays as much as
possible. Over the years, a central goal was to execute more instructions in parallel, thus increasing the effective
execution speed of a program. These efforts introduced complicated logic and circuit structures. Initially, these
techniques could only be implemented on expensive mainframes or supercomputers due to the amount of circuitry
needed for these techniques. As semiconductor manufacturing progressed, more and more of these techniques could
be implemented on a single semiconductor chip. See Moore's law.
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Instruction set choice
Instruction sets have shifted over the years, from originally very simple to sometimes very complex (in various
respects). In recent years, load-store architectures, VLIW and EPIC types have been in fashion. Architectures that are
dealing with data parallelism include SIMD and Vectors. Some labels used to denote classes of CPU architectures
are not particularly descriptive, especially so the CISC label; many early designs retroactively denoted "CISC" are in
fact significantly simpler than modern RISC processors (in several respects).
However, the choice of instruction set architecture may greatly affect the complexity of implementing high
performance devices. The prominent strategy, used to develop the first RISC processors, was to simplify instructions
to a minimum of individual semantic complexity combined with high encoding regularity and simplicity. Such
uniform instructions were easily fetched, decoded and executed in a pipelined fashion and a simple strategy to
reduce the number of logic levels in order to reach high operating frequencies; instruction cache-memories
compensated for the higher operating frequency and inherently low code density while large register sets were used
to factor out as much of the (slow) memory accesses as possible.

Instruction pipelining
One of the first, and most powerful, techniques to improve performance is the use of the instruction pipeline. Early
processor designs would carry out all of the steps above for one instruction before moving onto the next. Large
portions of the circuitry were left idle at any one step; for instance, the instruction decoding circuitry would be idle
during execution and so on.
Pipelines improve performance by allowing a number of instructions to work their way through the processor at the
same time. In the same basic example, the processor would start to decode (step 1) a new instruction while the last
one was waiting for results. This would allow up to four instructions to be "in flight" at one time, making the
processor look four times as fast. Although any one instruction takes just as long to complete (there are still four
steps) the CPU as a whole "retires" instructions much faster.
RISC make pipelines smaller and much easier to construct by cleanly separating each stage of the instruction process
and making them take the same amount of time — one cycle. The processor as a whole operates in an assembly line
fashion, with instructions coming in one side and results out the other. Due to the reduced complexity of the Classic
RISC pipeline, the pipelined core and an instruction cache could be placed on the same size die that would otherwise
fit the core alone on a CISC design. This was the real reason that RISC was faster. Early designs like the SPARC and
MIPS often ran over 10 times as fast as Intel and Motorola CISC solutions at the same clock speed and price.
Pipelines are by no means limited to RISC designs. By 1986 the top-of-the-line VAX implementation (VAX 8800)
was a heavily pipelined design, slightly predating the first commercial MIPS and SPARC designs. Most modern
CPUs (even embedded CPUs) are now pipelined, and microcoded CPUs with no pipelining are seen only in the most
area-constrained embedded processors. Large CISC machines, from the VAX 8800 to the modern Pentium 4 and
Athlon, are implemented with both microcode and pipelines. Improvements in pipelining and caching are the two
major microarchitectural advances that have enabled processor performance to keep pace with the circuit technology
on which they are based.

Cache
It was not long before improvements in chip manufacturing allowed for even more circuitry to be placed on the die,
and designers started looking for ways to use it. One of the most common was to add an ever-increasing amount of
cache memory on-die. Cache is simply very fast memory, memory that can be accessed in a few cycles as opposed to
many needed to "talk" to main memory. The CPU includes a cache controller which automates reading and writing
from the cache, if the data is already in the cache it simply "appears", whereas if it is not the processor is "stalled"
while the cache controller reads it in.
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RISC designs started adding cache in the mid-to-late 1980s, often only 4 KB in total. This number grew over time,
and typical CPUs now have at least 512 KB, while more powerful CPUs come with 1 or 2 or even 4, 6, 8 or 12 MB,
organized in multiple levels of a memory hierarchy. Generally speaking, more cache means more performance, due
to reduced stalling.
Caches and pipelines were a perfect match for each other. Previously, it didn't make much sense to build a pipeline
that could run faster than the access latency of off-chip memory. Using on-chip cache memory instead, meant that a
pipeline could run at the speed of the cache access latency, a much smaller length of time. This allowed the operating
frequencies of processors to increase at a much faster rate than that of off-chip memory.

Branch prediction
One barrier to achieving higher performance through instruction-level parallelism stems from pipeline stalls and
flushes due to branches. Normally, whether a conditional branch will be taken isn't known until late in the pipeline as
conditional branches depend on results coming from a register. From the time that the processor's instruction decoder
has figured out that it has encountered a conditional branch instruction to the time that the deciding register value can
be read out, the pipeline needs to be stalled for several cycles, or if it's not and the branch is taken, the pipeline needs
to be flushed. As clock speeds increase the depth of the pipeline increases with it, and some modern processors may
have 20 stages or more. On average, every fifth instruction executed is a branch, so without any intervention, that's a
high amount of stalling.
Techniques such as branch prediction and speculative execution are used to lessen these branch penalties. Branch
prediction is where the hardware makes educated guesses on whether a particular branch will be taken. In reality one
side or the other of the branch will be called much more often than the other. Modern designs have rather complex
statistical prediction systems, which watch the results of past branches to predict the future with greater accuracy.
The guess allows the hardware to prefetch instructions without waiting for the register read. Speculative execution is
a further enhancement in which the code along the predicted path is not just prefetched but also executed before it is
known whether the branch should be taken or not. This can yield better performance when the guess is good, with
the risk of a huge penalty when the guess is bad because instructions need to be undone.

Superscalar
Even with all of the added complexity and gates needed to support the concepts outlined above, improvements in
semiconductor manufacturing soon allowed even more logic gates to be used.
In the outline above the processor processes parts of a single instruction at a time. Computer programs could be
executed faster if multiple instructions were processed simultaneously. This is what superscalar processors achieve,
by replicating functional units such as ALUs. The replication of functional units was only made possible when the
die area of a single-issue processor no longer stretched the limits of what could be reliably manufactured. By the late
1980s, superscalar designs started to enter the market place.
In modern designs it is common to find two load units, one store (many instructions have no results to store), two or
more integer math units, two or more floating point units, and often a SIMD unit of some sort. The instruction issue
logic grows in complexity by reading in a huge list of instructions from memory and handing them off to the
different execution units that are idle at that point. The results are then collected and re-ordered at the end.
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Out-of-order execution
The addition of caches reduces the frequency or duration of stalls due to waiting for data to be fetched from the
memory hierarchy, but does not get rid of these stalls entirely. In early designs a cache miss would force the cache
controller to stall the processor and wait. Of course there may be some other instruction in the program whose data is
available in the cache at that point. Out-of-order execution allows that ready instruction to be processed while an
older instruction waits on the cache, then re-orders the results to make it appear that everything happened in the
programmed order. This technique is also used to avoid other operand dependency stalls, such as an instruction
awaiting a result from a long latency floating-point operation or other multi-cycle operations.

Register renaming
Register renaming refers to a technique used to avoid unnecessary serialized execution of program instructions
because of the reuse of the same registers by those instructions. Suppose we have two groups of instruction that will
use the same register. One set of instructions is executed first to leave the register to the other set, but if the other set
is assigned to a different similar register, both sets of instructions can be executed in parallel.

Multiprocessing and multithreading
Computer architects have become stymied by the growing mismatch in CPU operating frequencies and DRAM
access times. None of the techniques that exploited instruction-level parallelism within one program could make up
for the long stalls that occurred when data had to be fetched from main memory. Additionally, the large transistor
counts and high operating frequencies needed for the more advanced ILP techniques required power dissipation
levels that could no longer be cheaply cooled. For these reasons, newer generations of computers have started to
exploit higher levels of parallelism that exist outside of a single program or program thread.
This trend is sometimes known as throughput computing. This idea originated in the mainframe market where online
transaction processing emphasized not just the execution speed of one transaction, but the capacity to deal with
massive numbers of transactions. With transaction-based applications such as network routing and web-site serving
greatly increasing in the last decade, the computer industry has re-emphasized capacity and throughput issues.
One technique of how this parallelism is achieved is through multiprocessing systems, computer systems with
multiple CPUs. Once reserved for high-end mainframes and supercomputers, small scale (2-8) multiprocessors
servers have become commonplace for the small business market. For large corporations, large scale (16-256)
multiprocessors are common. Even personal computers with multiple CPUs have appeared since the 1990s.
With further transistor size reductions made available with semiconductor technology advances, multicore CPUs
have appeared where multiple CPUs are implemented on the same silicon chip. Initially used in chips targeting
embedded markets, where simpler and smaller CPUs would allow multiple instantiations to fit on one piece of
silicon. By 2005, semiconductor technology allowed dual high-end desktop CPUs CMP chips to be manufactured in
volume. Some designs, such as Sun Microsystems' UltraSPARC T1 have reverted back to simpler (scalar, in-order)
designs in order to fit more processors on one piece of silicon.
Another technique that has become more popular recently is multithreading. In multithreading, when the processor
has to fetch data from slow system memory, instead of stalling for the data to arrive, the processor switches to
another program or program thread which is ready to execute. Though this does not speed up a particular
program/thread, it increases the overall system throughput by reducing the time the CPU is idle.
Conceptually, multithreading is equivalent to a context switch at the operating system level. The difference is that a
multithreaded CPU can do a thread switch in one CPU cycle instead of the hundreds or thousands of CPU cycles a
context switch normally requires. This is achieved by replicating the state hardware (such as the register file and
program counter) for each active thread.
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A further enhancement is simultaneous multithreading. This technique allows superscalar CPUs to execute
instructions from different programs/threads simultaneously in the same cycle.
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x86

x86

Designer Intel, AMD

Bits 16-bit, 32-bit, and/or 64-bit

Introduced 1978

Design CISC

Type Register-memory

Encoding Variable (1 to 15 bytes)

Branching Status register

Endianness Little

Page size 8086–i286: None
i386, i486: 4 KB pages
P5 Pentium: added 4 MB pages
(Legacy PAE: 4 KB→2 MB)
x86-64: added 1 GB pages.

Extensions x87, IA-32, P6, MMX, SSE, SSE2, x86-64, SSE3, SSSE3, SSE4, SSE5, AVX

Open Partly. For some advanced features, x86 may require license from Intel; x86-64 may require an additional license from AMD. The
80486 processor has been on the market for over 20 years [1] and so cannot be subject to patent claims. This subset of the x86
architecture is therefore fully open.

Registers

General
purpose

16-bit: 6 semi-dedicated registers + BP and SP;
32-bit: 6 GPRs + EBP and ESP;
64-bit: 14 GPRs + RBP and RSP.

Floating
point

16-bit: Optional separate x87 FPU.
32-bit: Optional separate or integrated x87 FPU, integrated SSE2 units in later processors.
64-bit: Integrated x87 and SSE2 units.

The Intel 8086.

The term x86 refers to a family of instruction set architectures[2] based
on the Intel 8086 CPU. The 8086 was launched in 1978 as a fully
16-bit extension of Intel's 8-bit based 8080 microprocessor and also
introduced segmentation to overcome the 16-bit addressing barrier of
such designs. The term x86 derived from the fact that early successors
to the 8086 also had names ending in "86". Many additions and
extensions have been added to the x86 instruction set over the years,
almost consistently with full backward compatibility.[3] The
architecture has been implemented in processors from Intel, Cyrix, AMD, VIA, and many others.

The term is not synonymous with IBM PC compatibility as this implies a multitude of other computer hardware;
embedded systems as well as general-purpose computers used x86 chips before the PC-compatible market started,[4]

some of them before the IBM PC itself.
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Intel Core 2 Duo - an example of an
x86-compatible, 64-bit multicore processor.

AMD Athlon (early version) - another technically
different, but fully compatible, x86

implementation.

As the term became common after the introduction of the 80386, it
usually implies binary compatibility with the 32-bit instruction set of
the 80386. This may sometimes be emphasized as x86-32[5] to
distinguish it either from the original 16-bit "x86-16" or from the
64-bit x86-64.[6] Although most x86 processors used in new personal
computers and servers have 64-bit capabilities, to avoid compatibility
problems with older computers or systems, the term x86-64 (or x64) is
often used to denote 64-bit software, with the term x86 implying only
32-bit.[7][8]

Although the 8086 was primarily developed for embedded systems and
small single-user computers, largely as a response to the successful
8080-compatible Zilog Z80,[9] the x86 line soon grew in features and
processing power. Today, x86 is ubiquitous in both stationary and
portable personal computers and has replaced midrange computers and
RISC-based processors in a majority of servers and workstations as
well. A large amount of software, including operating systems (OSs)
such as DOS, Windows, Linux, BSD, Solaris, and Mac OS X supports
x86-based hardware.

Modern x86 is relatively uncommon in embedded systems, however, and small low power applications (using tiny
batteries) as well as low-cost microprocessor markets, such as home appliances and toys, lack any significant x86
presence.[10] Simple 8-bit and 16-bit based architectures are common here, although the x86-compatible VIA C7,
VIA Nano, AMD's Geode, Athlon Neo, and Intel Atom are examples of 32- and 64-bit designs used in some
relatively low power and low cost segments.
There have been several attempts, also within Intel itself, to break the market dominance of the "inelegant" x86
architecture that descended directly from the first simple 8-bit microprocessors. Examples of this are the iAPX 432
(alias Intel 8800), the Intel 960, Intel 860, and the Intel/Hewlett-Packard Itanium architecture. However, the
continuous refinement of x86 microarchitectures, circuitry, and semiconductor manufacturing would prove it hard to
replace x86 in many segments. AMD's 64 bit extension of x86 (which Intel eventually responded to with a
compatible design)[11] and the scalability of x86 chips such as the eight-core Intel Xeon and 12-core AMD Opteron
is underlining x86 as an example of how continuous refinement of established industry standards can resist the
competition from completely new architectures.[12]

Note: In the following text, all instances of use of the prefixes kilo/mega/giga/tera are to be understood in the binary
(powers-of-1024) sense. See the article on the IEC prefixes (kibi/mebi/gibi/tebi) for details.
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Chronology
The table below lists brands of common[13] consumer targeted processors implementing the x86 instruction set,
grouped by generations that highlight important points in x86 history. Note: CPU generations are not strict: each
generation is roughly marked by significantly improved or commercially successful processor microarchitecture
designs.

Generation First
introduced

Prominent consumer CPU brands Linear/physical address
space

Notable (new) features

1 1978 Intel 8086, Intel 8088 and clones 16-bit / 20-bit
(segmented)

First x86 microprocessors

1982 Intel 80186, Intel 80188 and clones,
NEC V20/V30

Hardware for fast address calculations, fast mul/div,
etc.

2 Intel 80286 and clones 16-bit (30-bit virtual) /
24-bit (segmented)

MMU, for protected mode and a larger address space

3 (IA-32) 1985 Intel 80386 and clones, AMD
Am386

32-bit (46-bit virtual) /
32-bit

32-bit instruction set, MMU with paging

4 (FPU) 1989 Intel486 and clones, AMD
Am486/Am5x86

RISC-like pipelining, integrated x87 FPU (80-bit),
on-chip cache

4/5 1997 IDT/Centaur-C6, Cyrix III-Samuel,
VIA C3-Samuel2 / VIA C3-Ezra
(2001), VIA C7 (2005)

In-order, integrated FPU, some models with on-chip
L2 cache, MMX, SSE

5 1993 Pentium, Pentium MMX, Cyrix
5x86, Rise mP6

Superscalar, 64-bit databus, faster FPU, MMX (2×
32-bit)

5/6 1996 AMD K5, Nx586 (1994) μ-op translation

6 1995 Pentium Pro, Cyrix 6x86, Cyrix
MII, Cyrix III-Joshua (2000)

As above / 36-bit physical
(PAE)

μ-op translation, conditional move instructions,
Out-of-order, register renaming, speculative
execution, PAE (Pentium Pro), in-package L2 cache
(Pentium Pro)

1997 AMD K6/-2/3, Pentium II/III L3-cache support, 3DNow!, SSE (2× 64-bit)

2003 Pentium M, Intel Core (2006) optimized for low power

7 1999 Athlon, Athlon XP Superscalar FPU, wide design (up to three x86
instr./clock)

2000 Pentium 4 deeply pipelined, high frequency, SSE2,
hyper-threading

7/8 2000 Transmeta Crusoe, Efficeon VLIW design with x86 emulator, on-die memory
controller

2004 Pentium 4 Prescott 64-bit / 40-bit physical in
first AMD
implementation

Very deeply pipelined, very high frequency, SSE3,
64-bit capability (integer CPU) is available only in
LGA 775 sockets

2006 Intel Core 2 64-bit (integer CPU), low power, multi-core, lower
clock frequency, SSE4 (Penryn)

2008 VIA Nano Out-of-order, superscalar, 64-bit (integer CPU),
hardware-based encryption, very low power,
adaptive power management

8 (x86-64) 2003 Athlon 64, Opteron x86-64 instruction set (CPU main integer core),
on-die memory controller, hypertransport
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8/9 2007 AMD Phenom As above / 48-bit physical
for AMD Phenom

Monolithic quad-core, SSE4a, HyperTransport 3 or
QuickPath, native memory controller, on-die L3
cache, modular2008 Intel Core i3/i5/i7, AMD Phenom II

Intel Atom In-order but highly pipelined, very-low-power, on
some models: 64-bit (integer CPU), on-die GPU

2011 AMD Bobcat, Llano Out-of-order, 64-bit (integer CPU), on-die GPU, low
power (Bobcat)

9 (GPU) 2011 Intel Sandy Bridge/Ivy Bridge,
AMD Bulldozer and Trinity

SSE5/AVX (4× 64-bit), highly modular design,
integrated on-die GPU

2013 Intel Larrabee Very wide vector unit, LRBni instructions (8×
64-bit)

2014 Intel Haswell FMA3 instructions, DDR4

History

Background
The x86 architecture first appeared as the Intel 8086 CPU released in 1978, a fully 16-bit design based on the earlier
8-bit based 8008 and 8080. Although not binary compatible, it was designed to allow assembly language programs
written for these processors (as well as the contemporary 8085) to be mechanically translated into equivalent 8086
assembly. This made the new processor a tempting software migration path for many customers. However, the 16-bit
external databus of the 8086 implied fairly significant hardware redesign, as well as other complications and
expenses. To address this obstacle, Intel introduced the almost identical 8088, basically an 8086 with an 8-bit
external databus that permitted simpler printed circuit boards and demanded fewer (1-bit wide) DRAM chips; it was
also more easily interfaced to already established (i.e. low-cost) 8-bit system and peripheral chips. Among other,
non-technical factors, this contributed to IBM's decision to build a home computer / personal computer around the
8088, despite a presence of 16-bit microprocessors from Motorola, Zilog, and National Semiconductor (as well as
several established 8-bit processors, which was also considered). The resulting IBM PC subsequently took over from
Z80-based CP/M systems, Apple IIs, and other popular computers, and became a dominant de-facto standard for
personal computers, thus enabling the 8088 and its successors to dominate this large branch of the microprocessor
market.

iAPX 432 and the 80286

Another factor was that the advanced but non-compatible 32-bit Intel 8800 (alias iAPX 432) failed in the
marketplace around the time the original IBM-PC was launched; the new and fast 80286 actually contributed to the
disappointment in the performance of the semi-contemporary 8800 in early 1982. (The 80186, launched in parallel
with the 80286, was intended for embedded systems, and would therefore have had a large market anyway.) The
market failure of the 32-bit 8800 was a significant impetus for Intel to continue to develop more advanced
8086-compatible processors instead, such as the 80386 (a 32-bit extension of the well performing 80286).
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Other manufacturers

Am386 released by AMD in
1991.

Further information: List of former IA-32 compatible processor manufacturers
At various times, companies such as IBM, NEC,[14] AMD, TI, STM, Fujitsu, OKI,
Siemens, Cyrix, Intersil, C&T, NexGen, UMC, and RDC started to design and/or
manufacture x86 processors intended for personal computers as well as embedded
systems. Such x86 implementations are seldom plain copies but often employ
different internal microarchitectures as well as different solutions at the electronic
and physical levels. Quite naturally, early compatible chips were 16-bit, while 32-bit
designs appeared much later. For the personal computer market, real quantities
started to appear around 1990 with i386 and i486 compatible processors, often
named similarly to Intel's original chips. Other companies, which designed or
manufactured x86 or x87 processors, include ITT Corporation, National Semiconductor, ULSI System Technology,
and Weitek.

Following the fully pipelined i486, Intel introduced the Pentium brand name (which, unlike numbers, could be
trademarked) for their new line of superscalar x86 designs. With the x86 naming scheme now legally cleared, IBM
partnered with Cyrix to produce the 5x86 and then the very efficient 6x86 (M1) and 6x86MX (MII) lines of Cyrix
designs, which were the first x86 chips implementing register renaming to enable speculative execution. AMD
meanwhile designed and manufactured the advanced but delayed 5k86 (K5), which, internally, was heavily based on
AMD's earlier 29K RISC design; similar to NexGen's Nx586, it used a strategy where dedicated pipeline stages
decode x86 instructions into uniform and easily handled micro-operations, a method that has remained the basis for
most x86 designs to this day.
Some early versions of these chips had heat dissipation problems. The 6x86 was also affected by a few minor
compatibility issues, the Nx586 lacked a floating point unit (FPU) and (the then crucial) pin-compatibility, while the
K5 had somewhat disappointing performance when it was (eventually) launched. A low customer awareness of
alternatives to the Pentium line further contributed to these designs being comparatively unsuccessful, despite the
fact that the K5 had very good Pentium compatibility and the 6x86 was significantly faster than the Pentium on
integer code.[15] AMD later managed to establish itself as a serious contender with the K6 line of processors, which
gave way to the highly successful Athlon and Opteron. There were also other contenders, such as Centaur
Technology (formerly IDT), Rise Technology, and Transmeta. VIA Technologies' energy efficient C3 and C7
processors, which were designed by Centaur, have been sold for many years. Centaur's newest design, the VIA
Nano, is their first processor with superscalar and speculative execution. It was, perhaps interestingly, introduced at
about the same time as Intel's first "in-order" processor since the P5 Pentium, the Intel Atom.

Extensions of word size
The instruction set architecture has twice been extended to a larger word size. In 1985, Intel released the 32-bit
80386 (later known as i386) which gradually replaced the earlier 16-bit chips in computers (although typically not in
embedded systems) during the following years; this extended programming model was originally referred to as the
i386 architecture (like its first implementation) but Intel later dubbed it IA-32 when introducing its (unrelated) IA-64
architecture. In 1999-2003, AMD extended this 32-bit architecture to 64 bits and referred to it as x86-64 in early
documents and later as AMD64. Intel soon adopted AMD's architectural extensions under the name IA-32e which
was later renamed EM64T and finally Intel 64. Among these five names, the original x86-64 is probably the most
commonly used, although Microsoft and Sun Microsystems also use the term x64.
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Overview

Basic properties of the architecture
The x86 architecture is a variable instruction length, primarily two-address "CISC" design with emphasis on
backward compatibility. The instruction set is not typical CISC, however, but basically an extended and
orthogonalized version of the simple eight-bit 8008 and 8080 architectures. Byte-addressing is supported and words
are stored in memory with little-endian byte order. Memory access to unaligned addresses is allowed for all
supported word sizes. The largest native size for integer arithmetic and memory addresses (or offsets) is 16, 32, or
64 bits depending on architecture generation (newer processors include direct support for smaller integers as well).
Multiple scalar values can be handled simultaneously via the SIMD unit present in later generations, as described
below.[16] Immediate addressing offsets and immediate data may be expressed as 8-bit quantities for the frequently
occurring cases or contexts where a -128..127 range is enough. Typical instructions are therefore 2 or 3 bytes in
length (although some are much longer, and some are single-byte).
To further conserve encoding space, most registers are expressed in opcodes using three bits, and at most one
operand to an instruction can be a memory location (some highly orthogonal "CISC" designs, such as the PDP-11,
may use two). However, this memory operand may also be the destination (or a combined source and destination),
while the other operand, the source, can be either register or immediate. Among other factors, this contributes to a
code footprint that rivals eight-bit machines and enables efficient use of instruction cache memory. The relatively
small number of general registers (also inherited from its 8-bit ancestors) has made register-relative addressing
(using small immediate offsets) an important method of accessing operands, especially on the stack. Much work has
therefore been invested in making such accesses as fast as register accesses, i.e. a one cycle instruction throughput,
in most circumstances where the accessed data is available in the top-level cache.

Floating point and SIMD

A dedicated floating point processor with 80-bit internal registers, the 8087, was developed for the original 8086.
This chip subsequently developed into the extended 80387, and later processors incorporated a backward compatible
version of this functionality on the same chip as the main processor. In addition to this, modern x86 designs also
contain a SIMD-unit (see SSE below) where instructions can work in parallel on (one or two) 128-bit words, each
containing 2 or 4 floating point numbers (each 64 or 32 bits wide respectively), or alternatively, 2, 4, 8 or 16 integers
(each 64, 32, 16 or 8 bits wide respectively). The wide SIMD registers means that existing x86 processors can load
or store up to 128 bits of memory data in a single instruction and also perform bitwise operations (although not
integer arithmetic[17]) on full 128-bits quantities in parallel. Planned x86 processors will have 256-bit SIMD
operations (including 256-bit memory load and store).

Current implementations
During execution, current x86 processors employ a few extra decoding steps to split most instructions into smaller
pieces (micro-operations). These are then handed to a control unit that buffers and schedules them in compliance
with x86-semantics so that they can be executed, partly in parallel, by one of several (more or less specialized)
execution units. These modern x86 designs are thus superscalar, and also capable of out of order and speculative
execution (via register renaming), which means they may execute multiple (partial or complete) x86 instructions
simultaneously, and not necessarily in the same order as given in the instruction stream.
When introduced, this approach was sometimes referred to as a "RISC core" or as "RISC translation", partly for 
marketing reasons, but also because these micro-operations share some properties with certain types of RISC 
instructions. However, traditional microcode (used since the 1950s) also inherently shares many of the same 
properties; the new approach differs mainly in that the translation to micro-operations now occurs asynchronously. 
Not having to synchronize the execution units with the decode steps opens up possibilities for more analysis of the
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(buffered) code stream, and therefore permits detection of operations that can be performed in parallel,
simultaneously feeding more than one execution unit.
The latest processors also do the opposite when appropriate; they combine certain x86 sequences (such as a compare
followed by a conditional jump) into a more complex micro-op which fits the execution model better and thus can be
executed faster or with less machine resources involved.
Another way to try to improve performance is to cache the decoded micro-operations, so the processor can directly
access the decoded micro-operations from a special cache, instead of decoding them again. The Execution Trace
Cache found in Intel's NetBurst Microarchitecture (Pentium 4) is so far the only widespread example of this
technique.
Transmeta use a completely different method in their x86 compatible CPUs. They use just-in-time translation to
convert x86 instructions to the CPU's native instructions. Transmeta argues that their approach allows for more
power efficient designs since the CPU can forgo the complicated decode step of more traditional x86
implementations.

Segmentation
Further information: x86 memory segmentation
Minicomputers during the late 1970s were running up against the 16-bit 64-KB address limit, as memory had
become cheaper. Some minicomputers like the PDP-11 used complex bank-switching schemes, or, in the case of
Digital's VAX, redesigned much more expensive processors which could directly handle 32-bit addressing and data.
The original 8086, developed from the simple 8080 microprocessor and primarily aiming at very small and
inexpensive computers and other specialized devices, instead adopted simple segment registers which increased the
memory address width by only 4 bits. By multiplying a 64-KB address by 16, the 20-bit address could address a total
of one megabyte (1,048,576 bytes) which was quite a large amount for a small computer at the time. The concept of
segment registers was not new to many mainframes which used segment registers to quickly swap to different tasks.
In practice, on the x86 it was (is) a much-criticized implementation which greatly complicated many common
programming tasks and compilers. However, the architecture soon allowed linear 32-bit addressing (starting with the
80386 in late 1985) but major actors (such as Microsoft) took many years to convert their 16-bit based systems. The
80386 (and 80486) was therefore largely used as a fast (but still 16-bit based) 8086 for many years.
Data and/or code could be managed within "near" 16-bit segments within this 1 MB address space, or a compiler
could operate in a "far" mode using 32-bit segment:offset pairs reaching (only) 1 MB. While that would also
prove to be quite limiting by the mid-1980s, it was working for the emerging PC market, and made it very simple to
translate software from the older 8008, 8080, 8085, and Z80 to the newer processor. In 1985, the 16-bit segment
addressing model was effectively factored out by the introduction of 32-bit offset registers, in the 386 design.
In real mode, segmentation is achieved by shifting the segment address left by 4 bits and adding an offset in order to
receive a final 20-bit address. For example, if DS is A000h and SI is 5677h, DS:SI will point at the absolute address
DS × 10h + SI = A5677h. Thus the total address space in real mode is 220 bytes, or 1 MB, quite an impressive figure
for 1978. All memory addresses consist of both a segment and offset; every type of access (code, data, or stack) has
a default segment register associated with it (for data the register is usually DS, for code it is CS, and for stack it is
SS). For data accesses, the segment register can be explicitly specified (using a segment override prefix) to use any
of the four segment registers.
In this scheme, two different segment/offset pairs can point at a single absolute location. Thus, if DS is A111h and SI
is 4567h, DS:SI will point at the same A5677h as above. This scheme makes it impossible to use more than four
segments at once. CS and SS are vital for the correct functioning of the program, so that only DS and ES can be used
to point to data segments outside the program (or, more precisely, outside the currently-executing segment of the
program) or the stack.
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In protected mode, a segment register no longer contains the physical address of the beginning of a segment, but
contain a "selector" that points to a system-level structure called a segment descriptor. A segment descriptor contains
the physical address of the beginning of the segment, the length of the segment, and access permissions to that
segment. The offset is checked against the length of the segment, with offsets referring to locations outside the
segment causing an exception. Offsets referring to locations inside the segment are combined with the physical
address of the beginning of the segment to get the physical address corresponding to that offset.
The segmented nature can make programming and compiler design difficult because the use of near and far pointers
affects performance.

Addressing modes
Addressing modes for 16-bit x86 processors can be summarized by this formula:

Addressing modes for 32-bit address size on 32-bit or 64-bit x86 processors can be summarized by this formula:

Addressing modes for 64-bit code on 64-bit x86 processors can be summarized by these formulas:

and

The second type of addressing in 64-bit code (relative to RIP, the instruction pointer) makes implementation of
position-independent code easier (as used in shared libraries in some operating systems).
The 8086 had 64 KB of 8-bit (or alternatively 32 K-word of 16-bit) I/O space, and a 64 KB (one segment) stack in
memory supported by computer hardware. Only words (2 bytes) can be pushed to the stack. The stack grows
downwards (toward numerically lower addresses), its bottom being pointed by SS:SP. There are 256 interrupts,
which can be invoked by both hardware and software. The interrupts can cascade, using the stack to store the return
address.
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x86 registers
For a description of the general notion of a CPU register, see Processor register.

16-bit
The original Intel 8086 and 8088 have fourteen 16-bit registers. Four of them (AX, BX, CX, DX) are
general-purpose registers (GPRs; although each may have an additional purpose: for example only CX can be used
as a counter with the loop instruction). Each can be accessed as two separate bytes (thus BX's high byte can be
accessed as BH and low byte as BL). There are two pointer registers: SP which points to the top of the stack and BP
(base pointer) which is used to point at some other place in the stack, typically above the local variables. Two
registers (SI and DI) are for array indexing.
Four segment registers (CS, DS, SS and ES) are used to form a memory address. The FLAGS register contains flags
such as carry flag, overflow flag and zero flag. Finally, the instruction pointer (IP) points to the next instruction that
will be fetched from memory and then executed. This register cannot be directly accessed (read or write) by a
program.
In the Intel 80286, three special registers hold descriptor table addresses (GDTR, LDTR, IDTR), and a fourth task
register (TR).

32-bit
With the advent of the 32-bit 80386 processor, the 16-bit general-purpose registers, base registers, index registers,
instruction pointer, and FLAGS register, but not the segment registers, were expanded to 32 bits. This is represented
by prefixing an "E" (for Extended) to the register names in x86 assembly language. Thus, the AX register
corresponds to the lowest 16 bits of the new 32-bit EAX register, SI corresponds to the lowest 16 bits of ESI, and so
on. The general-purpose registers, base registers, and index registers can all be used as the base in addressing modes,
and all of those registers except for the stack pointer can be used as the index in addressing modes.
Two new segment registers (FS and GS) were added. With a greater number of registers, instructions and operands,
the machine code format was expanded. To provide backward compatibility, segments with executable code can be
marked as containing either 16-bit or 32-bit instructions. Special prefixes allow inclusion of 32-bit instructions in a
16-bit segment or vice versa.
With the 80486 a floating-point processing unit (FPU) was added, with eight 80-bit wide registers: st(0) to st(7).[18]

With the Pentium MMX, eight 64-bit MMX integer registers were added (MMX0 to MMX7, which share lower bits
with the 80-bit-wide FPU stack).[18] With the Pentium III, a 32-bit Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) control/status
register (MXCSR) and eight 128-bit SSE floating point registers (XMM0 to XMM7) were added.[18]

64-bit
Starting with the AMD Opteron processor, the x86 architecture extended the 32-bit registers into 64-bit registers in a
way similar to how the 16 to 32-bit extension was done (RAX, RBX, RCX, RDX, RSI, RDI, RBP, RSP, RFLAGS,
RIP), and eight additional 64-bit general registers (R8-R15) were also introduced in the creation of x86-64.
However, these extensions are only usable in 64-bit mode, which is one of the two modes only available in long
mode. The addressing modes were not dramatically changed from 32-bit mode, except that addressing was extended
to 64 bits, virtual addresses are now sign extended to 64 bits (in order to disallow mode bits in virtual addresses), and
other selector details were dramatically reduced. In addition, an addressing mode was added to allow memory
references relative to RIP (the instruction pointer), to ease the implementation of position-independent code, used in
shared libraries in some operating systems.
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Miscellaneous/special purpose
x86 processors (starting with the 80386) also include various special/miscellaneous registers such as control registers
(CR0 through 4, CR8 for 64-bit only), debug registers (DR0 through 3, plus 6 and 7), test registers (TR3 through 7;
80486 only), descriptor registers (GDTR, LDTR, IDTR), a task register (TR), and model-specific registers (MSRs,
appearing with the Pentium).

Purpose
Although the main registers (with the exception of the instruction pointer) are "general-purpose" and can be used for
anything, it was envisioned that they be used for the following purposes:
•• AX/EAX/RAX: Accumulator
•• BX/EBX/RBX: Base index (for use with arrays)
•• CX/ECX/RCX: Counter
•• DX/EDX/RDX: Data/general
• SI/ESI/RSI: Source index for string operations.
• DI/EDI/RDI: Destination index for string operations.
•• SP/ESP/RSP: Stack pointer for top address of the stack.
• BP/EBP/RBP: Stack base pointer for holding the address of the current stack frame.
• IP/EIP/RIP: Instruction pointer. Holds the program counter, the current instruction address.
Segment registers:
•• CS: Code
•• DS: Data
•• SS: Stack
•• ES: Extra
•• FS
•• GS
No particular purposes were envisioned for the other 8 registers available only in 64-bit mode.
Some instructions compiled and executed more efficiently when using these registers for their designed purpose. For
example, using AL as an accumulator and adding an immediate byte value to it produces the efficient add to AL
opcode of 04h, whilst using the BL register produces the generic and longer add to register opcode of 80C3h.
Another example is double precision division and multiplication that works specifically with the AX and DX
registers.
Modern compilers benefited from the introduction of the sib byte (scaled index byte) that allows registers to be
treated uniformly (minicomputer-like). Some special instructions lost priority in the hardware design and became
slower than equivalent small code sequences. A notable example is the LODSW instruction.

Structure
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General Purpose Registers (A, B, C and D)

64 56 48 40 32 24 16 8

R?X

E?X

?X

?H ?L

64-bit mode-only General Purpose Registers (R8, R9, R10, R11, R12, R13, R14, R15)

64 56 48 40 32 24 16 8

?

?D

?W

?B

Segment Registers (C, D, S, E, F and G)

16 8

?S

Pointer Registers (S and B)
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?PL

Note: The ?PL registers are only available in 64-bit mode.

Index Registers (S and D)
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E?I

?I

?IL

Note: The ?IL registers are only available in 64-bit mode.
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Instruction Pointer Register (I)

64 56 48 40 32 24 16 8

R?P

E?P

?P

Operating modes

Real mode
Real mode is an operating mode of 8086 and later x86-compatible CPUs. Real mode is characterized by a 20 bit
segmented memory address space (meaning that only 1 MB of memory can be addressed), direct software access to
BIOS routines and peripheral hardware, and no concept of memory protection or multitasking at the hardware level.
All x86 CPUs in the 80286 series and later start up in real mode at power-on; 80186 CPUs and earlier had only one
operational mode, which is equivalent to real mode in later chips.
In order to use more than 64 KB of memory, the segment registers must be used. This created great complications
for compiler implementors who introduced odd pointer modes such as "near", "far" and "huge" to leverage the
implicit nature of segmented architecture to different degrees, with some pointers containing 16-bit offsets within
implied segments and other pointers containing segment addresses and offsets within segments.

Protected mode
In addition to real mode, the Intel 80286 supports protected mode, expanding addressable physical memory to 16
MB and addressable virtual memory to 1 GB, and providing protected memory, which prevents programs from
corrupting one another. This is done by using the segment registers only for storing an index to a segment table.
There were two such tables, the Global Descriptor Table (GDT) and the Local Descriptor Table (LDT), each holding
up to 8192 segment descriptors, each segment giving access to 64 KB of memory. The segment table provided a
24-bit base address, which can be added to the desired offset to create an absolute address. Each segment can be
assigned one of four ring levels used for hardware-based computer security.
The Intel 80386 introduced support in protected mode for paging, a mechanism making it possible to use paged
virtual memory.
Paging is used extensively by modern multitasking operating systems. Linux, 386BSD and Windows NT were
developed for the 386 because it was the first Intel architecture CPU to support paging and 32-bit segment offsets.
The 386 architecture became the basis of all further development in the x86 series.
x86 processors that support protected mode boot into real mode for backward compatibility with the older 8086 class
of processors. Upon power-on (a.k.a. booting), the processor initializes in real mode, and then begins executing
instructions. Operating system boot code, which might be stored in ROM, may place the processor into the protected
mode to enable paging and other features. The instruction set in protected mode is backward compatible with the one
used in real mode.
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Virtual 8086 mode

Further information: Virtual 8086 mode
There is also a sub-mode of operation in 32-bit protected mode, called virtual 8086 mode. This is basically a special
hybrid operating mode that allows real mode programs and operating systems to run while under the control of a
protected mode supervisor operating system. This allows for a great deal of flexibility in running both protected
mode programs and real mode programs simultaneously. This mode is exclusively available for the 32-bit version of
protected mode; virtual 8086 mode does not exist in the 16-bit version of protected mode, or in long mode.

Long mode
By 2002, it was obvious that the 32-bit address space of the x86 architecture was limiting its performance in
applications requiring large data sets. A 32-bit address space would allow the processor to directly address only 4
GB of data, a size surpassed by applications such as video processing and database engines, while using the 64-bit
address, one can directly address 16,777,216 TB (or 16 billion GB) of data, although most 64-bit architectures don't
support access to the full 64-bit address space (AMD64, for example, supports only 48 bits, split into 4 paging levels,
from a 64-bit address).
AMD developed the extension of the 32-bit x86 architecture to 64-bit that is currently used in x86 processors,
initially calling it x86-64, later renaming it AMD64. The Opteron, Athlon 64, Turion 64, and later Sempron families
of processors use this architecture. The success of the AMD64 line of processors coupled with the lukewarm
reception of the IA-64 architecture forced Intel to release its own implementation of the AMD64 instruction set. Intel
had previously implemented support for AMD64[19] but opted not to enable it in hopes that AMD would not bring
AMD64 to market before Itanium's new IA-64 instruction set was widely adopted. It branded its implementation of
AMD64 as EM64T, and later re-branded it Intel 64.
In its literature and product version names, Microsoft and Sun refer to AMD64/Intel 64 collectively as x64 in the
Windows and Solaris operating systems respectively. Linux distributions refer to it either as "x86-64", its variant
"x86_64", or "amd64". BSD systems use "amd64" while Mac OS X uses "x86_64".
Long mode is mostly an extension of the 32-bit instruction set, but unlike the 16–to–32-bit transition, many
instructions were dropped in the 64-bit mode. This does not affect actual binary backward compatibility (which
would execute legacy code in other modes that retain support for those instructions), but it changes the way
assembler and compilers for new code have to work.
This was the first time that a major extension of the x86 architecture was initiated and originated by a manufacturer
other than Intel. It was also the first time that Intel accepted technology of this nature from an outside source.

Extensions

Floating point unit
Further information: Floating point unit
Early x86 processors could be extended with floating-point hardware in the form of a series of floating point
numerical co-processors with names like 8087, 80287 and 80387. With very few exceptions, the 80486 and
subsequent x86 processors then integrated this x87 functionality on chip which made the x87 instructions a de facto
integral part of the x86 instruction set.
Each x87 register, known as ST(0) through ST(7), is 80 bits wide and stores numbers in the IEEE floating-point
standard double extended precision format. These registers are organized as a stack with ST(0) as the top. This was
done in order to conserve opcode space, and the registers are therefore randomly accessible only for either operand
in a register-to-register arithmetic instruction; ST0 must always be one of the two operands, either the source or the
destination, regardless of whether the other operand is ST(x) or a memory operand.
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MMX
MMX is a SIMD instruction set designed by Intel, introduced in 1997 for the Pentium MMX microprocessor. The
MMX instruction set was developed from a similar concept first used on the Intel i860. It is supported on most
subsequent IA-32 processors by Intel and other vendors. MMX is typically used for video processing (in
"multimedia" applications for instance).
MMX added 8 new "registers" to the architecture, known as MM0 through MM7 (henceforth referred to as MMn). In
reality, these new "registers" were just aliases for the existing x87 FPU stack registers. Hence, anything that was
done to the floating point stack would also affect the MMX registers. Unlike the FP stack, these MMn registers were
fixed, not relative, and therefore they were randomly accessible. The instruction set did not adopt the stack-like
semantics so that existing operating systems could still correctly save and restore the register state when multitasking
without modifications.
Each of the MMn registers are 64-bit integers. However, one of the main concepts of the MMX instruction set is the
concept of packed data types, which means instead of using the whole register for a single 64-bit integer (quadword),
one may use it to contain two 32-bit integers (doubleword), four 16-bit integers (word) or eight 8-bit integers (byte).
Also the MMX's 64-bit MMn registers are aliased to the FPU stack, and each of the floating point registers are 80
bits wide, meaning that the upper 16 bits of the floating point registers are unused in MMX. These bits are set to all
ones by any MMX instruction, which correspond to the floating point representation of NaNs or infinities.

3DNow!
In 1997 AMD introduced 3DNow! The introduction of this technology coincided with the rise of 3D entertainment
applications and was designed to improve the CPU's vector processing performance of graphic-intensive
applications. 3D video game developers and 3D graphics hardware vendors use 3DNow! to enhance their
performance on AMD's K6 and Athlon series of processors.
3DNow! was designed to be the natural evolution of MMX from integers to floating point. As such, it uses exactly
the same register naming convention as MMX, that is MM0 through MM7. The only difference is that instead of
packing integers into these registers, two single precision floating point numbers are packed into each register. The
advantage of aliasing the FPU registers is that the same instruction and data structures used to save the state of the
FPU registers can also be used to save 3DNow! register states. Thus no special modifications are required to be
made to operating systems which would otherwise not know about them.

SSE
In 1999, Intel introduced the Streaming SIMD Extensions (SSE) instruction set, following in 2000 with SSE2. The
first addition allowed offloading of basic floating-point operations from the x87 stack and the second made MMX
almost obsolete and allowed the instructions to be realistically targeted by conventional compilers. Introduced in
2004 along with the Prescott revision of the Pentium 4 processor, SSE3 added specific memory and thread-handling
instructions to boost the performance of Intel's HyperThreading technology. AMD licensed the SSE3 instruction set
and implemented most of the SSE3 instructions for its revision E and later Athlon 64 processors. The Athlon 64 does
not support HyperThreading and lacks those SSE3 instructions used only for HyperThreading.
SSE discarded all legacy connections to the FPU stack. This also meant that this instruction set discarded all legacy 
connections to previous generations of SIMD instruction sets like MMX. But it freed the designers up, allowing 
them to use larger registers, not limited by the size of the FPU registers. The designers created eight 128-bit 
registers, named XMM0 through XMM7. (Note: in AMD64, the number of SSE XMM registers has been increased 
from 8 to 16.) However, the downside was that operating systems had to have an awareness of this new set of 
instructions in order to be able to save their register states. So Intel created a slightly modified version of Protected 
mode, called Enhanced mode which enables the usage of SSE instructions, whereas they stay disabled in regular 
Protected mode. An OS that is aware of SSE will activate Enhanced mode, whereas an unaware OS will only enter
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into traditional Protected mode.
SSE is a SIMD instruction set that works only on floating point values, like 3DNow!. However, unlike 3DNow! it
severs all legacy connection to the FPU stack. Because it has larger registers than 3DNow!, SSE can pack twice the
number of single precision floats into its registers. The original SSE was limited to only single-precision numbers,
like 3DNow!. The SSE2 introduced the capability to pack double precision numbers too, which 3DNow! had no
possibility of doing since a double precision number is 64-bit in size which would be the full size of a single
3DNow! MMn register. At 128 bits, the SSE XMMn registers could pack two double precision floats into one
register. Thus SSE2 is much more suitable for scientific calculations than either SSE1 or 3DNow!, which were
limited to only single precision. SSE3 does not introduce any additional registers.

Physical Address Extension (PAE)
Physical Address Extension or PAE was first added in the Intel Pentium Pro, to allow an additional 4 bits of physical
addressing in 32-bit protected mode. The size of memory in Protected mode is usually limited to 4 GB. Through
tricks in the processor's page and segment memory management systems, x86 operating systems may be able to
access more than 32-bits of address space, even without the switchover to the 64-bit paradigm. This mode does not
change the length of segment offsets or linear addresses; those are still only 32 bits.

x64
In April 2003, AMD released the first x86 processor with 64-bit physical memory address registers capable of
addressing much more than 4 GB of memory using the new x86-64 extension (also known as x64). Intel introduced
its first x86-64 processor in July 2004.
x86-64 had been preceded by another architecture employing 64-bit memory addressing: Intel introduced Itanium in
2001 for the high-performance computing market. However, Itanium was incompatible with x86 and is less widely
used today. x86-64 also introduced the NX bit, which offers some protection against security bugs caused by buffer
overruns.

Virtualization
Until recently, the x86 architecture did not meet the Popek and Goldberg requirements - a specification for
virtualization created in 1974 by Gerald J. Popek and Robert P. Goldberg. Nevertheless, there are several
commercial x86 virtualization products, such as VMware vSphere, VMware Workstation, Parallels, Microsoft
Hyper-V Server, and Microsoft Virtual PC. Among the open source virtualization projects, most notable are
QEMU/KQEMU, VirtualBox, and Xen.
Intel and AMD have introduced x86 processors with hardware-based virtualization extensions that overcome the
classical virtualization limitations of the x86 architecture. These extensions are known as Intel VT (code named
"Vanderpool") and AMD-V (code named "Pacifica"). [20] This is expected to change as the technology matures.
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PowerPC

PowerPC

Designer AIM

Bits 32-bit/64-bit (32 → 64)

Introduced 1992

Version 2.02

Design RISC

Type Load-store

Encoding Fixed/Variable (Book E)

Branching Condition code

Endianness Big/Bi

Extensions AltiVec, APU

Open Yes

Registers

32 GPR, 32 FPR

IBM PowerPC 601 microprocessor.

PowerPC (short for Performance Optimization With Enhanced RISC
– Performance Computing, sometimes abbreviated as PPC) is a RISC
architecture created by the 1991 Apple–IBM–Motorola alliance,
known as AIM. PowerPC, as an evolving instruction set, has since
2006 been renamed Power ISA but lives on as a legacy trademark for
some implementations of Power Architecture based processors.

Originally intended for personal computers, PowerPC CPUs have since
become popular as embedded and high-performance processors.
PowerPC was the cornerstone of AIM's PReP and Common Hardware
Reference Platform initiatives in the 1990s and while the architecture
is well known for being used by Apple's Macintosh lines from 1994 to
2006 (before Apple's transition to Intel), its use in video game consoles
and embedded applications provided an array of uses.

PowerPC is largely based on IBM's earlier POWER architecture, and retains a high level of compatibility with it; the
architectures have remained close enough that the same programs and operating systems will run on both if some
care is taken in preparation; newer chips in the POWER series implement the full PowerPC instruction set.

History
The history of RISC began with IBM's 801 research project, on which John Cocke was the lead developer. Here he 
developed the concepts of RISC in 1975-78. 801-based microprocessors were used in a number of IBM embedded 
products, eventually becoming the 16-register ROMP processor used in the IBM RT. The RT was a rapid design 
implementing the RISC principles, and the performance was disappointing in comparison to the high performance 
68000 microprocessor from Motorola. Between the years of 1982-1984 IBM started a project to build the fastest 
microprocessor on the market; this new 64-bit architecture became referred to as the "America Project" throughout 
its development cycle which lasted for approximately 5-6 years. The result was the POWER architecture, introduced
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with the RISC System/6000 in early 1990.
The original POWER microprocessor, one of the first superscalar RISC implementations, was a high performance,
multi-chip design. IBM soon realized that they would need a one-chip microprocessor to scale their RS/6000 line
from lower-end to high-end machines. Work on a one-chip POWER microprocessor, called the RSC (RISC Single
Chip) began. In early 1991, IBM realized that their design could potentially become a high-volume microprocessor
used across the industry.
IBM approached Apple with the goal of collaborating on the development of a family of single-chip microprocessors
based on the POWER architecture. Soon after, Apple, as one of Motorola's largest customers of desktop-class
microprocessors, asked Motorola to join the discussions because of their long relationship, their more extensive
experience with manufacturing high-volume microprocessors than IBM and to serve as a second source for the
microprocessors. This three-way collaboration became known as AIM alliance, for Apple, IBM, Motorola.
In 1991, the PowerPC was just one facet of a larger alliance among these three companies. At the time, most of the
personal computer industry was shipping systems based on the Intel 80386 and 80486 chips, which had a CISC
architecture, and development of the Pentium processor was well underway. The PowerPC chip was one of several
joint ventures involving the three, in their efforts to counter the growing Microsoft-Intel dominance of personal
computing.
To Motorola, POWER looked like an unbelievable deal. It allowed them to sell a widely tested and powerful RISC
CPU for little design cash on their own part. It also maintained ties with an important customer, Apple, and seemed
to offer the possibility of adding another in IBM who might buy smaller versions from them instead of making their
own.
At this point Motorola already had its own RISC design in the form of the 88000 which was doing poorly in the
market. Motorola was doing well with their 68000 family and the majority of the funding was focused on this. The
88000 effort was somewhat starved for resources.
However, the 88000 was already in production; Data General was shipping 88k machines and Apple already had 88k
prototype machines running. The 88000 had also achieved a number of embedded design wins in telecom
applications. If the new POWER one-chip version could be made bus-compatible at a hardware level with the 88000,
that would allow both Apple and Motorola to bring machines to market far faster since they would not have to
redesign their board architecture.
The result of these various requirements was the PowerPC (Performance Computing) specification.
When the first PowerPC products reached the market, they were met with enthusiasm. In addition to Apple, both
IBM and the Motorola Computer Group offered systems built around the processors. Microsoft released Windows
NT 3.51 for the architecture, which was used in Motorola's PowerPC servers, and Sun Microsystems offered a
version of its Solaris OS. IBM ported its AIX Unix and planned a release of OS/2. Throughout the mid-1990s,
PowerPC processors achieved benchmark test scores that matched or exceeded those of the fastest x86 CPUs.
Ultimately, demand for the new architecture on the desktop never truly materialized. Windows, OS/2 and Sun
customers, faced with the lack of application software for the PowerPC, almost universally ignored the chip. The
PowerPC versions of Solaris, OS/2, and Windows were discontinued after only a brief period on the market. Only on
the Macintosh, due to Apple's persistence, did the PowerPC gain traction. To Apple, the performance of the
PowerPC was a bright spot in the face of increased competition from Windows 95 and Windows NT-based PCs.
In parallel with the alliance between IBM and Motorola, both companies had development efforts underway
internally. The PowerQUICC line was the result of this work inside Motorola. The 4xx series of embedded
processors was underway inside IBM. The IBM embedded processor business grew to nearly 100 million in revenue
and attracted hundreds of customers.
However, toward the close of the decade, the same manufacturing issues began plaguing the AIM alliance in much 
the same way it did Motorola, which consistently pushed back deployments of new processors for Apple and other
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vendors: first from Motorola in the 1990s with the G3 and G4 processors, and IBM with the 64-bit G5 processor in
2003. In 2004, Motorola exited the chip manufacturing business by spinning off its semiconductor business as an
independent company called Freescale Semiconductor. Around the same time, IBM exited the 32-bit embedded
processor market by selling its line of PowerPC products to Applied Micro Circuits Corporation (AMCC) and
focused on 64-bit chip designs, while maintaining its commitment of PowerPC CPUs toward game machine makers
such as Nintendo's GameCube and Wii, Sony's PlayStation 3 and Microsoft's Xbox 360 both use 64-bit processors.
In 2005 Apple announced they would no longer use PowerPC processors in their Apple Macintosh computers,
favoring Intel produced processors instead, citing the performance limitations of the chip for future personal
computer hardware specifically related to heat generation and energy usage, as well as the inability of IBM to move
the 970 (PowerPC G5) processor to the 3 GHz range. The IBM-Freescale alliance was replaced by an open standards
body called Power.org. Power.org operates under the governance of the IEEE with IBM continuing to use and
evolve the PowerPC processor on game consoles and Freescale Semiconductor focusing solely on embedded
devices.

A schematic showing the evolution of the
different POWER, PowerPC and Power ISAs.

IBM continues to develop PowerPC microprocessor cores for use in
their ASIC offerings. Many high volume applications embed PowerPC
cores.
As of July 2010, the POWER architecture IBM developed is still very
much alive on their server offerings for large businesses and continues
to evolve (and current POWER processors implement the full
PowerPC instruction set architecture).[1] For example, IBM's servers based on POWER have the highest revenue
marketshare (53.9%) among UNIX servers.[2]

The PowerPC specification is now handled by Power.org where IBM, Freescale, and AMCC are members.
PowerPC, Cell and POWER processors are now jointly marketed as the Power Architecture. Power.org released a
unified ISA, combining POWER and PowerPC ISAs into the new Power ISA v.2.03 specification and a new
reference platform for servers called PAPR (Power Architecture Platform Reference).

Design features

Power Architecture

Historical

POWER • POWER1 • POWER2 • POWER3 • POWER4 • POWER5 • PowerPC-AS • PPC6xx • PPC7xxx • PPC970 • Gekko • PA6T •
Titan • AIM alliance

Current

PowerPC • e200 • e300 • e500 • e600 • e5500 • QorIQ • POWER6 • POWER7 • PPC4xx • PPC7xx • PPC A2 • Cell • Xenon • Broadway

Future

POWER8 • e6500 • Wii U CPU

Related Links

RISC • Blue Gene • Power.org • PAPR • PReP • CHRP • AltiVec  • more...

The PowerPC is designed along RISC principles, and allows for a superscalar implementation. Versions of the
design exist in both 32-bit and 64-bit implementations. Starting with the basic POWER specification, the PowerPC
added:
• Support for operation in both big-endian and little-endian modes; the PowerPC can switch from one mode to the

other at run-time (see below). This feature is not supported in the PowerPC 970. This was the reason Virtual PC
took so long to be made functional on 970-based Macintosh computers.
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• Single-precision forms of some floating point instructions, in addition to double-precision forms
•• Additional floating point instructions at the behest of Apple
•• A complete 64-bit specification that is backward compatible with the 32-bit mode
• A fused multiply–add
•• A paged memory management architecture which is used extensively in server and PC systems.
•• Addition of a new memory management architecture called Book-E, replacing the conventional paged memory

management architecture for embedded applications. Book-E is application software compatible with existing
PowerPC implementations, but needs minor changes to the operating system.

Some instructions present in the POWER instruction set were deemed too complex and were removed in the
PowerPC architecture. Some of the removed instructions could be emulated by the operating system if necessary.
The removed instructions are:
•• Conditional moves
•• Load and store instructions for the quad-precision floating-point data type
•• String instructions.

Endian modes
Most PowerPC chips switch endianness via a bit in the MSR (Machine State Register), with a second bit provided to
allow the OS to run with a different endianness. Accesses to the "inverted page table" (a hash table that functions as
a TLB with off-chip storage) are always done in big-endian mode. The processor starts in big-endian mode.
In little-endian mode, the three lowest-order bits of the effective address are exclusive-ORed with a three bit value
selected by the length of the operand. This is enough to appear fully little-endian to normal software. An operating
system will see a warped view of the world when it accesses external chips such as video and network hardware.
Fixing this warped view requires that the motherboard perform an unconditional 64-bit byte swap on all data
entering or leaving the processor. Endianness thus becomes a property of the motherboard. An OS that operates in
little-endian mode on a big-endian motherboard must both swap bytes and undo the exclusive-OR when accessing
little-endian chips.
AltiVec operations, despite being 128-bit, are treated as if they were 64-bit. This allows for compatibility with
little-endian motherboards that were designed prior to AltiVec.
An interesting side effect of this implementation is that a program can store a 64-bit value (the longest operand
format) to memory while in one endian mode, switch modes, and read back the same 64-bit value without seeing a
change of byte order. This will not be the case if the motherboard is switched at the same time.
Mercury Computer Systems and Matrox ran the PowerPC in little-endian mode. This was done so that PowerPC
devices serving as co-processors on PCI boards could share data structures with host computers based on x86. Both
PCI and x86 are little-endian. Solaris and Windows NT for PowerPC also ran the processor in little-endian mode.
Some of IBM's embedded PowerPC chips use a per-page endianness bit. None of the previous applies to them.
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Implementations

IBM PowerPC 604e 200 MHz.

Custom PowerPC CPU from Nintendo Wii video game
console.

The Freescale XPC855T Service Processor of a
Sun SunFire V20z.

The first implementation of the architecture was the PowerPC
601, released in 1992, based on the RSC, implementing a hybrid
of the POWER1 and PowerPC instructions. This allowed the
chip to be used by IBM in their existing POWER1-based
platforms, although it also meant some slight pain when
switching to the 2nd generation "pure" PowerPC designs. Apple
continued work on a new line of Macintosh computers based on
the chip, and eventually released them as the 601-based Power
Macintosh on March 14, 1994.

IBM also had a full line of PowerPC based desktops built and
ready to ship; unfortunately, the operating system which IBM
had intended to run on these desktops—Microsoft Windows
NT—was not complete by early 1993, when the machines were
ready for marketing. Accordingly, and further because IBM had
developed animosity toward Microsoft, IBM decided to rewrite
OS/2 for the PowerPC. It took IBM two years to rewrite OS/2
for PowerPC, and by the time the operating system was ready,
the market for OS/2 on PowerPC had evaporated. For this
reason, the IBM PowerPC desktops did not ship, although the
reference design (codenamed Sandalbow) based on the
PowerPC 601 CPU was released as an RS/6000 model (Byte
magazine′s April 1994 issue included an extensive article about
the Apple and IBM PowerPC desktops).

Apple, which also lacked a PowerPC based OS, took a different
route. They rewrote the essential pieces of their Mac OS
operating system for the PowerPC architecture, and further
wrote a 680x0 emulator that could run 68K based applications
and the parts of the OS that had not been rewritten.

The second generation was "pure" and included the "low end"
PowerPC 603 and "high end" PowerPC 604. The 603 is notable
due to its very low cost and power consumption. This was a
deliberate design goal on Motorola's part, who used the 603
project to build the basic core for all future generations of PPC
chips. Apple tried to use the 603 in a new laptop design but was
unable to due to the small 8 KiB level 1 cache. The 68000
emulator in the Mac OS could not fit in 8 KiB and thus slowed
the computer drastically. The 603e solved this problem by
having a 16 KiB L1 cache which allowed the emulator to run
efficiently.

In 1993, developers at IBM's Essex Junction, Burlington,
Vermont facility started to work on a version of the PowerPC
that would support the Intel x86 instruction set directly on the CPU. While this was just one of several concurrent

power architecture project that IBM was working on, this chip began to be known inside IBM and by the media as 
the PowerPC 615. However, profitability concerns and rumors of performance issues in the switching between the
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x86 and native PowerPC instruction sets resulted in the project being canceled in 1995 after only a limited number of
chips were produced for in-house testing. Despite the rumors, the switching process took only 5 cycles, or the
amount of time needed for the processor to empty its instruction pipeline. Microsoft also aided the processor's
demise by refusing to support the PowerPC mode.[3]

The first 64-bit implementation was the PowerPC 620, but it appears to have seen little use because Apple didn't
want to buy it and because, with its large die area, it was too costly for the embedded market. It was later and slower
than promised, and IBM used their own POWER3 design instead, offering no 64-bit "small" version until the
late-2002 introduction of the PowerPC 970. The 970 is a 64-bit processor derived from the POWER4 server
processor. To create it, the POWER4 core was modified to be backward-compatible with 32-bit PowerPC
processors, and a vector unit (similar to the AltiVec extensions in Motorola's 74xx series) was added.
IBM's RS64 processors are a family of chips implementing the "Amazon" variant of the PowerPC architecture.
These processors are used in the RS/6000 and AS/400 computer families; the Amazon architecture includes
proprietary extensions used by AS/400. The POWER4 and later POWER processors implement the Amazon
architecture and replaced the RS64 chips in the RS/6000 and AS/400 families.
IBM developed a separate product line called the "4xx" line focused on the embedded market. These designs
included the 401, 403, 405, 440, and 460. In 2004, IBM sold their 4xx product line to Applied Micro Circuits
Corporation (AMCC). AMCC continues to develop new high performance products, partly based on IBM's
technology, along with technology that was developed within AMCC. These products focus on a variety of
applications including networking, wireless, storage, printing/imaging and industrial automation.
Numerically, the PowerPC is mostly found in controllers in cars. For the automotive market, Freescale
Semiconductor initially offered a large number of variations called the MPC5xx family such as the MPC555, built
on a variation of the 601 core called the 8xx and designed in Israel by MSIL (Motorola Silicon Israel Limited). The
601 core is single issue, meaning it can only issue one instruction in a clock cycle. To this they add various bits of
custom hardware, to allow for I/O on the one chip. In 2004, the next-generation four-digit 55xx devices were
launched for the automotive market. These use the newer e200 series of PowerPC cores.
Networking is another area where embedded PowerPC processors are found in large numbers. MSIL took the
QUICC engine from the MC68302 and made the PowerQUICC MPC860. This was a very famous processor used in
many Cisco edge routers in the late 1990s. Variants of the PowerQUICC include the MPC850, and the
MPC823/MPC823e. All variants include a separate RISC microengine called the CPM that offloads communications
processing tasks from the central processor and has functions for DMA. The follow-on chip from this family, the
MPC8260, has a 603e-based core and a different CPM.
Honda also uses PowerPC processors for ASIMO.[4]

In 2003, BAE SYSTEMS Platform Solutions delivered the Vehicle-Management Computer for the F-35 fighter jet.
This platform consists of dual PowerPCs made by Freescale in a triple redundant setup.[5]
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Operating systems
Operating systems that work on the PowerPC architecture are generally divided into those which are oriented toward
the general-purpose PowerPC systems, and those oriented toward the embedded PowerPC systems.

Operating systems with native support
•• AmigaOS 4
• Apple Macintosh System 7.1.2 through Mac OS X Leopard 10.5.8
• BeOS R5 Pro (BeBox, Macintosh and clones)

• Haiku, experimental[6]

• IBM i; formerly named i5/OS, originally OS/400
•• MorphOS
•• Plan 9
• POSIX: Unix, Unix-like

• Apple Macintosh Mac OS X
•• AIX
• Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD)

• FreeBSD, 32-bit and 64-bit ports[7]

• NetBSD, port designations for PowerPC systems
• ofppc released[8]

• macppc released[9]

• evbppc released[10]

• pmppc released[11]

• mvmeppc released[12]

• bebox experimental[13]

• amigappc very experimental[14]

• OpenBSD, 32-bit macppc released port[15]

•• Linux
• ArchLinuxPPC, with 32-bit releases, optionally with a 64-bit kernel[16]

• CRUX PPC, with 32/64-bit releases[17]

• Debian, with 32-bit powerpc a released port,[18] and ppc64 in development.[19] Due to the considerations
above, the developers recommend using the 32-bit "powerpc" port on 64-bit systems with a suitable 64-bit
kernel

• Fedora with 32/64-bit ppc releases[20] up to version 12.
• Gentoo Linux, with 32-bit ppc releases[21] and 64-bit ppc64 releases. Due to the considerations above, the

developers recommend using the 32-bit "ppc" release on 64-bit systems with an suitable 64-bit kernel
• MintPPC, support for Old World and New World 32/64-bit Macs based on Linux Mint LXDE and

Debian[22]

• MkLinux, Mach-kernel based distribution for older Macs
• OpenSUSE, !OUTDATED! full support for Old World and New World PowerMacs (32/64-bit), PS3 Cell,

IBM POWER systems | Dropped support for PowerPC after 11.1 release.
•• Red Hat Enterprise Linux
•• Slackintosh
• T2 SDE, full support for 32/64-bit, Apple and IBM PowerPC systems, PS3 Cell
• Ubuntu, community supported for versions released after 6.10[23]

• Yellow Dog Linux, full support for 32/64-bit; PS3
• Solaris 2.5.1 PowerPC edition on the PReP platform
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• OpenSolaris, experimental[24][25]

• Windows NT 3.51 and 4.0
• ReactOS is also being ported to the Power ISA

• XrossMediaBar for PlayStation 3

Embedded
•• VxWorks
•• Nucleus RTOS
•• LiveDevices RTA-OSEKLive
•• Microware OS-9
•• MontaVista Linux
•• WindRiver Linux
•• QNX
•• Cisco IOS
•• LynxOS
• PikeOS RTOS and virtualization platform from SYSGO
• ELinOS embedded Linux
•• eCos
•• RTEMS
• BlueCat embedded Linux from LynuxWorks
• Operating System Embedded (OSE) from ENEA AB
•• Integrity
• Juniper Networks, JUNOS routers and switches OS

Licenses
Companies which have licensed the 64-bit POWER or 32-bit PowerPC from IBM are included:

32-bit PowerPC
• Altera, field-programmable gate array (FPGA) manufacturer
• Apple ('A' in original AIM alliance), switched to Intel starting early 2006
• Applied Micro Circuits Corporation (AMCC)
•• Avago Technologies
• BAE Systems for RAD750 processor, used in spacecraft and planetary landers
• Cisco Systems for routers
• Culturecom for V-Dragon CPU
•• Exponential Technology
• Kumyoung used in karaoke player CPU (Muzen and Vivaus series)
•• LSI Logic
• Motorola (now Freescale Semiconductor), as part of the original AIM alliance
• Rapport for Kilocore 1025 core CPU
•• Samsung
• STMicroelectronics for the MPC55xx series
• Xilinx, FPGA maker, embedded PowerPC in the Virtex-II Pro, Virtex-4, and Virtex-5 FPGAs
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64-bit PowerPC
•• P.A. Semi
•• Microsoft
•• Hindustan Computers Ltd.
•• Sony
•• Freescale Semiconductor
•• Toshiba

Gaming consoles
The architecture has recently dominated the Video game console market[26]

• Bandai for its Bandai Pippin, designed by Apple Computer (1995)
• Microsoft, for the Xbox 360 processor, Xenon
• Nintendo for the GameCube, Wii and Wii U processors
• Sony and Toshiba, for the Cell processor (inside the PlayStation 3 and other devices)
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IBM POWER

Power Architecture

Historical

POWER • POWER1 • POWER2 • POWER3 • POWER4 • POWER5 • PowerPC-AS • PPC6xx • PPC7xxx • PPC970 • Gekko • PA6T •
Titan • AIM alliance

Current

PowerPC • e200 • e300 • e500 • e600 • e5500 • QorIQ • POWER6 • POWER7 • PPC4xx • PPC7xx • PPC A2 • Cell • Xenon • Broadway

Future

POWER8 • e6500 • Wii U CPU

Related Links

RISC • Blue Gene • Power.org • PAPR • PReP • CHRP • AltiVec  • more...

POWER is a reduced instruction set computer (RISC) instruction set architecture (ISA) developed by IBM. The
name is an acronym for Performance Optimization With Enhanced RISC.[1]

POWER is also the name of a series of microprocessors that implement the POWER ISA. The POWER series
microprocessors are used as the CPU in many of IBM's servers, minicomputers, workstations, and supercomputers.
The POWER3 and subsequent microprocessors in the POWER series all implement the full 64-bit PowerPC
architecture. The POWER3 and above do not implement any of the old POWER instructions that were removed
from the ISA when the PowerPC ISA came out, nor any of the POWER2 extensions such as lfq or stfq.
Appendix E of Book I: PowerPC User Instruction Set Architecture [2] of PowerPC Architecture Book, Version 2.02
[2] describes the differences between the POWER and POWER2 instruction set architectures and the version of the
PowerPC instruction set architecture implemented by the POWER5.

History

The 801 research project
In 1974, IBM started a project with a design objective of creating a large telephone-switching network with a
potential capacity to deal with at least 300 calls per second. It was projected that 20,000 machine instructions would
be required to handle each call while maintaining a real-time response, so a processor with a performance of 12
MIPS was deemed necessary. This requirement was extremely ambitious for the time, but it was realised that much
of the complexity of contemporary CPUs could be dispensed with, since this machine would need only to perform
I/O, branches, add register-register, move data between registers and memory, and would have no need for special
instructions to perform heavy arithmetic.
This simple design philosophy, whereby each step of a complex operation is specified explicitly by one machine
instruction, and all instructions are required to complete in the same constant time, would later come to be known as
RISC.
By 1975 the telephone switch project was canceled without a prototype. From the estimates from simulations
produced in the project's first year, however, it looked as if the processor being designed for this project could be a
very promising general-purpose processor, so work continued at Thomas J. Watson Research Center building #801,
on the 801 project.
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1982 Cheetah project
For two years at the Watson Research Center, the superscalar limits of the 801 design were explored, such as the
feasibility of implementing the design using multiple functional units to improve performance, similar to what had
been done in the IBM System/360 Model 91 and the CDC 6600 (although the Model 91 had been based on a CISC
design), to determine if a RISC machine could maintain multiple instructions per cycle, or what design changes need
to be made to the 801 design to allow for multiple-execution-units.
To increase performance, Cheetah had separate branch, fixed-point, and floating-point execution units. Many
changes were made to the 801 design to allow for multiple-execution-units. Cheetah was originally planned to be
manufactured using bipolar emitter-coupled logic (ECL) technology, but by 1984 complementary
metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) technology afforded an increase in the level of circuit integration while
improving transistor-logic performance.

The America project
In 1985, research on a second-generation RISC architecture started at the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center,
producing the "AMERICA architecture"; in 1986, IBM Austin started developing the RS/6000 series, based on that
architecture.

The Bellatrix project
Sometime in the years of 1986-89, the Bellatrix project was started, with the premise of using the America
architecture as the base for a common architecture that could host OS/390 for mainframe applications, OS/400 for
multi-processor server transactional processing, and AIX for scientific applications.
Sometime between the years of 1990-95, the project was considered overly ambitious and was canceled.

POWER
In February 1990, the first computers from IBM to incorporate the POWER Architecture ("Performance Optimized
With Enhanced RISC") were called the "RISC System/6000" or RS/6000. These RS/6000 computers were divided
into two classes, workstations and servers, and hence introduced as the POWERstation and POWERserver. The
RS/6000 CPU had 2 configurations, called the "RIOS-1" and "RIOS.9" (or more commonly the "POWER1" CPU).
A RIOS-1 configuration had a total of 10 discrete chips - an instruction cache chip, fixed-point chip, floating-point
chip, 4 data cache chips, storage control chip, input/output chips, and a clock chip. The lower cost RIOS.9
configuration had 8 discrete chips - an instruction cache chip, fixed-point chip, floating-point chip, 2 data cache
chips, storage control chip, input/output chip, and a clock chip.
A single-chip implementation of RIOS, RSC (for "RISC Single Chip"), was developed for lower-end RS/6000's; the
first machines using RSC were released in 1992.

The Amazon project
In 1990 the Amazon project was started to create a common architecture that would host both AIX and OS/400. The
AS/400 engineering team at IBM was designing a RISC instruction set to replace the CISC instruction set of the
existing AS/400 computers. Their original design was a variant of the existing "IMPI" instruction set, extended to 64
bits and given some RISC instructions to speed up the more computationally intensive commercial applications that
were being put on AS/400s. IBM management wanted them to use PowerPC, but they resisted, arguing that the
existing 32/64-bit PowerPC instruction set would not enable a viable transition for OS/400 software and that the
existing instruction set required extensions for the commercial applications on the AS/400. Eventually, an extension
to the PowerPC instruction set, called "Amazon", was developed.
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At the same time, the RS/6000 developers were broadly expanding their product line to include systems which
spanned from low-end workstations, to mainframe competitor-large enterprise SMP systems, to clustered
RS/6000-SP2 supercomputing systems. PowerPC processors developed in the AIM alliance suited the low-end RISC
workstation and small server space well. But mainframe and large clustered supercomputing systems required more
performance and reliability, availability and serviceability features than processors designed for Apple Power Macs.
Multiple processor designs were required to simultaneously meet the requirements of the cost-focused Apple Power
Mac, high-performance and RAS RS/6000 systems, and the AS/400 transition to PowerPC.
Amazon was extended to support those features as well, so that processors could be designed for use in both
high-end RS/6000 and AS/400 machines.
The project to develop the first such processor was "Bellatrix" (the name of a star in the Orion constellation, also
called the "Amazon Star"). The Bellatrix project was extremely ambitious in its pervasive use of self-timed & pulse
based circuits and the EDA tools required to support this design strategy, and was eventually terminated. To address
technical workstation, supercomputer, and engineering/scientific markets, IBM Austin (the home of the RS/6000s)
then started developing a time-to-market single-chip version of the Power2 (P2SC) in parallel with the development
of a sophisticated 64-bit PowerPC processor with the POWER2 extensions and twin sophisticated MAF floating
point units (the POWER3/630). To address RS/6000 commercial applications and AS/400 systems, IBM Rochester
(the home of the AS/400s) started developing the first of the high-end 64-bit PowerPC processors with AS/400
extensions, and IBM Endicott started developing a low-end single-chip PowerPC processor with AS/400 extensions.

POWER2
IBM started the POWER2 processor effort as a successor to the POWER1 two years before the creation of the 1991
Apple/IBM/Motorola alliance in Austin, Texas. Despite being impacted by diversion of resources to jump start the
Apple/IBM/Motorola effort, the POWER2 took five years from start to system shipment. By adding a second
fixed-point unit, a second floating point unit, and other performance enhancements to the design, the POWER2 had
leadership performance when it was announced in November 1993.
New instructions were also added to the instruction set:
•• Quad-word storage instructions. The quad-word load instruction moves two adjacent double-precision values into

two adjacent floating-point registers.
•• Hardware square root instruction.
•• Floating-point to integer conversion instructions.
To support the RS/6000 and RS/6000 SP2 product lines in 1996, IBM had its own design team implement a
single-chip version of POWER2, the P2SC ("POWER2 Super Chip"), outside the Apple/IBM/Motorola alliance in
IBM's most advanced and dense CMOS-6S process. P2SC combined all of the separate POWER2 instruction cache,
fixed point, floating point, storage control, and data cache chips onto one huge die. At the time of its introduction,
P2SC was the largest and highest transistor count processor in the industry. Despite the challenge of its size,
complexity, and advanced CMOS process, the first tape-out version of the processor was able to be shipped, and it
had leadership floating point performance at the time it was announced. P2SC was the processor used in the 1997
IBM Deep Blue chess playing supercomputer which beat chess grandmaster Garry Kasparov. With its twin
sophisticated MAF floating point units and huge wide and low latency memory interfaces, P2SC was primarily
targeted at engineering and scientific applications. P2SC was eventually succeeded by the POWER3, which included
64-bit, SMP capability, and a full transition to PowerPC in addition to P2SC's sophisticated twin MAF floating point
units.
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PowerPC
At some point in 1991, Apple Computer decided to not migrate their 68000-based software and hardware to
Motorola's next generation 88xxx series microprocessor. Soon after, Apple, as one of Motorola's largest customers of
desktop-class microprocessors, asked Motorola to join the discussions because of their long relationship, their more
extensive experience with manufacturing high-volume microprocessors than IBM, and to serve as a second source
for the microprocessors. This three-way collaboration, based in Austin, Texas, became known as the AIM alliance,
for Apple, IBM, Motorola.
After two years of development, the resulting PowerPC architecture was introduced in 1993. A modified version of
the RSC architecture, PowerPC added single-precision floating point instructions and general register-to-register
multiply and divide instructions, and removed some POWER features such as the specialized multiply and divide
instructions using the MQ register. It also added a 64-bit version of the architecture and support for SMP.

POWER3
IBM introduced the POWER3 processor in 1998. It implemented the 64-bit PowerPC instruction set, including all of
the optional instructions of the ISA (at the time). All subsequent POWER processors implemented the full 64-bit
PowerPC and POWER instruction sets, so that there were no longer any IBM processors that implemented only
POWER or only POWER2.

POWER4
IBM introduced the POWER4 processor, the first in the GIGA-Series, in 2001. Like the POWER3, it was a full
64-bit processor, implementing the full 64-bit PowerPC instruction set; it also had the AS/400 extensions, and was
used in both RS/6000 and AS/400 systems, replacing both POWER3 and the RS64 processors. There was a new ISA
release at this point called the PowerPC 2.00 ISA, which added a couple of extensions to the ISA, such as a version
of mfcr which also took a field argument.

POWER5

POWER5 MCM with four processors and four 36
MB external L3 cache modules.

IBM introduced the POWER5 processor in 2004. It is a dual-core
processor with support for simultaneous multithreading with two
threads, so it implements 4 logical processors. Using the Virtual Vector
Architecture, several POWER5 processors can act together as one
vector processor. The POWER5 added more instructions to the ISA.

The POWER5+ added even more instructions, bringing the ISA to
version 2.02.

POWER6

POWER6 was announced on May 21, 2007. It adds VMX to the
POWER series. It also introduces the second generation of IBM ViVA, ViVA-2. It is a dual-core design, reaching
5.0 GHz at 65 nm. It has very advanced interchip communication technology. Its power consumption is nearly the
same as the preceding POWER5, whilst offering doubled performance.
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POWER7
POWER7 was released in February 2010 and was a substantial evolution from the POWER6 design, focusing more
on power efficiency through multiple cores and simultaneous multithreading.
While the POWER6 features a dual-core processor, each capable of two-way simultaneous multithreading (SMT),
the IBM POWER7 processor has eight cores, and four threads per core, for a total capacity of 32 simultaneous
threads. Its power consumption is similar to the preceding POWER6, while quadrupling the number of cores, with
each core having higher performance.

POWER8
Future successor to POWER7 currently under development with focus on improved SMT, reliability, larger caches,
accelerators and more cores. It will be built on a 22 nm process at an unknown date.[3]

The architecture

POWER Architecture history

The POWER design is descended directly
from the earlier 801 CPU, widely
considered to be the first true RISC
processor design. The 801 was used in a
number of applications inside IBM
hardware.
At about the same time the PC/RT was
being released, IBM started the America
Project, to design the most powerful CPU
on the market. They were interested
primarily in fixing two problems in the 801 design:

• The 801 required all instructions to complete in one clock cycle, which precluded floating point instructions.
• Although the decoder was pipelined as a side effect of these single-cycle operations, they didn't use superscalar

effects.
Floating point became a focus for the America Project, and IBM was able to use new algorithms developed in the
early 1980s that could support 64-bit double-precision multiplies and divides in a single cycle. The FPU portion of
the design was separate from the instruction decoder and integer parts, allowing the decoder to send instructions to
both the FPU and ALU (integer) execution units at the same time. IBM complemented this with a complex
instruction decoder which could be fetching one instruction, decoding another, and sending one to the ALU and FPU
at the same time, resulting in one of the first superscalar CPU designs in use.
The system used 32 32-bit integer registers and another 32 64-bit floating point registers, each in their own unit. The
branch unit also included a number of "private" registers for its own use, including the program counter.
Another interesting feature of the architecture is a virtual address system which maps all addresses into a 52-bit
space. In this way applications can share memory in a "flat" 32-bit space, and all of the programs can have different
blocks of 32 bits each.
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MIPS architecture

MIPS

Designer MIPS Technologies, Inc.

Bits 64-bit (32→64)

Introduced 1981

Design RISC

Type Register-Register

Encoding Fixed

Branching Condition register

Endianness Bi

Extensions MDMX, MIPS-3D

Registers

General purpose 31 (R0=0)

Floating point 32 (paired DP for 32-bit)

MIPS (originally an acronym for Microprocessor without Interlocked Pipeline Stages) is a reduced instruction set
computer (RISC) instruction set architecture (ISA) developed by MIPS Technologies (formerly MIPS Computer
Systems, Inc.). The early MIPS architectures were 32-bit, and later versions were 64-bit. Multiple revisions of the
MIPS instruction set exist, including MIPS I, MIPS II, MIPS III, MIPS IV, MIPS V, MIPS32, and MIPS64. The
current revisions are MIPS32 (for 32-bit implementations) and MIPS64 (for 64-bit implementations).[1][2] MIPS32
and MIPS64 define a control register set as well as the instruction set.
Several optional extensions are also available, including MIPS-3D which is a simple set of floating-point SIMD
instructions dedicated to common 3D tasks,[3] MDMX (MaDMaX) which is a more extensive integer SIMD
instruction set using the 64-bit floating-point registers, MIPS16e which adds compression to the instruction stream to
make programs take up less room,[4] and MIPS MT, which adds multithreading capability.[5]

Computer architecture courses in universities and technical schools often study the MIPS architecture.[6] The
architecture greatly influenced later RISC architectures such as Alpha.
MIPS implementations are primarily used in embedded systems such as Windows CE devices, routers, residential
gateways, and video game consoles such as the Sony PlayStation 2 and PlayStation Portable. Until late 2006, they
were also used in many of SGI's computer products. MIPS implementations were also used by Digital Equipment
Corporation, NEC, Pyramid Technology, Siemens Nixdorf, Tandem Computers and others during the late 1980s and
1990s. In the mid to late 1990s, it was estimated that one in three RISC microprocessors produced were MIPS
implementations.[7]

History

RISC pioneer
In 1981, a team led by John L. Hennessy at Stanford University started work on what would become the first MIPS 
processor. The basic concept was to increase performance through the use of deep instruction pipelines. Pipelining as 
a basic technique was well known before (see IBM 801 for instance), but not developed into its full potential. CPUs 
are built up from a number of dedicated sub-units such as instruction decoders, ALUs (integer arithmetics and logic),
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load/store units (handling memory), and so on. In a traditional non-optimized design, a particular instruction in a
program sequence must be (almost) completed before the next can be issued for execution; in a pipelined
architecture, successive instructions can instead overlap in execution. For instance, at the same time a math
instruction is fed into the floating point unit, the load/store unit can fetch the next instruction.
One major barrier to pipelining was that some instructions, like division, take longer to complete and the CPU
therefore has to wait before passing the next instruction into the pipeline. One solution to this problem is to use a
series of interlocks that allows stages to indicate that they are busy, pausing the other stages upstream. Hennessy's
team viewed these interlocks as a major performance barrier since they had to communicate to all the modules in the
CPU which takes time, and appeared to limit the clock speed. A major aspect of the MIPS design was to fit every
sub-phase, including cache-access, of all instructions into one cycle, thereby removing any needs for interlocking,
and permitting a single cycle throughput.
Although this design eliminated a number of useful instructions such as multiply and divide it was felt that the
overall performance of the system would be dramatically improved because the chips could run at much higher clock
rates. This ramping of the speed would be difficult with interlocking involved, as the time needed to set up locks is
as much a function of die size as clock rate. The elimination of these instructions became a contentious point.
The other difference between the MIPS design and the competing Berkeley RISC involved the handling of
subroutine calls. RISC used a technique called register windows to improve performance of these very common
tasks, but this limited the maximum depth of multi-level calls. Each subroutine call required its own set of registers,
which in turn required more real estate on the CPU and more complexity in its design. Hennessy felt that a careful
compiler could find free registers without resorting to a hardware implementation, and that simply increasing the
number of registers would not only make this simple, but increase the performance of all tasks.
In other ways the MIPS design was very much a typical RISC design. To save bits in the instruction word, RISC
designs reduce the number of instructions to encode. The MIPS design uses 6 bits of the 32-bit word for the basic
opcode;[8] the rest may contain a single 26-bit jump address or it may have up to four 5-bit fields specifying up to
three registers plus a shift value combined with another 6-bits of opcode; another format, among several, specifies
two registers combined with a 16-bit immediate value, etc. This allowed this CPU to load up the instruction and the
data it needed in a single cycle, whereas an (older) non-RISC design, such as the MOS Technology 6502 for
instance, required separate cycles to load the opcode and the data. This was one of the major performance
improvements that RISC offered. However, modern non-RISC designs achieve this speed by other means (such as
queues in the CPU).

First hardware
In 1984 Hennessy was convinced of the future commercial potential of the design, and left Stanford to form MIPS
Computer Systems. They released their first design, the R2000, in 1985, improving the design as the R3000 in 1988.
These 32-bit CPUs formed the basis of their company through the 1980s, used primarily in SGI's series of
workstations and later Digital Equipment Corporation DECstation workstations and servers. The SGI commercial
designs deviated from the Stanford academic research by implementing most of the interlocks in hardware,
supplying full multiply and divide instructions (among others). The designs were guided, in part, by software
architect Earl Killian who designed the MIPS III 64-bit instruction-set extension, and led the work on the R4000
microarchitecture.[9][10]

In 1991 MIPS released the first 64-bit microprocessor, the R4000. The R4000 has an advanced TLB where the entry 
contains not just virtual address but also the virtual address space id. Such buffer eliminates the major performance 
problems from microkernels[11] that are slow on competing architectures (Pentium, PowerPC, Alpha) because of the 
need to flush the TLB on the frequent context switches. However, MIPS had financial difficulties while bringing it to 
market. The design was so important to SGI, at the time one of MIPS' few major customers, that SGI bought the 
company outright in 1992 in order to guarantee the design would not be lost. As a subsidiary of SGI, the company
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became known as MIPS Technologies.

Licensable architecture
In the early 1990s MIPS started licensing their designs to third-party vendors. This proved fairly successful due to
the simplicity of the core, which allowed it to be used in a number of applications that would have formerly used
much less capable CISC designs of similar gate count and price—the two are strongly related; the price of a CPU is
generally related to the number of gates and the number of external pins. Sun Microsystems attempted to enjoy
similar success by licensing their SPARC core but was not nearly as successful. By the late 1990s MIPS was a
powerhouse in the embedded processor field, and in 1997 the 48-millionth MIPS-based CPU shipped, making it the
first RISC CPU to outship the famous 68k family. MIPS was so successful that SGI spun off MIPS Technologies in
1998. Fully half of MIPS' income today comes from licensing their designs, while much of the rest comes from
contract design work on cores that will then be produced by third parties.
In 1999 MIPS formalized their licensing system around two basic designs, the 32-bit MIPS32 (based on MIPS II
with some additional features from MIPS III, MIPS IV, and MIPS V) and the 64-bit MIPS64 (based on MIPS V).
NEC, Toshiba and SiByte (later acquired by Broadcom) each obtained licenses for the MIPS64 as soon as it was
announced. Philips, LSI Logic and IDT have since joined them. Success followed success, and today the MIPS cores
are one of the most-used "heavyweight" cores in the marketplace for computer-like devices (hand-held computers,
set-top boxes, etc.).
Since the MIPS architecture is licensable, it has attracted several processor start-up companies over the years. One of
the first start-ups to design MIPS processors was Quantum Effect Devices (see next section). The MIPS design team
that designed the R4300i started the company SandCraft, which designed the R5432 for NEC and later produced the
SR71000, one of the first out-of-order execution processors for the embedded market. The original DEC
StrongARM team eventually split into two MIPS-based start-ups: SiByte which produced the SB-1250, one of the
first high-performance MIPS-based systems-on-a-chip (SOC); while Alchemy Semiconductor (later acquired by
AMD) produced the Au-1000 SoC for low-power applications. Lexra used a MIPS-like architecture and added DSP
extensions for the audio chip market and multithreading support for the networking market. Due to Lexra not
licensing the architecture, two lawsuits were started between the two companies. The first was quickly resolved
when Lexra promised not to advertise their processors as MIPS-compatible. The second (about MIPS patent
4814976 for handling unaligned memory access) was protracted, hurt both companies' business, and culminated in
MIPS Technologies giving Lexra a free license and a large cash payment.
Two companies have emerged that specialize in building multi-core devices using the MIPS architecture. Raza
Microelectronics, Inc. purchased the product line from failing SandCraft and later produced devices that contained
eight cores that were targeted at the telecommunications and networking markets. Cavium, originally a security
processor vendor also produced devices with eight CPU cores, and later up to 32 cores, for the same markets. Both
of these companies designed their cores in-house, just licensing the architecture instead of purchasing cores from
MIPS.
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The desktop
Further information: Advanced Computing Environment
Among the manufacturers which have made computer workstation systems using MIPS processors are SGI, MIPS
Computer Systems, Inc., Whitechapel Workstations, Olivetti, Siemens-Nixdorf, Acer, Digital Equipment
Corporation, NEC, and DeskStation.
Operating systems ported to the architecture include SGI's IRIX, Microsoft's Windows NT (until v4.0), Windows
CE, Linux, BSD, UNIX System V, SINIX, QNX, and MIPS Computer Systems' own RISC/os.
There was speculation in the early 1990s that MIPS and other powerful RISC processors would overtake the Intel
IA32 architecture. This was encouraged by the support of the first two versions of Microsoft's Windows NT for
Alpha, MIPS and PowerPC - and to a lesser extent the Clipper architecture and SPARC. However, as Intel quickly
released faster versions of their Pentium class CPUs, Microsoft Windows NT v4.0 dropped support for anything but
Intel and Alpha. With SGI's decision to transition to the Itanium and IA32 architectures, use of MIPS processors on
the desktop has now disappeared almost completely.[12]

Embedded markets

The Ingenic JZ4730 is an example for a MIPS
based SoC

Through the 1990s, the MIPS architecture was widely adopted by the
embedded market, including for use in computer networking,
telecommunications, video arcade games, video game consoles, computer
printers, digital set-top boxes, digital televisions, DSL and cable modems,
and personal digital assistants.

The low power-consumption and heat characteristics of embedded MIPS
implementations, the wide availability of embedded development tools,
and knowledge about the architecture means use of MIPS
microprocessors in embedded roles is likely to remain common.

Synthesizeable cores for embedded markets

In recent years most of the technology used in the various MIPS
generations has been offered as IP-cores (building-blocks) for embedded processor designs. Both 32-bit and 64-bit
basic cores are offered, known as the 4K and 5K. These cores can be mixed with add-in units such as FPUs, SIMD
systems, various input/output devices, etc.

MIPS cores have been commercially successful, now being used in many consumer and industrial applications.
MIPS cores can be found in newer Cisco, Linksys and Mikrotik's routerboard routers, cable modems and ADSL
modems, smartcards, laser printer engines, set-top boxes, robots, handheld computers, Sony PlayStation 2 and Sony
PlayStation Portable. In cellphone/PDA applications, MIPS has been largely unable to displace the incumbent,
competing ARM architecture.
MIPS architecture processors include: IDT RC32438; ATI/AMD Xilleon; Alchemy Au1000, 1100, 1200; Broadcom
Sentry5; RMI XLR7xx, Cavium Octeon CN30xx, CN31xx, CN36xx, CN38xx and CN5xxx; Infineon Technologies
EasyPort, Amazon, Danube, ADM5120, WildPass, INCA-IP, INCA-IP2; Microchip Technology PIC32; NEC
EMMA and EMMA2, NEC VR4181A, VR4121, VR4122, VR4181A, VR5432, VR5500; Oak Technologies
Generation; PMC-Sierra RM11200; QuickLogic QuickMIPS ESP; Toshiba Donau, Toshiba TMPR492x, TX4925,
TX9956, TX7901.
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MIPS-based supercomputers
One of the more interesting applications of the MIPS architecture is its use in massive processor count
supercomputers. Silicon Graphics (SGI) refocused its business from desktop graphics workstations to the
high-performance computing market in the early 1990s. The success of the company's first foray into server systems,
the Challenge series based on the R4400 and R8000, and later R10000, motivated SGI to create a vastly more
powerful system. The introduction of the integrated R10000 allowed SGI to produce a system, the Origin 2000,
eventually scalable to 1024 CPUs using its NUMAlink cc-NUMA interconnect. The Origin 2000 begat the Origin
3000 series which topped out with the same 1024 maximum CPU count but using the R14000 and R16000 chips up
to 700 MHz. Its MIPS based supercomputers were withdrawn in 2005 when SGI made the strategic decision to move
to Intel's IA-64 architecture.
A high-performance computing startup called SiCortex, Inc. introduced a massively parallel MIPS based
supercomputer in 2007. The machines are based on the MIPS64 architecture and a high performance interconnect
using a Kautz graph topology. The system is very power efficient and computationally powerful. The most unique
aspect of the system is its multicore processing node which integrates six MIPS64 cores, a crossbar memory
controller, interconnect DMA engine, Gigabit Ethernet and PCI Express controllers all on a single chip which
consumes only 10 watts of power, yet has a peak floating point performance of 6 GFLOPs. The most powerful
configuration, the SC5832, is a single cabinet supercomputer consisting of 972 such node chips for a total of 5832
MIPS64 processor cores and 8.2 teraFLOPS of peak performance.

Loongson
Loongson is a MIPS-compatible family of microprocessors designed by the Chinese Academy of Sciences. The
internal microarchitecture of Loongson microprocessors was designed independently by the Chinese, and early
implementations of the family lacked four instructions patented by MIPS Technologies.[13] In June 2009, ICT
licenced the MIPS32 and MIPS64 architectures directly from MIPS Technologies.[14]

Starting from 2006, a number of companies released Loongson-based computers, including nettops and netbooks
designed for low-power use.[15][16]

Dawning 6000

The high-performance Dawning 6000, which has a projected speed of over one quadrillion operations per second,
will incorporate the Loongson processor as its core. Dawning 6000 is currently jointly developed by the Institute of
Computing Technology under the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the Dawning Information Industry Company.
Li Guojie, chairman of Dawning Information Industry Company and director and academician of the Institute of
Computing Technology, said research and development of the Dawning 6000 is expected to be completed in two
years. By then, Chinese-made high-performance computers will be expected to achieve two major breakthroughs:
first, the adoption of domestic-made central processing units (CPUs); second, the existing cluster-based system
structure of high-performance computers will be changed once the computing speed reaches one quadrillion
operations per second.
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MIPS IV
MIPS IV is the fourth version of the architecture. It is a superset of MIPS III and is compatible with all existing
versions of MIPS. The first implementation of MIPS IV was the R8000, which was introduced in 1994. MIPS IV
added:
• Register + register addressing for floating point loads and stores
•• Single- and double-precision floating point fused-multiply adds and subtracts
•• Conditional move instructions for both integer and floating-point
•• Extra condition bits in the floating point control and status register, bringing the total to eight

MIPS V
MIPS V is the fifth version of the architecture, announced on 21 October 1996 at the Microprocessor Forum
1996.[17] MIPS V was designed to improve the performance of 3D graphics applications. In the mid-1990s, a major
use of non-embedded MIPS microprocessors were graphics workstations from SGI. MIPS V was complemented by
the integer-only MIPS Digital Media Extensions (MDMX) multimedia extensions, which were announced on the
same date as MIPS V.[18]

MIPS V implementations were never introduced. In 1997, SGI announced the "H1" or "Beast" and the "H2" or
"Capitan" microprocessors. The former was to have been the first MIPS V implementation, and was due to be
introduced in 1999. The "H1" and "H2" projects were later combined and were eventually canceled in 1998.
MIPS V added a new data type, the pair-single (PS), which consisted of two single-precision (32-bit) floating-point
numbers stored in the existing 64-bit floating-point registers. Variants of existing floating-point instructions for
arithmetic, compare and conditional move were added to operate on this data type in a SIMD fashion. New
instructions were added for loading, rearranging and converting PS data. It was the first architecture to exploit
floating-point SIMD with existing resources.[18]

CPU family

Pipelined MIPS, showing the five stages (instruction fetch, instruction decode,
execute, memory access and write back)

The first commercial MIPS model, the
R2000, was announced in 1985. It added
multiple-cycle multiply and divide
instructions in a somewhat independent
on-chip unit. New instructions were added
to retrieve the results from this unit back to
the register file; these result-retrieving
instructions were interlocked.

The R2000 could be booted either
big-endian or little-endian. It had thirty-two
32-bit general purpose registers, but no
condition code register (the designers
considered it a potential bottleneck), a
feature it shares with the AMD 29000 and
the Alpha. Unlike other registers, the program counter is not directly accessible.

The R2000 also had support for up to four co-processors, one of which was built into the main CPU and handled
exceptions, traps and memory management, while the other three were left for other uses. One of these could be
filled by the optional R2010 FPU, which had thirty-two 32-bit registers that could be used as sixteen 64-bit registers
for double-precision.
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The R3000 succeeded the R2000 in 1988, adding 32 KB (soon increased to 64 KB) caches for instructions and data,
along with cache coherency support for multiprocessor use. While there were flaws in the R3000's multiprocessor
support, it still managed to be a part of several successful multiprocessor designs. The R3000 also included a built-in
MMU, a common feature on CPUs of the era. The R3000, like the R2000, could be paired with a R3010 FPU. The
R3000 was the first successful MIPS design in the marketplace, and eventually over one million were made. A
speed-bumped version of the R3000 running up to 40 MHz, the R3000A delivered a performance of 32 VUPs (VAX
Unit of Performance). The MIPS R3000A-compatible R3051 running at 33.8688 MHz was the processor used in the
Sony PlayStation. Third-party designs include Performance Semiconductor's R3400 and IDT's R3500, both of them
were R3000As with an integrated R3010 FPU. Toshiba's R3900 was a virtually first SoC for the early handheld PCs
that ran Windows CE. A radiation-hardened variant for space applications, the Mongoose-V, is a R3000 with an
integrated R3010 FPU.
The R4000 series, released in 1991, extended the MIPS instruction set to a full 64-bit architecture, moved the FPU
onto the main die to create a single-chip microprocessor, and operated at a radically high internal clock speed (it was
introduced at 100 MHz). However, in order to achieve the clock speed the caches were reduced to 8 KB each and
they took three cycles to access. The high operating frequencies were achieved through the technique of deep
pipelining (called super-pipelining at the time). The improved R4400 followed in 1993. It had larger 16 KB primary
caches, largely bug-free 64-bit operation, and support for a larger L2 cache.
MIPS, now a division of SGI called MTI, designed the low-cost R4200, the basis for the even cheaper R4300i. A
derivative of this microprocessor, the NEC VR4300, was used in the Nintendo 64 game console.[19]

bottom-side view of package of R4700 Orion
with the exposed silicon chip, fabricated by IDT,

designed by Quantum Effect Devices

Quantum Effect Devices (QED), a separate company started by former
MIPS employees, designed the R4600 Orion, the R4700 Orion, the
R4650 and the R5000. Where the R4000 had pushed clock frequency
and sacrificed cache capacity, the QED designs emphasized large
caches which could be accessed in just two cycles and efficient use of
silicon area. The R4600 and R4700 were used in low-cost versions of
the SGI Indy workstation as well as the first MIPS based Cisco routers,
such as the 36x0 and 7x00-series routers. The R4650 was used in the
original WebTV set-top boxes (now Microsoft TV). The R5000 FPU
had more flexible single precision floating-point scheduling than the
R4000, and as a result, R5000-based SGI Indys had much better
graphics performance than similarly clocked R4400 Indys with the
same graphics hardware. SGI gave the old graphics board a new name
when it was combined with R5000 in order to emphasize the
improvement. QED later designed the RM7000 and RM9000 family of
devices for embedded markets like networking and laser printers. QED was acquired by the semiconductor
manufacturer PMC-Sierra in August 2000, the latter company continuing to invest in the MIPS architecture. The
RM7000 included an on-board 256 KB level 2 cache and a controller for optional level three cache. The RM9xx0
were a family of SOC devices which included northbridge peripherals such as memory controller, PCI controller,
gigabit ethernet controller and fast IO such as a hypertransport port.

The R8000 (1994) was the first superscalar MIPS design, able to execute two integer or floating point and two
memory instructions per
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topside view of package for R4700 Orion

cycle. The design was spread over six chips: an integer unit (with 16
KB instruction and 16 KB data caches), a floating-point unit, three
full-custom secondary cache tag RAMs (two for secondary cache
accesses, one for bus snooping), and a cache controller ASIC. The
design had two fully pipelined double precision multiply-add units,
which could stream data from the 4 MB off-chip secondary cache. The
R8000 powered SGI's POWER Challenge servers in the mid 1990s and
later became available in the POWER Indigo2 workstation. Although
its FPU performance fit scientific users quite well, its limited integer
performance and high cost dampened appeal for most users, and the
R8000 was in the marketplace for only a year and remains fairly rare.

In 1995, the R10000 was released. This processor was a single-chip design, ran at a faster clock speed than the
R8000, and had larger 32 KB primary instruction and data caches. It was also superscalar, but its major innovation
was out-of-order execution. Even with a single memory pipeline and simpler FPU, the vastly improved integer
performance, lower price, and higher density made the R10000 preferable for most customers.
Later designs have all been based upon R10000 core. The R12000 used a 0.25 micrometre process to shrink the chip
and achieve higher clock rates. The revised R14000 allowed higher clock rates with additional support for DDR
SRAM in the off-chip cache. Later iterations are named the R16000 and the R16000A and feature increased clock
speed and smaller die manufacturing compared with before.
Other members of the MIPS family include the R6000, an ECL implementation produced by Bipolar Integrated
Technology. The R6000 introduced the MIPS II instruction set. Its TLB and cache architecture are different from all
other members of the MIPS family. The R6000 did not deliver the promised performance benefits, and although it
saw some use in Control Data machines, it quickly disappeared from the mainstream market.

Model Frequency
(MHz)

Year Process
(nm)

Transistors
(millions)

Die Size
(mm2)

Pin
Count

Power
(W)

Voltage
(V)

D.
cache
(KB)

I.
cache
(KB)

L2 Cache L3
Cache

R2000 8–16.67 1985 2000 0.11 ? ? ? ? 32 64 None None

R3000 12–40 1988 1200 0.11 66.12 145 4 ? 64 64 0–256 KB
External

None

R4000 100 1991 800 1.35 213 179 15 5 8 8 1 MB
External

None

R4400 100–250 1992 600 2.3 186 179 15 5 16 16 1-4 MB
External

None

R4600 100–133 1994 640 2.2 77 179 4.6 5 16 16 512 KB
External

None

R4650 133–180 1994 640 2.2? 77? 179 4.6? 5 16 16 512 KB
External

None

R4700 100–200 1996 500 2.2? ? 179 ? ? 16 16 External none

R5000 150–200 1996 350 3.7 84 223 10 3.3 32 32 1 MB
External

None

R8000 75–90 1994 700 2.6 299 591+591 30 3.3 16 16 4 MB
External

None

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3AKL_IDT_R4700_MIPS_Microprocessor.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=SGI_Challenge
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R10000
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R10000%23R12000
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R10000%23R14000
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=DDR_SDRAM
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Static_random_access_memory
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=CPU_cache
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R10000%23R16000
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R6000
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Emitter-coupled_logic
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Bipolar_Integrated_Technology
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Bipolar_Integrated_Technology
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Translation_Lookaside_Buffer
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Control_Data
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R2000_%28microprocessor%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R3000
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R4000
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R4400
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R4600
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R4650
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R4700
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R5000
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R8000
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R10000 150–250 1996 350, 250 6.7 299 599 30 3.3 32 32 512 KB–16
MB
external

None

R12000 270–400 1998 250, 180 6.9 204 600 20 4 32 32 512 KB–16
MB
external

None

RM7000 250–600 1998 250, 180,
130

18 91 304 10, 6, 3 3.3, 2.5,
1.5

16 16 256 KB
internal

1 MB
external

MIPS32
4K

1999

MIPS64
5K

1999

MIPS64
20K

2000

R14000 500–600 2001 130 7.2 204 527 17 ? 32 32 512 KB–16
MB
external

None

R16000 700–1000 2002 110 ? ? ? 20 ? 32 32 512 KB–16
MB
external

None

MIPS32
24K

400 (130nm)
750 (65nm)
1468 (40nm)

2003 40–130 ? 0.83 ? ? ? 64 64 4–16 MB
external

None

MIPS32
34K

500 (90nm)
1454 (40nm)

2006 90, 65,
40

MIPS32
74K

1080 2007 65

MIPS32
1004K

1100 2008 65

MIPS32
1074K

1500 2010 40

|+ MIPS Microprocessors

MIPS I instruction formats
Instructions are divided into three types: R, I and J. Every instruction starts with a 6-bit opcode. In addition to the
opcode, R-type instructions specify three registers, a shift amount field, and a function field; I-type instructions
specify two registers and a 16-bit immediate value; J-type instructions follow the opcode with a 26-bit jump
target.[20][21]

The following are the three formats used for the core instruction set:

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R10000
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R10000%23R12000
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R10000%23R14000
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=R10000%23R16000
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Type -31-                                 format (bits)                                 -0-

R opcode (6) rs (5) rt (5) rd (5) shamt (5) funct (6)

I opcode (6) rs (5) rt (5) immediate (16)

J opcode (6) address (26)

MIPS assembly language
These are assembly language instructions that have direct hardware implementation, as opposed to
pseudoinstructions which are translated into multiple real instructions before being assembled.
• In the following, the register letters d, t, and s are placeholders for (register) numbers or register names.
• C denotes a constant (immediate).
•• All the following instructions are native instructions.
•• Opcodes and funct codes are in hexadecimal.
• The MIPS32 Instruction Set states that the word unsigned as part of Add and Subtract instructions, is a misnomer.

The difference between signed and unsigned versions of commands is not a sign extension (or lack thereof) of the
operands, but controls whether a trap is executed on overflow (e.g. Add) or an overflow is ignored (Add
unsigned). An immediate operand CONST to these instructions is always sign-extended.

Integer
MIPS has 32 integer registers. Data must be in registers to perform arithmetic. Register $0 always holds 0 and
register $1 is normally reserved for the assembler (for handling pseudo instructions and large constants).
The encoding shows which bits correspond to which parts of the instruction. A hyphen (-) is used to indicate don't
cares.

Category Name Instruction
syntax

Meaning Format/opcode/funct Notes/Encoding

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Don%27t_cares
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Don%27t_cares
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Arithmetic Add add
$d,$s,$t

$d = $s + $t R 0 2016 adds two registers, executes a trap on overflow

000000ss sssttttt ddddd--- --100000

Add
unsigned

addu
$d,$s,$t

$d = $s + $t R 0 2116 as above but ignores an overflow

000000ss sssttttt ddddd--- --100001

Subtract sub
$d,$s,$t

$d = $s - $t R 0 2216 subtracts two registers, executes a trap on
overflow

000000ss sssttttt ddddd--- --100010

Subtract
unsigned

subu
$d,$s,$t

$d = $s - $t R 0 2316 as above but ignores an overflow

000000ss sssttttt ddddd000 00100011

Add
immediate

addi
$t,$s,C

$t = $s + C (signed) I 816 - Used to add sign-extended constants (and also to
copy one register to another: addi $1, $2, 0),
executes a trap on overflow

001000ss sssttttt CCCCCCCC CCCCCCCC

Add
immediate
unsigned

addiu
$t,$s,C

$t = $s + C (signed) I 916 - as above but ignores an overflow

001001ss sssttttt CCCCCCCC CCCCCCCC

Multiply mult $s,$t LO = (($s * $t) << 32) >> 32;
HI = ($s * $t) >> 32;

R 0 1816 Multiplies two registers and puts the 64-bit result
in two special memory spots - LO and HI.
Alternatively, one could say the result of this
operation is: (int HI,int LO) = (64-bit) $s * $t . See
mfhi and mflo for accessing LO and HI regs.

Divide div $s, $t LO = $s / $t     HI = $s % $t R 0 1A16 Divides two registers and puts the 32-bit integer
result in LO and the remainder in HI.[20]

Divide
unsigned

divu $s, $t LO = $s / $t     HI = $s % $t R 0 1B16 Divides two registers and puts the 32-bit integer
result in LO and the remainder in HI.
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Data Transfer Load
double
word

ld $t,C($s) $t = Memory[$s + C] I 2316 - loads the word stored from: MEM[$s+C] and the
following 7 bytes to $t and the next register.

Load
word

lw $t,C($s) $t = Memory[$s + C] I 2316 - loads the word stored from: MEM[$s+C] and the
following 3 bytes.

Load
halfword

lh $t,C($s) $t = Memory[$s + C] (signed) I 2116 - loads the halfword stored from: MEM[$s+C] and
the following byte. Sign is extended to width of
register.

Load
halfword
unsigned

lhu
$t,C($s)

$t = Memory[$s + C] (unsigned) I 2516 - As above without sign extension.

Load byte lb $t,C($s) $t = Memory[$s + C] (signed) I 2016 - loads the byte stored from: MEM[$s+C].

Load byte
unsigned

lbu
$t,C($s)

$t = Memory[$s + C] (unsigned) I 2416 - As above without sign extension.

Store
double
word

sd $t,C($s) Memory[$s + C] = $t I - stores two words from $t and the next register
into: MEM[$s+C] and the following 7 bytes. The
order of the operands is a large source of
confusion.

Store
word

sw $t,C($s) Memory[$s + C] = $t I 2B16 - stores a word into: MEM[$s+C] and the following
3 bytes. The order of the operands is a large source
of confusion.

Store half sh $t,C($s) Memory[$s + C] = $t I 2916 - stores the first half of a register (a halfword) into:
MEM[$s+C] and the following byte.

Store byte sb $t,C($s) Memory[$s + C] = $t I 2816 - stores the first fourth of a register (a byte) into:
MEM[$s+C].

Load
upper
immediate

lui $t,C $t = C << 16 I F16 - loads a 16-bit immediate operand into the upper
16-bits of the register specified. Maximum value
of constant is 216-1

Move
from high

mfhi $d $d = HI R 0 1016 Moves a value from HI to a register. Do not use a
multiply or a divide instruction within two
instructions of mfhi (that action is undefined
because of the MIPS pipeline).

Move
from low

mflo $d $d = LO R 0 1216 Moves a value from LO to a register. Do not use a
multiply or a divide instruction within two
instructions of mflo (that action is undefined
because of the MIPS pipeline).

Move
from
Control
Register

mfcZ $t, $d $t = Coprocessor[Z].ControlRegister[$d] R 0 Moves a 4 byte value from Coprocessor Z Control
register to a general purpose register. Sign
extension.

Move to
Control
Register

mtcZ $t, $d Coprocessor[Z].ControlRegister[$d] = $t R 0 Moves a 4 byte value from a general purpose
register to a Coprocessor Z Control register. Sign
extension.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Sign_extension
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Logical And and
$d,$s,$t

$d = $s & $t R 0 2416 Bitwise and

000000ss sssttttt ddddd--- --100100

And
immediate

andi
$t,$s,C

$t = $s & C I C16 - Leftmost 16 bits are padded with 0's

001100ss sssttttt CCCCCCCC CCCCCCCC

Or or $d,$s,$t $d = $s | $t R 0 2516 Bitwise or

Or
immediate

ori $t,$s,C $t = $s | C I D16 - Leftmost 16 bits are padded with 0's

Exclusive
or

xor $d,$s,$t $d = $s ^ $t R 0 2616

Nor nor $d,$s,$t $d = ~ ($s | $t) R 0 2716 Bitwise nor

Set on
less than

slt $d,$s,$t $d = ($s < $t) R 0 2A16 Tests if one register is less than another.

Set on
less than
immediate

slti $t,$s,C $t = ($s < C) I A16 - Tests if one register is less than a constant.

Bitwise Shift Shift left
logical

sll
$d,$t,shamt

$d = $t << shamt R 0 0 shifts shamt number of bits to the left (multiplies
by )

Shift right
logical

srl
$d,$t,shamt

$d = $t >> shamt R 0 216 shifts shamt number of bits to the right - zeros are
shifted in (divides by ). Note that this
instruction only works as division of a two's
complement number if the value is positive.

Shift right
arithmetic

sra
$d,$t,shamt

R 0 316 shifts shamt number of bits - the sign bit is shifted
in (divides 2's complement number by )

Conditional
branch

Branch on
equal

beq $s,$t,C if ($s == $t) go to PC+4+4*C I 416 - Goes to the instruction at the specified address if
two registers are equal.

000100ss sssttttt CCCCCCCC CCCCCCCC

Branch on
not equal

bne $s,$t,C if ($s != $t) go to PC+4+4*C I 516 - Goes to the instruction at the specified address if
two registers are not equal.

Unconditional
jump

Jump j C PC = PC+4[31:28] . C*4 J 216 - Unconditionally jumps to the instruction at the
specified address.

Jump
register

jr $s goto address $s R 0 816 Jumps to the address contained in the specified
register

Jump and
link

jal C $31 = PC + 8; PC = PC+4[31:28] . C*4 J 316 - For procedure call - used to call a subroutine, $31
holds the return address; returning from a
subroutine is done by: jr $31. Return address is PC
+ 8, not PC + 4 due to the use of a branch delay
slot which forces the instruction after the jump to
be executed

Note: In MIPS assembly code, the offset for branching instructions can be represented by a label elsewhere in the
code.
Note: There is no corresponding load lower immediate instruction; this can be done by using addi (add immediate,
see below) or ori (or immediate) with the register $0 (whose value is always zero). For example, both addi $1,
$0, 100 and ori $1, $0, 100 load the decimal value 100 into register $1.
Note: Subtracting an immediate can be done with adding the negation of that value as the immediate.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Bitwise
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Bitwise
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Bitwise
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Two%27s_compliment
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Floating point
MIPS has 32 floating-point registers. Two registers are paired for double precision numbers. Odd numbered registers
cannot be used for arithmetic or branching, just as part of a double precision register pair.

Category Name Instruction syntax Meaning Format/opcode/funct Notes/Encoding

Arithmetic FP add single add.s $x,$y,$z $x = $y + $z Floating-Point add (single
precision)

FP subtract single sub.s $x,$y,$z $x = $y - $z Floating-Point subtract
(single precision)

FP multiply single mul.s $x,$y,$z $x = $y * $z Floating-Point multiply
(single precision)

FP divide single div.s $x,$y,$z $x = $y / $z Floating-Point divide
(single precision)

FP add double add.d $x,$y,$z $x = $y + $z Floating-Point add (double
precision)

FP subtract double sub.d $x,$y,$z $x = $y - $z Floating-Point subtract
(double precision)

FP multiply
double

mul.d $x,$y,$z $x = $y * $z Floating-Point multiply
(double precision)

FP divide double div.d $x,$y,$z $x = $y / $z Floating-Point divide
(double precision)

Data
Transfer

Load word
coprocessor

lwcZ $x,CONST ($y) Coprocessor[Z].DataRegister[$x] =
Memory[$y + CONST]

I Loads the 4 byte word
stored from:
MEM[$2+CONST] into a
Coprocessor data register.
Sign extension.

Store word
coprocessor

swcZ $x,CONST ($y) Memory[$y + CONST] =
Coprocessor[Z].DataRegister[$x]

I Stores the 4 byte word held
by a Coprocessor data
register into:
MEM[$2+CONST]. Sign
extension.

Logical FP compare single
(eq,ne,lt,le,gt,ge)

c.lt.s $f2,$f4 if ($f2 < $f4) cond=1; else cond=0 Floating-point compare less
than single precision

FP compare
double
(eq,ne,lt,le,gt,ge)

c.lt.d $f2,$f4 if ($f2 < $f4) cond=1; else cond=0 Floating-point compare less
than double precision

Branch branch on FP true bc1t 100 if (cond == 1) go to PC+4+100 PC relative branch if FP
condition

branch on FP false bc1f 100 if (cond == 0) go to PC+4+100 PC relative branch if not
condition
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Pseudo instructions
These instructions are accepted by the MIPS assembler, although they are not real instructions within the MIPS
instruction set. Instead, the assembler translates them into sequences of real instructions.

Name instruction
syntax

Real instruction translation meaning

Move move $rt,$rs addi $rt,$rs,0 R[rt]=R[rs]

Clear clear $rt add $rt,$zero,$zero R[rt]=0

Load Address la $rd,
LabelAddr

lui $rd, LabelAddr[31:16]; ori
$rd,$rd, LabelAddr[15:0]

$rd = Label Address

Load Immediate li $rd,
IMMED[31:0]

lui $rd, IMMED[31:16]; ori
$rd,$rd, IMMED[15:0]

$rd = 32 bit Immediate value

Branch unconditionally b Label beq $zero,$zero,Label if(R[rs]==R[rt]) PC=Label

Branch and link bal $rs,Label bgezal $zero,Label if(R[rs]>=0) PC=Label

Branch if greater than bgt $rs,$rt,Label slt $at,$rt,$rs; bne
$at,$zero,Label

if(R[rs]>R[rt]) PC=Label

Branch if less than blt $rs,$rt,Label slt $at,$rs,$rt; bne
$at,$zero,Label

if(R[rs]<R[rt]) PC=Label |- | Branch if greater than or equal || bge
$rs,$rt,Label || slt $at,$rs,$rt; beq $at,$zero,Label ||
if(R[rs]>=R[rt]) PC=Label

Branch if less than or
equal

ble $rs,$rt,Label slt $at,$rt,$rs; beq
$at,$zero,Label

if(R[rs]<=R[rt]) PC=Label

Branch if greater than
unsigned

bgtu
$rs,$rt,Label

if(R[rs]>R[rt]) PC=Label

Branch if greater than
zero

bgtz
$rs,$rt,Label

if(R[rs]>0) PC=Label

Multiplies and returns
only first 32 bits

mul $d, $s, $t mult $s, $t; mflo $d $d = $s * $t

Divides and returns
quotient

div $d, $s, $t div $s, $t; mflo $d $d = $s / $t

Divides and returns
remainder

rem $d, $s, $t div $s, $t; mfhi $d $d = $s % $t

Other instructions
• NOP (no operation) (machine code 0x00000000, interpreted by CPU as sll $0,$0,0)
•• break (breaks the program, used by debuggers)
•• syscall (used for system calls to the operating system)

Compiler register usage
The hardware architecture specifies that:
•• General purpose register $0 always returns a value of 0.
•• General purpose register $31 is used as the link register for jump and link instructions.
•• HI and LO are used to access the multiplier/divider results, accessed by the mfhi (move from high) and mflo

commands.
These are the only hardware restrictions on the usage of the general purpose registers.

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=NOP
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The various MIPS tool-chains implement specific calling conventions that further restrict how the registers are used.
These calling conventions are totally maintained by the tool-chain software and are not required by the hardware.

 Registers for O32 Calling Convention

Name Number Use Callee must preserve?

$zero $0 constant 0 N/A

$at $1 assembler temporary No

$v0–$v1 $2–$3 values for function returns and expression evaluation No

$a0–$a3 $4–$7 function arguments No

$t0–$t7 $8–$15 temporaries No

$s0–$s7 $16–$23 saved temporaries Yes

$t8–$t9 $24–$25 temporaries No

$k0–$k1 $26–$27 reserved for OS kernel N/A

$gp $28 global pointer Yes

$sp $29 stack pointer Yes

$fp $30 frame pointer Yes

$ra $31 return address N/A

 Registers for N32 and N64 Calling Conventions[22]

Name Number Use Callee must preserve?

$zero $0 constant 0 N/A

$at $1 assembler temporary No

$v0–$v1 $2–$3 values for function returns and expression evaluation No

$a0–$a7 $4–$11 function arguments No

$t4–$t7 $12–$15 temporaries No

$s0–$s7 $16–$23 saved temporaries Yes

$t8–$t9 $24–$25 temporaries No

$k0–$k1 $26–$27 reserved for OS kernel N/A

$gp $28 global pointer Yes

$sp $29 stack pointer Yes

$s8 $30 frame pointer Yes

$ra $31 return address N/A

Registers that are preserved across a call are registers that (by convention) will not be changed by a system call or
procedure (function) call. For example, $s-registers must be saved to the stack by a procedure that needs to use them,
and $sp and $fp are always incremented by constants, and decremented back after the procedure is done with them
(and the memory they point to). By contrast, $ra is changed automatically by any normal function call (ones that use
jal), and $t-registers must be saved by the program before any procedure call (if the program needs the values inside
them after the call).

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Calling_convention
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Stack-based_memory_allocation
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Frame_pointer
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Return_statement
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Stack-based_memory_allocation
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Frame_pointer
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Return_statement
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Simulators
Open Virtual Platforms (OVP)[23] includes the freely available for non-commercial use simulator OVPsim, a library
of models of processors, peripherals and platforms, and APIs which enable users to develop their own models. The
models in the library are open source, written in C, and include the MIPS 4K, 24K, 34K, 74K, 1004K, 1074K, and
M14K cores. These models are created and maintained by Imperas[24] and in partnership with MIPS Technologies
have been tested and assigned the MIPS-Verified (tm) mark. Sample MIPS-based platforms include both bare metal
environments and platforms for booting unmodified Linux binary images. These platforms–emulators are available
as source or binaries and are fast, free, and easy to use. OVPsim is developed and maintained by Imperas and is very
fast (hundreds of million of instructions per second), and built to handle multicore architectures.
There is a freely available MIPS32 simulator (earlier versions simulated only the R2000/R3000) called SPIM for use
in education. EduMIPS64[25] is a GPL graphical cross-platform MIPS64 CPU simulator, written in Java/Swing. It
supports a wide subset of the MIPS64 ISA and allows the user to graphically see what happens in the pipeline when
an assembly program is run by the CPU. It has educational purposes and is used in some computer architecture
courses in universities around the world.
MARS[26] is another GUI-based MIPS emulator designed for use in education, specifically for use with Hennessy's
Computer Organization and Design.
WebMIPS[27] is a browser based MIPS simulator with visual representation of a generic, pipelined processor. This
simulator is quite useful for register tracking during step by step execution.
More advanced free emulators are available from the GXemul (formerly known as the mips64emul project) and
QEMU projects. These emulate the various MIPS III and IV microprocessors in addition to entire computer systems
which use them.
Commercial simulators are available especially for the embedded use of MIPS processors, for example Virtutech
Simics (MIPS 4Kc and 5Kc, PMC RM9000, QED RM7000), VaST Systems (R3000, R4000), and CoWare (the
MIPS4KE, MIPS24K, MIPS25Kf and MIPS34K).
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SPARC

SPARC

Designer Sun Microsystems (owned by Oracle Corporation)

Bits 64-bit (32 → 64)

Introduced 1987 (shipments)

Version V9 (1993)

Design RISC

Type Register-Register

Encoding Fixed

Branching Condition code

Endianness Bi (Big → Bi)

Page size 8 KiB

Extensions VIS 1.0, 2.0, 3.0

Open Yes

Registers

General purpose 31 (G0 = 0; non-global registers use register windows)

Floating point 32 (usable as 32 single-precision, 32 double-precision, or 16 quad-precision)

Sun UltraSPARC II Microprocessor

SPARC (from Scalable Processor Architecture) is a RISC instruction
set architecture (ISA) developed by Sun Microsystems and introduced
in mid-1987.

SPARC is a registered trademark of SPARC International, Inc., an
organization established in 1989 to promote the SPARC architecture,
manage SPARC trademarks, and provide conformance testing.
Implementations of the original 32-bit SPARC architecture were
initially designed and used in Sun's Sun-4 workstation and server
systems, replacing their earlier Sun-3 systems based on the Motorola
68000 family of processors. Later, SPARC processors were used in
SMP servers produced by Sun Microsystems, Solbourne and Fujitsu,
among others, and designed for 64-bit operation.

SPARC International was intended to open the SPARC architecture to
make a larger ecosystem for the design, which has been licensed to several manufacturers, including Texas
Instruments, Atmel, Cypress Semiconductor, and Fujitsu. As a result of SPARC International, the SPARC
architecture is fully open and non-proprietary.

In March 2006, the complete design of Sun Microsystems' UltraSPARC T1 microprocessor was released-in
open-source form at OpenSPARC.net [1] and named the OpenSPARC T1. In 2007, the design of Sun's UltraSPARC
T2 microprocessor was also released in open-source form, as OpenSPARC T2.[2]

The most recent commercial iterations of the SPARC processor design are the Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd.'s "Venus" 
128 GFLOP SPARC64 VIIIfx introduced June 2009, which is used in the 8 petaFLOPS Japanese supercomputer "K 
computer", and the SPARC T4 introduced by Oracle Corporation in September 2011; both are 8 core devices
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running at 2.0GHz, and over 2.5GHz respectively.

Features
The SPARC architecture was heavily influenced by the earlier RISC designs including the RISC I and II from the
University of California, Berkeley and the IBM 801. These original RISC designs were minimalist, including as few
features or op-codes as possible and aiming to execute instructions at a rate of almost one instruction per clock cycle.
This made them similar to the MIPS architecture in many ways, including the lack of instructions such as multiply or
divide. Another feature of SPARC influenced by this early RISC movement is the branch delay slot.
The SPARC processor usually contains as many as 160 general purpose registers. At any point, only 32 of them are
immediately visible to software - 8 are a set of global registers (one of which, g0, is hard-wired to zero, so only 7 of
them are usable as registers) and the other 24 are from the stack of registers. These 24 registers form what is called a
register window, and at function call/return, this window is moved up and down the register stack. Each window has
8 local registers and shares 8 registers with each of the adjacent windows. The shared registers are used for passing
function parameters and returning values, and the local registers are used for retaining local values across function
calls.
The "Scalable" in SPARC comes from the fact that the SPARC specification allows implementations to scale from
embedded processors up through large server processors, all sharing the same core (non-privileged) instruction set.
One of the architectural parameters that can scale is the number of implemented register windows; the specification
allows from 3 to 32 windows to be implemented, so the implementation can choose to implement all 32 to provide
maximum call stack efficiency, or to implement only 3 to reduce context switching time, or to implement some
number between them. Other architectures that include similar register file features include Intel i960, IA-64, and
AMD 29000.
The architecture has gone through several revisions. It gained hardware multiply and divide functionality in Version
8.[3][4] 64-bit (addressing and data) were added to the version 9 SPARC specification published in 1994.[5]

In SPARC Version 8, the floating point register file has 16 double precision registers. Each of them can be used as
two single precision registers, providing a total of 32 single precision registers. An odd-even number pair of double
precision registers can be used as a quad precision register, thus allowing 8 quad precision registers. SPARC Version
9 added 16 more double precision registers (which can also be accessed as 8 quad precision registers), but these
additional registers can not be accessed as single precision registers.
Tagged add and subtract instructions perform adds and subtracts on values assuming that the bottom two bits do not
participate in the computation. This can be useful in the implementation of the run time for ML, Lisp, and similar
languages that might use a tagged integer format.
The endianness of the 32-bit SPARC V8 architecture is purely big-endian. The 64-bit SPARC V9 architecture uses
big-endian instructions, but can access data in either big-endian or little-endian byte order, chosen either at the
application instruction (load/store) level or at the memory page level (via an MMU setting). The latter is often used
for accessing data from inherently little-endian devices, such as those on PCI buses.

History
There have been three major revisions of the architecture. The first published revision was the 32-bit SPARC Version
7 (V7) in 1986. SPARC Version 8 (V8), an enhanced SPARC architecture definition, was released in 1990. The main
differences between V7 and V8 were the addition of integer multiply and divide instructions, and an upgrade from
80-bit "extended precision" floating-point arithmetic to 128-bit "quad-precision" arithmetic. SPARC V8 served as
the basis for IEEE Standard 1754-1994, an IEEE standard for a 32-bit microprocessor architecture.
SPARC Version 9, the 64-bit SPARC architecture, was released by SPARC International in 1993. It was developed 
by the SPARC Architecture Committee consisting of Amdahl Corporation, Fujitsu, ICL, LSI Logic, Matsushita,
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Philips, Ross Technology, Sun Microsystems, and Texas Instruments.
In 2002, the SPARC Joint Programming Specification 1 (JPS1) was released by Fujitsu and Sun, describing
processor functions which were identically implemented in the CPUs of both companies ("Commonality"). The first
CPUs conforming to JPS1 were the UltraSPARC III by Sun and the SPARC64 V by Fujitsu. Functionalities which
are not covered by JPS1 are documented for each processor in "Implementation Supplements".
In early 2006, Sun released an extended architecture specification, UltraSPARC Architecture 2005. This includes not
only the non-privileged and most of the privileged portions of SPARC V9, but also all the architectural extensions
(such as CMT, hyperprivileged, VIS 1, and VIS 2) present in Sun's UltraSPARC processors starting with the
UltraSPARC T1 implementation. UltraSPARC Architecture 2005 includes Sun's standard extensions and remains
compliant with the full SPARC V9 Level 1 specification.
In 2007, Sun released an updated specification, UltraSPARC Architecture 2007, to which the UltraSPARC T2
implementation complied.
The architecture has provided continuous application binary compatibility from the first SPARC V7 implementation
in 1987 into the Sun UltraSPARC Architecture implementations.
Among various implementations of SPARC, Sun's SuperSPARC and UltraSPARC-I were very popular, and were
used as reference systems for SPEC CPU95 and CPU2000 benchmarks. The 296 MHz UltraSPARC-II is the
reference system for the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark.
The SPARC architecture has been licensed to many companies who have developed and fabricated implementations
such as:
•• Afara Websystems
• Bipolar Integrated Technology (BIT)
•• C-Cube
•• Cypress Semiconductor
•• Elbrus
• Fujitsu and Fujitsu Microelectronics
•• HAL Computer Systems
•• Hyundai
•• LSI Logic
•• Magnum Semiconductor
•• Meiko Scientific
•• Metaflow Technologies
•• Prisma
•• Ross Technology
•• Parsé Semiconductor Co.
•• Scientific Atlanta
•• Solbourne Computer
•• Weitek
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SPARC microprocessor specifications
This table contains specifications for certain SPARC processors: frequency (megahertz), architecture version, release
year, number of threads (threads per core multiplied by the number of cores), fabrication process (micrometers),
number of transistors (millions), die size (square millimetres), number of I/O pins, dissipated power (watts), voltage,
and cache sizes—data, instruction, L2 and L3 (kibibytes).

Name

(codename)

Model Frequency

(MHz)

Arch.

version

Year Total

threads
[6]

Process

(µm)

Transistors

(millions)

Die size

(mm²)

IO Pins Power

(W)

Voltage (V) L1

Dcache

(k)

L1

Icache

(k)

L2 Cache

(k)

L3

Cache

(k)

SPARC (various),
including
MB86900[7]

14.28–40 V7 1987–1992 1×1=1 0.8–1.3 ~0.1–1.8 -- 160–256 -- -- 0–128 (unified) none none

microSPARC I

(Tsunami)

TI
TMS390S10

40–50 V8 1992 1×1=1 0.8 0.8 225? 288 2.5 5 2 4 none none

SuperSPARC I

(Viking)

TI
TMX390Z50
/ Sun
STP1020

33–60 V8 1992 1×1=1 0.8 3.1 -- 293 14.3 5 16 20 0-2048 none

SPARClite Fujitsu
MB8683x

66–108 V8E 1992 1×1=1 -- -- -- 144, 176 -- 2.5/3.3V-5.0V,
2.5V-3.3V

1, 2, 8,
16

1, 2,
8, 16

none none

hyperSPARC

(Colorado 1)

Ross
RT620A

40–90 V8 1993 1×1=1 0.5 1.5 -- -- -- 5? 0 8 128-256 none

microSPARC II

(Swift)

Fujitsu
MB86904 /
Sun
STP1012

60–125 V8 1994 1×1=1 0.5 2.3 233 321 5 3.3 8 16 none none

hyperSPARC

(Colorado 2)

Ross
RT620B

90–125 V8 1994 1×1=1 0.4 1.5 -- -- -- 3.3 0 8 128-256 none

SuperSPARC II

(Voyager)

Sun
STP1021

75–90 V8 1994 1×1=1 0.8 3.1 299 -- 16 -- 16 20 1024-2048 none

hyperSPARC

(Colorado 3)

Ross
RT620C

125–166 V8 1995 1×1=1 0.35 1.5 -- -- -- 3.3 0 8 512-1024 none

TurboSPARC Fujitsu
MB86907

160–180 V8 1996 1×1=1 0.35 3.0 132 416 7 3.5 16 16 512 none

UltraSPARC

(Spitfire)

Sun
STP1030

143–167 V9 1995 1×1=1 0.47 5.2 315 521 30[8] 3.3 16 16 512-1024 none

UltraSPARC

(Hornet)

Sun
STP1030

200 V9 1998 1×1=1 0.42 5.2 265 521 -- 3.3 16 16 512-1024 none

hyperSPARC

(Colorado 4)

Ross
RT620D

180–200 V8 1996 1×1=1 0.35 1.7 -- -- -- 3.3 16 16 512 none

SPARC64 Fujitsu
(HAL)

101–118 V9 1995 1×1=1 0.4 -- Multichip 286 50 3.8 128 128 -- --

SPARC64 II Fujitsu
(HAL)

141–161 V9 1996 1×1=1 0.35 -- Multichip 286 64 3.3 128 128 -- --

SPARC64 III Fujitsu
(HAL)
MBCS70301

250–330 V9 1998 1×1=1 0.24 17.6 240 -- -- 2.5 64 64 8192 --
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UltraSPARC IIs

(Blackbird)

Sun
STP1031

250–400 V9 1997 1×1=1 0.35 5.4 149 521 25[9] 2.5 16 16 1024 or
4096

none

UltraSPARC IIs

(Sapphire-Black)

Sun
STP1032 /
STP1034

360–480 V9 1999 1×1=1 0.25 5.4 126 521 21[10] 1.9 16 16 1024–8192 none

UltraSPARC IIi

(Sabre)

Sun
SME1040

270–360 V9 1997 1×1=1 0.35 5.4 156 587 21 1.9 16 16 256–2048 none

UltraSPARC IIi

(Sapphire-Red)

Sun
SME1430

333–480 V9 1998 1×1=1 0.25 5.4 -- 587 21[11] 1.9 16 16 2048 none

UltraSPARC IIe

(Hummingbird)

Sun
SME1701

400–500 V9 1999 1×1=1 0.18 Al -- -- 370 13[12] 1.5-1.7 16 16 256 none

UltraSPARC IIi

(IIe+)

(Phantom)

Sun
SME1532

550–650 V9 2000 1×1=1 0.18 Cu -- -- 370 17.6 1.7 16 16 512 none

SPARC64 GP Fujitsu
SFCB81147

400–563 V9 2000 1×1=1 0.18 30.2 217 -- -- 1.8 128 128 8192 --

SPARC64 GP -- 600–810 V9 -- 1×1=1 0.15 30.2 -- -- -- 1.5 128 128 8192 --

SPARC64 IV Fujitsu
MBCS80523

450–810 V9 2000 1×1=1 0.13 -- -- -- -- -- 128 128 2048 --

UltraSPARC III

(Cheetah)

Sun
SME1050

600 V9 / JPS1 2001 1×1=1 0.18 Al 29 330 1368 53 1.6 64 32 8192 none

UltraSPARC III

(Cheetah)

Sun
SME1052

750–900 V9 / JPS1 2001 1×1=1 0.13 Al 29 -- 1368 -- 1.6 64 32 8192 none

UltraSPARC

III Cu

(Cheetah+)

Sun
SME1056

1002–1200 V9 / JPS1 2001 1×1=1 0.13 Cu 29 232 1368 80[13] 1.6 64 32 8192 none

UltraSPARC

IIIi (Jalapeño)

Sun
SME1603

1064–1593 V9 / JPS1 2003 1×1=1 0.13 87.5 206 959 52 1.3 64 32 1024 none

SPARC64 V

(Zeus)

Fujitsu 1100–1350 V9 / JPS1 2003 1×1=1 0.13 190 289 269 40 1.2 128 128 2048 --

SPARC64 V+

(Olympus-B)

Fujitsu 1650–2160 V9 / JPS1 2004 1×1=1 0.09 400 297 279 65 1 128 128 4096 --

UltraSPARC IV

(Jaguar)

Sun
SME1167

1050–1350 V9 / JPS1 2004 1×2=2 0.13 66 356 1368 108 1.35 64 32 16384 none

UltraSPARC

IV+ (Panther)

Sun
SME1167A

1500–2100 V9 / JPS1 2005 1×2=2 0.09 295 336 1368 90 1.1 64 64 2048 32768

UltraSPARC T1

(Niagara)

Sun
SME1905

1000–1400 V9 / UA
2005

2005 4×8=32 0.09 300 340 1933 72 1.3 8 16 3072 none

SPARC64 VI

(Olympus-C)

Fujitsu 2150–2400 V9 / JPS1 2007 2×2=4 0.09 540 422 -- 120 -- 128x2 128x2 6144 none

UltraSPARC T2

(Niagara 2)

Sun
SME1908A

1000–1600 V9 / UA
2007

2007 8×8=64 0.065 503 342 1831 95 1.1–1.5 8 16 4096 none

UltraSPARC T2

Plus (Victoria

Falls)

Sun
SME1910A

1200–1600 V9 / UA
2007

2008 8×8=64 0.065 503 342 1831 - - 8 16 4096 none

SPARC64 VII

(Jupiter) 
[14]

Fujitsu 2400–2880 V9 / JPS1 2008 2×4=8 0.065 600 445 -- 150 -- 64x4 64x4 6144 none
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UltraSPARC

"RK"

(Rock)
[15]

Sun
SME1832

2300 V9 / -- canceled[16] 2×16=32 0.065 ? 396 2326 ? ? 32 32 2048 ?

SPARC64

VIIIfx

(Venus)
[17][18]

Fujitsu 2000 V9 / JPS1 2009 1x8=8 0.045 760 513 1271 58 ? 32x8 32x8 6144 none

SPARC T3

(Rainbow Falls)

Oracle/Sun 1650 V9 / UA
_?_

2010 8×16=128 0.040[19] ???? 371 ? 139 ? 8 16 6144 none

SPARC64 VII+

(Jupiter-E or

M3)
[20][21]

Fujitsu 2667 -
3000

V9 / JPS1 2010 2x4=8 0.065 - - - 160 - 64x4 64x4 12288 none

MCST-4R MCST
(Russia)

750 - 1000 V9 2010 1x4=4 0.09 150 115 - 15 1 32 16 2048 none

SPARC T4

(Yosemite

Falls)
[22]

Oracle 2850 -
3000

V9 /
OSA2011?

2011 8×8=64 0.04 855 403 ? 240 ? 16x8 16x8 128x8 4096

SPARC64

IXfx
[23][24]

Fujitsu 1850 V9 /
JPS1?

2012 1x16=16 0.04 1870 484 1442 110 ? 32x16 32x16 12288 none

Name

(codename)

Model Frequency

(MHz)

Arch.

version

Year Total

threads
[6]

Process

(µm)

Transistors

(millions)

Die size

(mm²)

IO Pins Power

(W)

Voltage (V) L1

Dcache

(k)

L1

Icache

(k)

L2 Cache

(k)

L3

Cache

(k)

Notes:
[1] http:/ / www. opensparc. net/ about. html
[2] "OpenSPARC T2" (http:/ / www. opensparc. net/ opensparc-t2/ index. html), OpenSPARC (Oracle Corporation), , retrieved 2011-11-06
[3] http:/ / gcc. gnu. org/ onlinedocs/ gcc/ SPARC-Options. html "integer multiply and integer divide instructions which exist in SPARC-V8 but

not in SPARC-V7. "
[4] http:/ / www. osnews. com/ story/ 6136 "The V8 architecture adds some instructions .., including integer divide and multiply."
[5] Weaver, D. L.; Germond, T., eds. (1994), "The SPARC Architecture Manual, Version 9" (http:/ / www. sparc. org/ standards/ SPARCV9.

pdf), SPARC International, Inc. (Prentice Hall), ISBN 0-13-825001-4, , retrieved 2011-12-06
[6][6] Threads per core × number of cores
[7] Various SPARC V7 implementations were produced by Fujitsu, LSI Logic, Weitek, Texas Instruments and Cypress. A SPARC V7 processor

generally consisted of several discrete chips, usually comprising an integer unit (IU), a floating-point unit (FPU), a memory management unit
(MMU) and cache memory.

[8][8] @167 MHz
[9][9] @250 MHz
[10][10] @400 MHz
[11][11] @440 MHz
[12][12] max@500 MHz
[13][13] @900 MHz
[14] FX1 Key Features & Specifications (http:/ / www. fujitsu. com/ downloads/ PR/ 2008/ 20080219-01a. pdf), Fujitsu, 2008-02-19, , retrieved

2011-12-06
[15] Tremblay, Marc; Chaudhry, Shailender (2008-02-19), "A Third-Generation 65nm 16-Core 32-Thread Plus 32-Scout-Thread CMT

SPARC(R) Processor" (http:/ / www. opensparc. net/ pubs/ preszo/ 08/ RockISSCC08. pdf), OpenSPARC (Sun Microsystems), , retrieved
2011-12-06

[16] Vance, Ashlee (2009-06-15), "Sun Is Said to Cancel Big Chip Project" (http:/ / bits. blogs. nytimes. com/ 2009/ 06/ 15/
sun-is-said-to-cancel-big-chip-project), The New York Times, , retrieved 2010-05-23

[17] "Fujitsu shows off SPARC64 VII" (http:/ / www. h-online. com/ newsticker/ news/ item/
Hot-Chips-Fujitsu-shows-off-SPARC64-VII-737073. html), heise online, 2008-08-28, , retrieved 2011-12-06

[18] Barak, Sylvie (2009-05-14), "Fujitsu unveils world’s fastest CPU" (http:/ / www. theinquirer. net/ inquirer/ news/ 1137342/
fujitsu-unveils-world-s-fastest-cpu), The Inquirer, , retrieved 2011-12-06

[19] "Sparc T3 processor" (http:/ / www. oracle. com/ us/ products/ servers-storage/ servers/ sparc-enterprise/ t-series/ sparc-t3-chip-ds-173097.
pdf), Oracle Corporation, , retrieved 2011-12-06
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http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=OpenSPARC
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Sun_Microsystems
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Ashlee_Vance
http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2009/06/15/sun-is-said-to-cancel-big-chip-project
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[20] Morgan, Timothy Prickett (2010-12-03), "Ellison: Sparc T4 due next year" (http:/ / www. channelregister. co. uk/ 2010/ 12/ 03/
oracle_sparct4_fujitsu_sparc64/ ), The Register, , retrieved 2011-12-06

[21] "SPARC Enterprise M-series Servers Architecture" (http:/ / www. fujitsu. com/ downloads/ SPARCE/ whitepapers/
sparc-architecture-m-series-en. pdf), Fujitsu, April 2011,

[22] Morgan, Timothy Prickett (2011-08-22), "Oracle's Sparc T4 chip" (http:/ / www. theregister. co. uk/ 2011/ 08/ 22/
oracle_sparc_t4_hot_chips/ ), The Register, , retrieved 2011-12-06

[23] Morgan, Timothy Prickett (2011-11-21), "Fujitsu parades 16-core Sparc64 super stunner" (http:/ / www. theregister. co. uk/ 2011/ 11/ 21/
fujitsu_sparc64_ixfx_fx10_details), The Register, , retrieved 2011-12-08

[24] "Fujitsu Launches PRIMEHPC FX10 Supercomputer" (http:/ / www. fujitsu. com/ global/ news/ pr/ archives/ month/ 2011/ 20111107-01.
html), Fujitsu, 2011-11-07, , retrieved 2012-02-03

Operating system support
SPARC machines have generally used Sun's SunOS, Solaris or OpenSolaris, but other operating systems such as
NeXTSTEP, RTEMS, FreeBSD, OpenBSD, NetBSD, and Linux have also been used.
In 1993, Intergraph announced a port of Windows NT to the SPARC architecture,[1] but it was later cancelled.

Open source implementations
Three fully open source implementations of the SPARC architecture exist:
• LEON, a 32-bit, SPARC Version 8 implementation, designed especially for space use. Source code is written in

VHDL, and licensed under the GPL.
• OpenSPARC T1, released in 2006, a 64-bit, 32-thread implementation conforming to the UltraSPARC

Architecture 2005 and to SPARC Version 9 (Level 1). Source code is written in Verilog, and licensed under many
licenses. Most OpenSPARC T1 source code is licensed under the GPL. Source based on existent open source
projects will continue to be licensed under their current licenses. Binary programs are licensed under a binary
software license agreement.
• S1, a 64-bit Wishbone compliant CPU core based on the OpenSPARC T1 design. It is a single UltraSPARC v9

core capable of 4 way SMT. Like the T1, the source code is licensed under the GPL.
• OpenSPARC T2, released in 2008, a 64-bit, 64-thread implementation conforming to the UltraSPARC

Architecture 2007 and to SPARC Version 9 (Level 1). Source code is written in Verilog, and licensed under many
licenses. Most OpenSPARC T2 source code is licensed under the GPL. Source based on existent open source
projects will continue to be licensed under their current licenses. Binary programs are licensed under a binary
Software License Agreement.

A fully open source simulator for the SPARC architecture also exists:
• RAMP Gold (http:/ / ramp. eecs. berkeley. edu/ gold), a 32-bit, 64-thread SPARC Version 8 implementation,

designed for FPGA-based architecture simulation. RAMP Gold is written in ~36,000 lines of Systemverilog, and
licensed under the BSD licenses.

Supercomputers
As of June 2011, only two supercomputers (#1 and #73) using SPARC microprocessors are included in the world's
top 500 fastest supercomputers according to the TOP500 list. [2]

Fujitsu's K computer ranked #1 in Top500 - June 2011 and Nov 2011 lists.[2] It combines 88,128 SPARC64 VIIIfx
CPUs, each with eight cores, for a total of 705,024 cores—almost twice as many as any other system in the TOP500.
The K Computer is more powerful than the next five systems on the list combined, and has the lowest power to
performance ratio of any current supercomputer system. It also ranked #6 in Green500 - June 2011 list, with a score
of 824.56 MFLOPS/W.[3]
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Tianhe-1A (currently #2) has a number of nodes with FeiTeng-1000 SPARC-based processors developed in China
(based on OpenSPARC). However, those processors did not contribute to the LINPACK score.[4][5]

On Dec. 2, 2010, Oracle unveiled the SPARC SuperCluster with T3-2, T3-4 and M5000 servers.[6] The configuration
with T3-4 servers was claimed to surpass the HP Integrity Superdome and the IBM Power 780 server, reaching
speeds of 30,249,688 tpmC.[7]
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External links
• SPARC International, Inc. (http:/ / www. sparc. org/ )
• SPARC International list of SPARC processors (http:/ / www. sparc. org/ ads/ chips. html)
• SPARC International Technical Documents (http:/ / www. sparc. org/ specificationsDocuments. html)
• UltraSPARC Architecture 2005 specification (http:/ / www. opensparc. net/ opensparc-t1/ index. html) - a

SPARC architecture specification extended with CMT, hyperprivileged mode, VIS 1, VIS 2, and so forth for
UltraSPARC processors

• UltraSPARC Architecture 2007 specification (http:/ / www. opensparc. net/ opensparc-t2/ index. html) - an
updated SPARC architecture specification for UltraSPARC processors shipping 2007+

• UltraSPARC Processors (http:/ / www. sun. com/ processors/ )
• SPARC processor images and descriptions (http:/ / www. cpu-collection. de/ ?tn=1& l0=cl& l1=SPARC)
• The Rough Guide to MBus Modules (http:/ / mbus. sunhelp. org) (SuperSPARC, hyperSPARC)
• SPARC (http:/ / www. dmoz. org/ Computers/ Hardware/ Components/ Processors/ SPARC/ ) at the Open

Directory Project
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ARM architecture

Logo

ARM

Designer ARM Holdings

Bits 32/64

Introduced 1983

Version ARMv8[1]

Design RISC

Type Register-Register

Encoding Fixed

Branching Condition code

Endianness Bi (Little as default)

Extensions NEON, Thumb, Jazelle, VFP, A64

Registers

16/31[2]

ARM is a 32-bit reduced instruction set computer (RISC) instruction set architecture (ISA) developed by ARM
Holdings. It was named the Advanced RISC Machine, and before that, the Acorn RISC Machine. The ARM
architecture is the most widely used 32-bit instruction set architecture in numbers produced.[3][4] Originally
conceived by Acorn Computers for use in its personal computers, the first ARM-based products were the Acorn
Archimedes range introduced in 1987.
The relative simplicity of ARM processors makes them suitable for low power applications. As a result, they have
become dominant in the mobile and embedded electronics market, as relatively low-cost, small microprocessors and
microcontrollers. In 2005, about 98% of the more than one billion mobile phones sold each year used at least one
ARM processor.[5] As of 2009, ARM processors account for approximately 90% of all embedded 32-bit RISC
processors[6] and are used extensively in consumer electronics, including personal digital assistants (PDAs), tablets,
mobile phones, digital media and music players, hand-held game consoles, calculators and computer peripherals
such as hard drives and routers.
The ARM architecture is licensable. Companies that are current or former ARM licensees include Alcatel-Lucent, 
Apple Inc., AppliedMicro, Atmel, Broadcom, Cirrus Logic, Digital Equipment Corporation, Ember, Energy Micro,
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Freescale, Intel (through DEC), LG, Marvell Technology Group, Microsemi, Microsoft, NEC, Nintendo, Nuvoton,
Nvidia, Sony, NXP (formerly Philips), Oki, ON Semiconductor, Psion, Qualcomm, Samsung, Sharp,
STMicroelectronics, Symbios Logic, Texas Instruments, VLSI Technology, Yamaha, and ZiiLABS.
ARM processors are developed by ARM and by ARM licensees. Prominent ARM processor families developed by
ARM Holdings include the ARM7, ARM9, ARM11 and Cortex. Notable ARM processors developed by licensees
include AppliedMicro X-Gene, DEC StrongARM, Freescale i.MX, Marvell (formerly Intel) XScale, Nvidia Tegra,
ST-Ericsson Nova and NovaThor, Qualcomm Snapdragon, the Texas Instruments OMAP product line, the Samsung
Hummingbird and the Apple A4 and A5.

History
After achieving success with the BBC Micro computer, Acorn Computers Ltd considered how to move on from the
relatively simple MOS Technology 6502 processor to address business markets like the one that would soon be
dominated by the IBM PC, launched in 1981. The Acorn Business Computer (ABC) plan required a number of
second processors to be made to work with the BBC Micro platform, but processors such as the Motorola 68000 and
National Semiconductor 32016 were unsuitable, and the 6502 was not powerful enough for a graphics based user
interface.
Acorn would need a new architecture, having tested all of the available processors and found them wanting. Acorn
then seriously considered designing its own processor, and their engineers came across papers on the Berkeley RISC
project. They felt it showed that if a class of graduate students could create a competitive 32-bit processor, then
Acorn would have no problem. A trip to the Western Design Center in Phoenix, where the 6502 was being updated
by what was effectively a single-person company, showed Acorn engineers Steve Furber[7] and Sophie Wilson that
they did not need massive resources and state-of-the-art R&D facilities.
Wilson set about developing the instruction set, writing a simulation of the processor in BBC Basic that ran on a
BBC Micro with a second 6502 processor. It convinced the Acorn engineers that they were on the right track. Before
they could go any further, however, they would need more resources. It was time for Wilson to approach Acorn's
CEO, Hermann Hauser, and explain what was afoot. Once the go-ahead had been given, a small team was put
together to implement Wilson's model in hardware.

A Conexant ARM processor used mainly in
routers

Acorn RISC Machine: ARM2

The official Acorn RISC Machine project started in October 1983.
VLSI Technology, Inc was chosen as silicon partner, since it already
supplied Acorn with ROMs and some custom chips. The design was
led by Wilson and Furber, with a key design goal of achieving
low-latency input/output (interrupt) handling like the 6502. The 6502's
memory access architecture had allowed developers to produce fast
machines without the use of costly direct memory access hardware.
VLSI produced the first ARM silicon on 26 April 1985 – it worked the
first time and came to be termed ARM1 by April 1985.[8] The first
"real" production systems named ARM2 were available the following year.
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The ARM1 second processor for the BBC Micro

Its first practical application was as a second processor to the BBC
Micro, where it was used to develop the simulation software to finish
work on the support chips (VIDC, IOC, MEMC) and to speed up the
operation of the CAD software used in developing ARM2. Wilson
subsequently coded BBC Basic in ARM assembly language, and the
in-depth knowledge obtained from designing the instruction set
allowed the code to be very dense, making ARM BBC Basic an
extremely good test for any ARM emulator. The original aim of a
principally ARM-based computer was achieved in 1987 with the
release of the Acorn Archimedes.

Such was the secrecy surrounding the ARM CPU project that when Olivetti were negotiating to take a controlling
share of Acorn in 1985, they were not told about the development team until after the negotiations had been
finalised.
In 1992 Acorn once more won the Queen's Award for Technology for the ARM.
The ARM2 featured a 32-bit data bus, a 26-bit address space and twenty-seven 32-bit registers. Program code had to
lie within the first 64 Mbyte of the memory, as the program counter was limited to 24 bits because the top 6 and
bottom 2 bits of the 32-bit register served as status flags. The ARM2 was possibly the simplest useful 32-bit
microprocessor in the world, with only 30,000 transistors (compare the transistor count with Motorola's six-year
older 68000 model which was aptly named, since it contained 68,000 transistors). Much of this simplicity comes
from not having microcode (which represents about one-quarter to one-third of the 68000) and, like most CPUs of
the day, not including any cache. This simplicity led to its low power usage, while performing better than the Intel
80286.[9] A successor, ARM3, was produced with a 4 KB cache, which further improved performance.

Apple, DEC, Intel, Marvell: ARM6, StrongARM, XScale
In the late 1980s Apple Computer and VLSI Technology started working with Acorn on newer versions of the ARM
core. The work was so important that Acorn spun off the design team in 1990 into a new company called Advanced
RISC Machines Ltd. Advanced RISC Machines became ARM Ltd when its parent company, ARM Holdings plc,
floated on the London Stock Exchange and NASDAQ in 1998.[10]

The new Apple-ARM work would eventually turn into the ARM6, first released in early 1992. Apple used the
ARM6-based ARM 610 as the basis for their Apple Newton PDA. In 1994, Acorn used the ARM 610 as the main
central processing unit (CPU) in their Risc PC computers. DEC licensed the ARM6 architecture and produced the
StrongARM. At 233 MHz this CPU drew only one watt (more recent versions draw far less). This work was later
passed to Intel as a part of a lawsuit settlement, and Intel took the opportunity to supplement their aging i960 line
with the StrongARM. Intel later developed its own high performance implementation named XScale which it has
since sold to Marvell.

Licensing
The ARM core has remained largely the same size throughout these changes. ARM2 had 30,000 transistors, while
the ARM6 grew to only 35,000. ARM's business has always been to sell IP cores, which licensees use to create
microcontrollers and CPUs based on this core. The original design manufacturer combines the ARM core with a
number of optional parts to produce a complete CPU, one that can be built on old semiconductor fabs and still
deliver substantial performance at a low cost. The most successful implementation has been the ARM7TDMI with
hundreds of millions sold. Atmel has been a precursor design center in the ARM7TDMI-based embedded system.
ARM licensed about 1.6 billion cores in 2005. In 2005, about 1 billion ARM cores went into mobile phones.[11] By 
January 2008, over 10 billion ARM cores had been built, and in 2008 iSuppli predicted that by 2011, 5 billion ARM
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cores will be shipping per year.[12] As of January 2011, ARM states that over 15 billion ARM processors have
shipped.[13]

The ARM architectures used in smartphones, personal digital assistants and other mobile devices range from
ARMv5, in obsolete/low-end devices, to the ARM M-series, in current high-end devices. XScale and ARM926
processors are ARMv5TE, and are now more numerous in high-end devices than the StrongARM, ARM9TDMI and
ARM7TDMI based ARMv4 processors, but lower-end devices may use older cores with lower licensing costs.
ARMv6 processors represented a step up in performance from standard ARMv5 cores, and are used in some cases,
but Cortex processors (ARMv7) now provide faster and more power-efficient options than all those prior
generations. Cortex-A targets applications processors, as needed by smartphones that formerly used ARM9 or
ARM11. Cortex-R targets real-time applications, and Cortex-M targets microcontrollers.
In 2009, some manufacturers introduced netbooks based on ARM architecture CPUs, in direct competition with
netbooks based on Intel Atom.[14] According to analyst firm IHS iSuppli, by 2015, ARM ICs are estimated to be in
23% of all laptops.[15]

In 2011, HiSilicon Technologies Co. Ltd. licensed a variety of ARM technology to be used in communications chip
designs. These included 3G/4G basestations, networking infrastructure and mobile computing applications.[16]

ARM cores

Architecture Family

ARMv1 ARM1

ARMv2 ARM2, ARM3

ARMv3 ARM6, ARM7

ARMv4 StrongARM, ARM7TDMI, ARM9TDMI

ARMv5 ARM7EJ, ARM9E, ARM10E, XScale

ARMv6 ARM11, ARM Cortex-M

ARMv7 ARM Cortex-A, ARM Cortex-M, ARM Cortex-R

ARMv8 No cores available yet. Will support 64-bit data and addressing [17][18]

A summary of the numerous vendors who implement ARM cores in their design is provided by ARM.[19]

Example applications of ARM cores
ARM cores are used in a number of products, particularly various smartphones. Some computing examples are the
Acorn Archimedes, Apple iPad and ASUS Eee Pad Transformer. Some other uses are the Apple iPod portable media
player, Canon PowerShot A470 digital camera, Nintendo DS handheld games console and TomTom automotive
navigation system.
Since 2005, ARM was also involved in Manchester University's computer, SpiNNaker, which used ARM cores to
simulate the human brain.[20]
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Architecture
From 1995, the ARM Architecture Reference Manual [21] has been the primary source of documentation on the ARM
processor architecture and instruction set, distinguishing interfaces that all ARM processors are required to support
(such as instruction semantics) from implementation details that may vary. The architecture has evolved over time,
and starting with the Cortex series of cores, three "profiles" are defined:
•• "Application" profile: Cortex-A series
•• "Real-time" profile: Cortex-R series
• "Microcontroller" profile: Cortex-M series
Profiles are allowed to subset the architecture. For example, the ARMv6-M profile (used by the Cortex-M0) is a
subset of the ARMv7-M profile (it supports fewer instructions).

Instruction set
To keep the design clean, simple and fast, the original ARM implementation was hardwired without microcode, like
the much simpler 8-bit 6502 processor used in prior Acorn microcomputers.
The ARM architecture includes the following RISC features:
•• Load/store architecture.
•• No support for misaligned memory accesses (although now supported in ARMv6 cores, with some exceptions

related to load/store multiple word instructions).
• Uniform 16 × 32-bit register file.
• Fixed instruction width of 32 bits to ease decoding and pipelining, at the cost of decreased code density. Later, the

Thumb instruction set increased code density.
•• Mostly single-cycle execution.
To compensate for the simpler design, compared with contemporary processors like the Intel 80286 and Motorola
68020, some additional design features were used:
• Conditional execution of most instructions, reducing branch overhead and compensating for the lack of a branch

predictor.
• Arithmetic instructions alter condition codes only when desired.
• 32-bit barrel shifter which can be used without performance penalty with most arithmetic instructions and address

calculations.
• Powerful indexed addressing modes.
• A link register for fast leaf function calls.
• Simple, but fast, 2-priority-level interrupt subsystem with switched register banks.

Conditional execution

The conditional execution feature (called predication) is implemented with a 4-bit condition code selector (the
predicate) on every instruction; one of the four-bit codes is reserved as an "escape code" to specify certain
unconditional instructions, but nearly all common instructions are conditional. Most CPU architectures only have
condition codes on branch instructions.
This cuts down significantly on the encoding bits available for displacements in memory access instructions, but on
the other hand it avoids branch instructions when generating code for small if statements. The standard example of
this is the subtraction-based Euclidean algorithm: ARM address mode
In the C programming language, the loop is:

    while(i != j) {

       if (i > j)

           i -= j;
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       else

           j -= i;

    }

In ARM assembly, the loop is:

 loop   CMP    Ri, Rj       ; set condition "NE" if (i != j),

                            ;               "GT" if (i > j),

                            ;            or "LT" if (i < j)

        SUBGT  Ri, Ri, Rj   ; if "GT" (greater than), i = i-j;

        SUBLT  Rj, Rj, Ri   ; if "LT" (less than), j = j-i;

        BNE    loop         ; if "NE" (not equal), then loop

which avoids the branches around the then and else clauses. Note that if Ri and Rj are equal then neither of
the SUB instructions will be executed, optimising out the need for a conditional branch to implement the while
check at the top of the loop, for example had SUBLE (less than or equal) been used.
One of the ways that Thumb code provides a more dense encoding is to remove that four bit selector from
non-branch instructions.

Other features

Another feature of the instruction set is the ability to fold shifts and rotates into the "data processing" (arithmetic,
logical, and register-register move) instructions, so that, for example, the C statement

a += (j << 2);

could be rendered as a single-word, single-cycle instruction on the ARM.

ADD     Ra, Ra, Rj, LSL #2

This results in the typical ARM program being denser than expected with fewer memory accesses; thus the pipeline
is used more efficiently. Even though the ARM runs at what many would consider to be low speeds, it nevertheless
competes quite well with much more complex CPU designs.
The ARM processor also has some features rarely seen in other RISC architectures, such as PC-relative addressing
(indeed, on the 32-bit[1] ARM the PC is one of its 16 registers) and pre- and post-increment addressing modes.
Another item of note is that the ARM has been around for a while, with the instruction set increasing somewhat over
time. Some early ARM processors (before ARM7TDMI), for example, have no instruction to store a two-byte
quantity, thus, strictly speaking, for them it's not possible to generate efficient code that would behave the way one
would expect for C objects of type "int16_t".

Pipelines and other implementation issues

The ARM7 and earlier implementations have a three stage pipeline; the stages being fetch, decode, and execute.
Higher performance designs, such as the ARM9, have deeper pipelines: Cortex-A8 has thirteen stages. Additional
implementation changes for higher performance include a faster adder, and more extensive branch prediction logic.
The difference between the ARM7DI and ARM7DMI cores, for example, was an improved multiplier (hence the
added "M").
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Coprocessors

For those familiar with the Intel x86 family of CPUs, the ARM family of processors does not support or have any
instructions similar to CPUID. There are, however, mechanisms for addressing coprocessors in the ARM
architecture.
The ARM architecture provides a non-intrusive way of extending the instruction set using "coprocessors" which can
be addressed using MCR, MRC, MRRC, MCRR, and similar instructions. The coprocessor space is divided logically
into 16 coprocessors with numbers from 0 to 15, coprocessor 15 (cp15) being reserved for some typical control
functions like managing the caches and MMU operation (on processors that have one).
In ARM-based machines, peripheral devices are usually attached to the processor by mapping their physical registers
into ARM memory space or into the coprocessor space or connecting to another device (a bus) which in turn attaches
to the processor. Coprocessor accesses have lower latency so some peripherals (for example an XScale interrupt
controller) are designed to be accessible in both ways (through memory and through coprocessors).
In other cases, chip designers only integrate hardware using the coprocessor mechanism. For example, an image
processing engine might be a small ARM7TDMI core combined with a coprocessor that has specialized operations
to support a specific set of HDTV transcoding primitives.

Debugging
All modern ARM processors include hardware debugging facilities; without them, software debuggers could not
perform basic operations like halting, stepping, and breakpointing of code starting from reset. These facilities are
built using JTAG support, though some newer cores optionally support ARM's own two-wire "SWD" protocol. In
ARM7TDMI cores, the "D" represented JTAG debug support, and the "I" represented presence of an
"EmbeddedICE" debug module. For ARM7 and ARM9 core generations, EmbeddedICE over JTAG was a de-facto
debug standard, although it was not architecturally guaranteed.
The ARMv7 architecture defines basic debug facilities at an architectural level. These include breakpoints,
watchpoints, and instruction execution in a "Debug Mode"; similar facilities were also available with EmbeddedICE.
Both "halt mode" and "monitor" mode debugging are supported. The actual transport mechanism used to access the
debug facilities is not architecturally specified, but implementations generally include JTAG support.
There is a separate ARM "CoreSight" debug architecture, which is not architecturally required by ARMv7
processors.

DSP enhancement instructions
To improve the ARM architecture for digital signal processing and multimedia applications, a few new instructions
were added to the set.[22] These are signified by an "E" in the name of the ARMv5TE and ARMv5TEJ architectures.
E-variants also imply T,D,M and I.
The new instructions are common in digital signal processor architectures. They are variations on signed
multiply–accumulate, saturated add and subtract, and count leading zeros.

Jazelle
Jazelle is a technique that allows Java Bytecode to be executed directly in the ARM architecture as a third execution
state (and instruction set) alongside the existing ARM and Thumb-mode. Support for this state is signified by the "J"
in the ARMv5TEJ architecture, and in ARM9EJ-S and ARM7EJ-S core names. Support for this state is required
starting in ARMv6 (except for the ARMv7-M profile), although newer cores only include a trivial implementation
that provides no hardware acceleration.
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Thumb
To improve compiled code-density, processors since the ARM7TDMI have featured Thumb instruction set, which
have their own state. (The "T" in "TDMI" indicates the Thumb feature.) When in this state, the processor executes
the Thumb instruction set, a compact 16-bit encoding for a subset of the ARM instruction set.[23] Most of the Thumb
instructions are directly mapped to normal ARM instructions. The space-saving comes from making some of the
instruction operands implicit and limiting the number of possibilities compared to the ARM instructions executed in
the ARM instruction set state.
In Thumb, the 16-bit opcodes have less functionality. For example, only branches can be conditional, and many
opcodes are restricted to accessing only half of all of the CPU's general purpose registers. The shorter opcodes give
improved code density overall, even though some operations require extra instructions. In situations where the
memory port or bus width is constrained to less than 32 bits, the shorter Thumb opcodes allow increased
performance compared with 32-bit ARM code, as less program code may need to be loaded into the processor over
the constrained memory bandwidth.
Embedded hardware, such as the Game Boy Advance, typically have a small amount of RAM accessible with a full
32-bit datapath; the majority is accessed via a 16 bit or narrower secondary datapath. In this situation, it usually
makes sense to compile Thumb code and hand-optimise a few of the most CPU-intensive sections using full 32-bit
ARM instructions, placing these wider instructions into the 32-bit bus accessible memory.
The first processor with a Thumb instruction decoder was the ARM7TDMI. All ARM9 and later families, including
XScale, have included a Thumb instruction decoder.

Thumb-2
Thumb-2 technology made its debut in the ARM1156 core, announced in 2003. Thumb-2 extends the limited 16-bit
instruction set of Thumb with additional 32-bit instructions to give the instruction set more breadth, thus producing a
variable-length instruction set. A stated aim for Thumb-2 is to achieve code density similar to Thumb with
performance similar to the ARM instruction set on 32-bit memory. In ARMv7 this goal can be said to have been
met.
Thumb-2 extends both the ARM and Thumb instruction set with yet more instructions, including bit-field
manipulation, table branches, and conditional execution. A new "Unified Assembly Language" (UAL) supports
generation of either Thumb-2 or ARM instructions from the same source code; versions of Thumb seen on ARMv7
processors are essentially as capable as ARM code (including the ability to write interrupt handlers). This requires a
bit of care, and use of a new "IT" (if-then) instruction, which permits up to four successive instructions to execute
based on a tested condition. When compiling into ARM code this is ignored, but when compiling into Thumb-2 it
generates an actual instruction. For example:

; if (r0 == r1)

CMP r0, r1

ITE EQ        ; ARM: no code ... Thumb: IT instruction

; then r0 = r2;

MOVEQ r0, r2  ; ARM: conditional; Thumb: condition via ITE 'T' (then)

; else r0 = r3;

MOVNE r0, r3  ; ARM: conditional; Thumb: condition via ITE 'E' (else)

; recall that the Thumb MOV instruction has no bits to encode "EQ" or "NE"

All ARMv7 chips support the Thumb-2 instruction set. Other chips in the Cortex and ARM11 series support both
"ARM instruction set state" and "Thumb-2 instruction set state".[24][25][26]
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Thumb Execution Environment (ThumbEE)
ThumbEE, also termed Thumb-2EE, and marketed as Jazelle RCT [27] (Runtime Compilation Target), was
announced in 2005, first appearing in the Cortex-A8 processor. ThumbEE is a fourth processor mode, making small
changes to the Thumb-2 extended Thumb instruction set. These changes make the instruction set particularly suited
to code generated at runtime (e.g. by JIT compilation) in managed Execution Environments. ThumbEE is a target for
languages such as Limbo, Java, C#, Perl and Python, and allows JIT compilers to output smaller compiled code
without impacting performance.
New features provided by ThumbEE include automatic null pointer checks on every load and store instruction, an
instruction to perform an array bounds check, access to registers r8-r15 (where the Jazelle/DBX Java VM state is
held), and special instructions that call a handler.[28] Handlers are small sections of frequently called code,
commonly used to implement a feature of a high level language, such as allocating memory for a new object. These
changes come from repurposing a handful of opcodes, and knowing the core is in the new ThumbEE mode.

VFP
VFP (Vector Floating Point) technology is an FPU coprocessor extension to the ARM architecture. It provides
low-cost single-precision and double-precision floating-point computation fully compliant with the ANSI/IEEE Std
754-1985 Standard for Binary Floating-Point Arithmetic. VFP provides floating-point computation suitable for a
wide spectrum of applications such as PDAs, smartphones, voice compression and decompression,
three-dimensional graphics and digital audio, printers, set-top boxes, and automotive applications. The VFP
architecture was intended to support execution of short "vector mode" instructions but these operated on each vector
element sequentially and thus did not offer the performance of true single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) vector
parallelism. This vector mode was therefore removed shortly after its introduction,[29] to be replaced with the much
more powerful NEON Advanced SIMD unit.
Some devices such as the ARM Cortex-A8 have a cut-down VFPLite module instead of a full VFP module, and
require roughly ten times more clock cycles per float operation.[30] Other floating-point and/or SIMD coprocessors
found in ARM-based processors include FPA, FPE, iwMMXt. They provide some of the same functionality as VFP
but are not opcode-compatible with it.

Advanced SIMD (NEON)
The Advanced SIMD extension (aka NEON or "MPE" Media Processing Engine) is a combined 64- and 128-bit
single instruction multiple data (SIMD) instruction set that provides standardized acceleration for media and signal
processing applications. NEON is included in all Cortex-A8 devices but is optional in Cortex-A9 devices.[31] NEON
can execute MP3 audio decoding on CPUs running at 10 MHz and can run the GSM adaptive multi-rate (AMR)
speech codec at no more than 13 MHz. It features a comprehensive instruction set, separate register files and
independent execution hardware.[32] NEON supports 8-, 16-, 32- and 64-bit integer and single-precision (32-bit)
floating-point data and operates in SIMD operations for handling audio and video processing as well as graphics and
gaming processing. In NEON, the SIMD supports up to 16 operations at the same time. The NEON hardware shares
the same floating-point registers as used in VFP. Devices such as the ARM Cortex-A8 and Cortex-A9 support
128-bit vectors but will execute with just 64 bits at a time,[30] whereas newer Cortex-A15 devices can execute 128
bits at once.
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Security Extensions (TrustZone)
The Security Extensions, marketed as TrustZone Technology, is found in ARMv6KZ and later application profile
architectures. It provides a low cost alternative to adding an additional dedicated security core to an SoC, by
providing two virtual processors backed by hardware based access control. This enables the application core to
switch between two states, referred to as worlds (to reduce confusion with other names for capability domains), in
order to prevent information from leaking from the more trusted world to the less trusted world. This world switch is
generally orthogonal to all other capabilities of the processor, thus each world can operate independently of the other
while using the same core. Memory and peripherals are then made aware of the operating world of the core and may
use this to provide access control to secrets and code on the device.
Typical applications of TrustZone Technology are to run a rich operating system in the less trusted world, and
smaller security-specialized code in the more trusted world (named TrustZone Software, a TrustZone optimized
version of the Trusted Foundations Software developed by Trusted Logic [33]), allowing much tighter digital rights
management for controlling the use of media on ARM-based devices,[34] and preventing any unapproved use of the
device.
In practice, since the specific implementation details of TrustZone are proprietary and have not been publicly
disclosed for review, it is unclear what level of assurance is provided for a given threat model.

No-execute page protection
As of ARMv6, the ARM architecture supports no-execute page protection, which is referred to as XN, for eXecute
Never.[35]

ARM licensees
ARM Ltd does not manufacture and sell CPU devices based on its own designs, but rather, licenses the processor
architecture to interested parties. ARM offers a variety of licensing terms, varying in cost and deliverables. To all
licensees, ARM provides an integratable hardware description of the ARM core, as well as complete software
development toolset (compiler, debugger, SDK), and the right to sell manufactured silicon containing the ARM
CPU.
Fabless licensees, who wish to integrate an ARM core into their own chip design, are usually only interested in
acquiring a ready-to-manufacture verified IP core. For these customers, ARM delivers a gate netlist description of
the chosen ARM core, along with an abstracted simulation model and test programs to aid design integration and
verification. More ambitious customers, including integrated device manufacturers (IDM) and foundry operators,
choose to acquire the processor IP in synthesizable RTL (Verilog) form. With the synthesizable RTL, the customer
has the ability to perform architectural level optimizations and extensions. This allows the designer to achieve exotic
design goals not otherwise possible with an unmodified netlist (high clock speed, very low power consumption,
instruction set extensions, etc.). While ARM does not grant the licensee the right to resell the ARM architecture
itself, licensees may freely sell manufactured product (chip devices, evaluation boards, complete systems, etc.).
Merchant foundries can be a special case; not only are they allowed to sell finished silicon containing ARM cores,
they generally hold the right to re-manufacture ARM cores for other customers.
Like most IP vendors, ARM prices its IP based on perceived value. In architectural terms, lower performing ARM 
cores command lower license costs than higher performing cores. In implementation terms, a synthesizable core 
costs more than a hard macro (blackbox) core. Complicating price matters, a merchant foundry which holds an ARM 
license (such as Samsung and Fujitsu) can offer reduced licensing costs to its fab customers. In exchange for 
acquiring the ARM core through the foundry's in-house design services, the customer can reduce or eliminate 
payment of ARM's upfront license fee. Compared to dedicated semiconductor foundries (such as TSMC and UMC) 
without in-house design services, Fujitsu/Samsung charge 2 to 3 times more per manufactured wafer. For low to mid
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volume applications, a design service foundry offers lower overall pricing (through subsidization of the license fee).
For high volume mass produced parts, the long term cost reduction achievable through lower wafer pricing reduces
the impact of ARM's NRE (Non-Recurring Engineering) costs, making the dedicated foundry a better choice.
Many semiconductor or IC design firms hold ARM licenses: Analog Devices, AppliedMicro, Atmel, Broadcom,
Cirrus Logic, Energy Micro, Faraday Technology, Freescale, Fujitsu, Intel (through its settlement with Digital
Equipment Corporation), IBM, Infineon Technologies, Marvell Technology Group, Nintendo, NXP Semiconductors,
OKI, Qualcomm, Samsung, Sharp, STMicroelectronics, and Texas Instruments are some of the many companies
who have licensed the ARM in one form or another.

Approximate licensing costs
ARM's 2006 annual report and accounts state that royalties totalling £88.7 million ($164.1 million) were the result of
licensees shipping 2.45 billion units.[36] This is equivalent to £0.036 ($0.067) per unit shipped. However, this is
averaged across all cores, including expensive new cores and inexpensive older cores.
In the same year ARM's licensing revenues for processor cores were £65.2 million (US$119.5 million),[37] in a year
when 65 processor licenses were signed,[38] an average of £1 million ($1.84 million) per license. Again, this is
averaged across both new and old cores.
Given that ARM's 2006 income from processor cores was approximately 60% from royalties and 40% from licenses,
ARM makes the equivalent of £0.06 ($0.11) per unit shipped including both royalties and licenses. However, as
one-off licenses are typically bought for new technologies, unit sales (and hence royalties) are dominated by more
established products. Hence, the figures above do not reflect the true costs of any single ARM product.

Operating systems

Android, a popular operating system running on
the ARM architecture

Acorn systems

The very first ARM-based Acorn Archimedes personal computers ran
an interim operating system called Arthur, which evolved into RISC
OS, used on later ARM-based systems from Acorn and other vendors.

Embedded operating systems

The ARM architecture is supported by a large number of embedded
and real-time operating systems, including Windows CE, .NET Micro
Framework, Symbian, ChibiOS/RT, FreeRTOS, eCos, Integrity,
Nucleus PLUS, MicroC/OS-II, QNX, RTEMS, BRTOS, RTXC
Quadros, ThreadX, Unison Operating System, uTasker, VxWorks,
MQX and OSE.[39]

Unix-like

The ARM architecture is supported by Unix and Unix-like operating
systems such as:

•• Android
•• Bada
•• BSD
•• iOS
•• Linux
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•• Plan 9 from Bell Labs
•• Inferno

•• Solaris
•• webOS

BSD

The following BSD derivatives support ARM processors:

• RISC iX (Acorn ARM2/ARM3-based systems only)
• FreeBSD[40]

• NetBSD[41]

• OpenBSD[42]

•• iOS

Solaris

• OpenSolaris[43]

Linux

The following Linux distributions support ARM processors:
• APEXAR PDK[44]

• Android[45]

• Arch Linux Arm[46]

• Ångström[47]

• CRUX ARM[48]

•• BackTrack
• Chrome OS[49]

•• DSLinux
• Debian[50]

• ELinOS[51]

• Fedora[52]

• Gentoo[53]

• GoboLinux[54]

•• iPodLinux
•• Maemo
•• MeeGo
• Mer[55]

• MontaVista[56]

• Slackware[57]

• T2 SDE[58]

• TimeSys[59]

• Ubuntu[60][61]

•• webOS
• Wind River Linux[62]
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Windows
Microsoft announced on 5 January 2011 that the next major version of the Windows NT family (Windows 8)[63] will
include support for ARM processors. Microsoft demonstrated a preliminary version of Windows (version 6.2.7867)
running on an ARM-based computer at the 2011 Consumer Electronics Show.[64] The ARM architecture is also
supported by Microsoft's mobile operating systems, Windows Phone and Windows Mobile. ARM is also supported
on Microsoft's Embedded OS, Windows Embedded CE which is now called Windows Embedded Compact. This
latest version supports ARMv 5,6 and 7. Windows CE 5 is the underlying OS for Windows Mobile and Windows
Embedded Compact 7 is the underlying OS for Windows Phone 7. The smaller Microsoft OS .NET Microframework
uses ARM exclusively.
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Further reading
• The Definitive Guide to the ARM Cortex-M3; 2nd Edition; Joseph Yiu; Newnes; 479 pages; 2009; ISBN

978-1856179638. (Online Sample) (http:/ / books. google. com/ books?id=mb5d_xeINZEC&
printsec=frontcover& dq=isbn:9781856179638)

• The Definitive Guide to the ARM Cortex-M0; 2nd Edition; Joseph Yiu; Newnes; 552 pages; 2011; ISBN
978-0123854773. (Online Sample) (http:/ / books. google. com/ books?id=5OZblBzjsJ0C& printsec=frontcover&
dq=isbn:9780123854773)

External links
• Official website (http:/ / www. arm. com), ARM Ltd.
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DEC Alpha

Alpha

Designer Digital Equipment Corporation

Bits 64-bit

Introduced 1992

Design RISC

Type Register-Register

Encoding Fixed

Endianness Bi

Extensions Byte/Word Extension (BWX), Square-root and Floating-point Convert Extension (FIX), Count Extension (CIX), Motion Video
Instructions (MVI)

Open Yes[1]

Registers

General
purpose

32

Floating point 32

DEC Alpha AXP 21064 Microprocessor die
photo

Alpha, originally known as Alpha AXP, is a 64-bit reduced
instruction set computer (RISC) instruction set architecture (ISA)
developed by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC), designed to
replace the 32-bit VAX complex instruction set computer (CISC) ISA
and its implementations. Alpha was implemented in microprocessors
originally developed and fabricated by DEC. These microprocessors
were most prominently used in a variety of DEC workstations and
servers, which eventually formed the basis for almost all of their
mid-to-upper-scale lineup. Several third-party vendors also produced
Alpha systems, including PC form factor motherboards.

Operating systems that supported Alpha included OpenVMS
(previously known as OpenVMS AXP), Tru64 UNIX (previously
known as DEC OSF/1 AXP and Digital UNIX), Windows NT (until
4.0 SP6 and Windows 2000 RC1),[2] Linux (Debian, Gentoo Linux and
Red Hat Linux), BSD UNIX (NetBSD, OpenBSD and FreeBSD up to
6.x), and L4Ka::Pistachio.

The Alpha architecture was sold, along with most parts of DEC, to Compaq in 1998. Compaq, already an Intel
customer, decided to phase out Alpha in favor of the forthcoming Hewlett-Packard/Intel Itanium architecture, and
sold all Alpha
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Package for DEC Alpha AXP 21064
Microprocessor

Alpha AXP 21064 bare die mounted on a
business card with some statistics

An early multi chip module prototype of the Alpha
subdivided

intellectual property to Intel in 2001, effectively killing the
product. Hewlett-Packard purchased Compaq later that same
year, continuing development of the existing product line until
2004, and promising to continue selling Alpha-based systems,
largely to the existing customer base, until October 2006 (later
extended to April 2007).[3]

History

Alpha was born out of an earlier RISC project named PRISM,
itself the final product of several earlier projects. PRISM was
canceled after a proposal by the Palo Alto design team to
build the Unix-only workstations (DECstation 3100) on a
MIPS R2000 processor, allowing the DECstation to come to
market sooner. Among the differences between PRISM and
other RISC processors, however, was that PRISM supported a
user-programmable microcode known as Epicode. PRISM had
been designed with the intent of releasing a new operating
system along with it, known as Mica, which would allow it to
run "native" programs at full speed while also supporting
Digital's existing VMS programs from the VAX after minor
conversion. DEC management doubted the need to produce a
new computer architecture to replace their existing VAX and
DECstation lines, and eventually ended the PRISM project in
1988.

By the time of cancellation, however, second-generation RISC
chips (such as the newer SPARC architecture), were offering
much better price/performance ratios than the VAX lineup. It
was clear a third generation would completely outperform the
VAX in all ways, not just on cost. Another study was started
to see if a new RISC architecture could be defined that could
directly support the VMS operating system. The new design
used most of the basic PRISM concepts, but was re-tuned to
allow VMS and VMS programs to run at reasonable speed
with no conversion at all. The decision was also made to
upgrade the design to a full 64-bit implementation from
PRISM's 32-bit, a conversion all of the major RISC vendors
were undertaking. Eventually that new architecture became
Alpha. The primary Alpha instruction set architects were
Richard L. Sites and Richard T. Witek. The PRISM's Epicode
was developed into the Alpha's PALcode, providing an abstracted interface to platform- and processor
implementation-specific features.

The main contribution of Alpha to the microprocessor industry, and the main reason for its performance, was not so
much the architecture but rather its implementation. At that time (as it is now), the microchip industry was
dominated by automated design and layout tools. The chip designers at Digital continued pursuing sophisticated
manual circuit design in order to deal with the overly complex VAX architecture. The Alpha chips showed that
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manual circuit design applied to a simpler, cleaner architecture allowed for much higher operating frequencies than
those that were possible with the more automated design systems. These chips caused a renaissance of custom circuit
design within the microprocessor design community.
Originally, the Alpha processors were designated the DECchip 21x64 series, with "DECchip" replaced in the
mid-1990s with "Alpha". The first two digits, "21" signifies the 21st century, and the last two digits, "64" signifies
64 bits. The Alpha was designed as 64-bit from the start and there is no 32-bit version. The middle digit
corresponded to the generation of the Alpha architecture. Internally, Alpha processors were also identified by EV
numbers, EV officially standing for "Extended VAX" but having an alternative humorous meaning of "Electric
Vlasic", giving homage to the Electric Pickle experiment at Western Research Lab.[4]

The first few generations of the Alpha chips were some of the most innovative of their time. The first version, the
Alpha 21064 or EV4, was the first CMOS microprocessor whose operating frequency rivalled higher-powered ECL
minicomputers and mainframes. The second, 21164 or EV5, was the first microprocessor to place a large secondary
cache on chip. The third, 21264 or EV6, was the first microprocessor to combine both high operating frequency and
the more complicated out-of-order execution microarchitecture. The 21364 or EV7 was the first high performance
processor to have an on-chip memory controller. The unproduced 21464 or EV8 would have been the first to include
simultaneous multithreading, but this version was canceled after the sale of DEC to Compaq. The Tarantula
research project, which most likely would have been called EV9, would have been the first Alpha processor to
feature a vector unit.[5]

A persistent report attributed to DEC insiders suggests the choice of the AXP tag for the processor was made by
DEC's legal department, which was still smarting from the VAX trademark fiasco. After a lengthy search the tag
"AXP" was found to be entirely unencumbered. Within the computer industry, a joke got started that the acronym
AXP meant "Almost eXactly PRISM".

Design principles
The Alpha architecture was intended to be a high-performance design. Digital intended the architecture to support a
one-thousandfold increase in performance over twenty-five years. To ensure this, any architectural feature that
impeded multiple instruction issue, clock rate or multiprocessing was removed. As a result, the Alpha does not have:
• Branch delay slots
•• Suppressed instructions
•• Byte load or store instructions (later added with the Byte Word Extensions (BWX))

Condition codes
The Alpha does not have condition codes for integer instructions to remove a potential bottleneck at the condition
status register. Instructions resulting in an overflow, such as adding two numbers whose result does not fit in 64 bits,
write the 32 or 64 least significant bits to the destination register. The carry is generated by performing an unsigned
compare on the result with either operand to see if the result is smaller than either operand. If the test was true, the
value one is written to the least significant bit of the destination register to indicate the condition.
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Registers
The architecture defined a set of 32 integer registers and a set of 32 floating-point registers in addition to a program
counter, two lock registers and a floating-point control register (FPCR). It also defined registers that were optional,
implemented only if the implementation required them. Lastly, registers for PALcode were defined.
The integer registers were denoted as R0 to R31 and floating-point registers were denoted as F0 to F31. The R31 and
F31 registers were hardwired to zero and writes to those registers by instructions are ignored. Digital considered
using a combined register file, but a split register file was determined to be better as it enabled two-chip
implementations to have a register file located on each chip and integer-only implementations to omit the
floating-point register file containing the floating point registers. A split register file was also determined to be more
suitable for multiple instruction issue due to the reduced number of read and write ports. The number of registers per
register file was also considered, with 32 and 64 being contenders. Digital concluded that 32 registers was more
suitable as it required less die space, which improved clock frequencies. This number of registers was deemed not to
be a major issue in respect to performance and future growth, as thirty-two registers could support at least eight-way
instruction issue.
The program counter is a 64-bit register which contains a longword-aligned virtual byte address, that is, the low two
bits of the program counter are always zero. The PC is incremented by four to the address of the next instruction
when an instruction is decoded. A lock flag and locked physical address register are used by the load-locked and
store-conditional instructions for multiprocessor support. The floating-point control register (FPCR) is a 64-bit
register defined by the architecture intended for use by Alpha implementations with IEEE 754-compliant
floating-point hardware.

Data types
In the Alpha architecture, a byte was defined as an 8-bit datum, a word as a 16-bit datum, a longword as a 32-bit
datum, a quadword as a 64-bit datum and an octaword as a 128-bit datum.
The Alpha architecture originally defined six data types:
•• Quadword (64-bit) integer
•• Longword (32-bit) integer
•• IEEE T-floating-point (double precision, 64-bit)
•• IEEE S-floating-point (single precision, 32-bit)
To maintain a level of compatibility with VAX, the 32-bit architecture the Alpha succeeded, two VAX data types
were included:
•• VAX G-floating point (double precision, 64-bit)
•• VAX F-floating point (single precision, 32-bit)
The Alpha had some provision for future expansion of the instruction set to include 128-bit data types.
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Memory
The Alpha has a 64-bit linear virtual address space with no memory segmentation. Implementations can implement a
smaller virtual address space with a minimum size of 43 bits. Although the unused bits were not implemented in
hardware such as TLBs, the architecture required implementations to check if they are zero to ensure software
compatibility with implementations that implemented a larger or the full virtual address space.

Instruction formats

31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 Type

Opcode Ra Rb Unused 0 Function Rc Integer operate

Opcode Ra Literal 1 Function Rc Integer operate,
literal

Opcode Ra Rb Function Rc Floating-point
operate

Opcode Ra Rb Displacement Memory format

Opcode Ra Displacement Branch format

Opcode Function CALL_PAL format

The Alpha ISA has a fixed instruction length of 32 bits. It has six instruction formats.
The integer operate format is used by integer instructions. It contains a 6-bit opcode field, followed by the Ra field,
which specifies the register containing the first operand and the Rb field, specifies the register containing the second
operand. Next is a 3-bit field which is unused and reserved. A 1-bit field contains a "0", which distinguished this
format from the integer literal format. A 7-bit function field follows, which is used in conjunction with the opcode to
specify an operation. The last field is the Rc field, which specifies the register which the result of a computation
should be written to. The register fields are all 5 bits long, required to address 32 unique locations, the 32 integer
registers.
The integer literal format is used by integer instructions which use a literal as one of the operands. The format is the
same as the integer operate format except for the replacement of the 5-bit Rb field and the 3 bits of unused space
with an 8-bit literal field which is zero-extended to a 64-bit operand.
The floating-point operate format is used by floating-point instructions. It is similar to the integer operate format, but
has an 11-bit function field made possible by using the literal and unused bits which are reserved in integer operate
format.
The memory format is used mostly by load and store instructions. It has a 6-bit opcode field, a 5-bit Ra field, a 5-bit
Rb field and a 16-bit displacement field.
Branch instructions have a 6-bit opcode field, a 5-bit Ra field and a 21-bit displacement field. The Ra field specifies
a register to be tested by a conditional branch instruction, and if the condition is met, the program counter is updated
by adding the contents of the displacement field with the program counter. The displacement field contains a signed
integer and if the value of the integer is positive, if the branch is taken then the program counter is incremented. If
the value of the integer is negative, then program counter is decremented if the branch is taken. The range of a
branch is 1,048,576. The Alpha Architecture was designed with a large range as part of the architecture's
forward-looking goal.
The CALL_PAL format is used by the CALL_PAL instruction, which is used to call PALcode subroutines. The
format retains the opcode field but replaces the others with a 26-bit function field, which contains an integer
specifying a PAL subroutine.
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Instruction set

Control instructions
The control instructions consist of conditional and unconditional branches, and jumps. The conditional and
unconditional branch instructions use the branch instruction format, while the jump instructions use the memory
instruction format.
Conditional branches test the least significant bit of a register is set or clear, or compare a register as a signed
quadword to zero, and branch if the specified condition is true. These conditions available for comparing a register to
zero are equality, inequality, less than, less than or equal to, greater than or equal to, and greater than. The new
address is computed by longword aligning and sign extending the 21-bit displacement and adding it to the address of
the instruction following the conditional branch.
Unconditional branches update the program counter with a new address computed in the same way as conditional
branches. They also save the address of the instruction following the unconditional branch to a register. There are
two such instructions, and they differ only in the hints provided for the branch prediction hardware.
There are four jump instructions. These all perform the same operation, saving the address of the instruction
following the jump, and providing the program counter with a new address from a register. They differ in the hints
provided to the branch prediction hardware. The unused displacement field is used for this purpose.

Integer arithmetic
The integer arithmetic instructions perform addition, multiplication, and subtraction on longwords and quadwords;
and comparison on quadwords. There is no instruction(s) for division as the architects considered the implementation
of division in hardware to be adverse to simplicity. In addition to the standard add and subtract instructions, there are
scaled versions. These versions shift the second operand to the left by two or three bits before adding or subtracting.
The Multiply Longword and Multiply Quadword instructions write the least significant 32 or 64 bits of a 64- or
128-bit result to the destination register, respectively. Since it is useful to obtain the most significant half, the
Unsigned Multiply Quadword High (UMULH) instruction is provided. UMULH is used for implementing
multi-precision arithmetic and division algorithms. The concept of a separate instruction for multiplication that
returns the most significant half of a result was taken from PRISM.
The instructions that operate on longwords ignore the most significant half of the register and the 32-bit result is
sign-extended before it is written to the destination register. By default, the add, multiply, and subtract instructions,
with the exception of UMULH and scaled versions of add and subtract, do no trap on overflow. When such
functionality is required, versions of these instructions that perform overflow detection and trap on overflow are
provided.
The compare instructions compare two registers or a register and a literal and write '1' to the destination register if
the specified condition is true or '0' if not. The conditions are equality, inequality, less than or equal to, and less than.
With the exception of the instructions that specify the former two conditions, there are versions that perform signed
and unsigned compares.
The integer arithmetic instructions use the integer operate instruction formats.

Logical and shift
The logical instructions consist of those for performing bitwise logical operations and conditional moves on the 
integer registers. The bitwise logical instructions perform AND, NAND, NOR, OR, XNOR, and XOR between two 
registers or a register and literal. The conditional move instructions test a register as a signed quadword to zero and 
move if the specified condition is true. The specified conditions are equality, inequality, less than or equal to, less 
than, greater than or equal to, and greater than. The shift instructions perform arithmetic right shift, and logical left
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and right shifts. The shift amount is given by a register or literal. Logical and shift instructions use the integer
operate instruction formats.

Extensions

Byte-Word Extensions (BWX)
Later, the Alpha included byte-word extensions, a set of instructions to manipulate 8-bit and 16-bit data types. These
instructions were first introduced in the 21164A (EV56) microprocessor and are present in all subsequent
implementations. These instructions performed operations that previously required multiple instructions to
implement, which improved code density and the performance of certain applications. BWX also made the
emulation of x86 machine code and the writing of device drivers easier.[6]

Mnemonic Instruction

LDBU Load Zero-Extended Byte from Memory to Register

LDWU Load Zero-Extended Word from Memory to Register

SEXTB Sign Extend Byte

SEXTW Sign Extend Word

STB Store Byte from Register to Memory

STW Store Word from Register to Memory

Motion Video Instructions (MVI)
Motion Video Instructions (MVI) was an instruction set extension to the Alpha ISA that added instructions for single
instruction, multiple data (SIMD) operations.[7] Alpha implementations that implement MVI, in chronological order,
are the Alpha 21164PC (PCA56 and PCA57), Alpha 21264 (EV6) and Alpha 21364 (EV7). Unlike other SIMD
instruction sets of the same period such as MIPS' MDMX or Sun Microsystems' Visual Instruction Set, MVI was a
simple instruction set composed of a few instructions that operate on integer data types stored in existing integer
registers.
MVI's simplicity was due to two reasons. Firstly, Digital had determined that the Alpha 21164 was already capable
of performing DVD decoding through software, therefore not requiring hardware provisions for the purpose, but was
inefficient in MPEG-2 encoding. The second reason was the requirement to retain the fast cycle times of
implementations. Adding many instructions would have complicated and enlarged the instruction decode logic,
reducing an implementation's clock frequency.
MVI consisted of 13 instructions:

Mnemonic Instruction

MAXSB8 Vector Signed Byte Maximum

MAXSW4 Vector Signed Word Maximum

MAXUB8 Vector Unsigned Byte Maximum

MAXUW4 Vector Unsigned Word Maximum

MINSB8 Vector Signed Byte Minimum

MINSW4 Vector Signed Word Minimum

MINUB8 Vector Unsigned Byte Minimum

MINUW4 Vector Unsigned Word Minimum
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PERR Pixel Error

PKLB Pack Longwords to Bytes

PKWB Pack Words to Bytes

UNPKBL Unpack Bytes to Longwords

UNPKBW Unpack Bytes to Words

Floating-point Extensions (FIX)
Floating-point extensions (FIX) was an extension the Alpha Architecture. It introduced nine instructions for
floating-point square-root and for transferring data to and from the integer registers and floating-point registers. The
Alpha 21264 (EV6) was the first microprocessor to implement these instructions.

Mnemonic Instruction

FTOIS Floating-point to Integer Register Move, S_floating

FTOIT Floating-point to Integer Register Move, T_floating

ITOFF Integer to Floating-point Register Move, F_floating

ITOFS Integer to Floating-point Register Move, S_floating

ITOFT Integer to Floating-point Register Move, T_floating

SQRTF Square root F_floating

SQRTG Square root G_floating

SQRTS Square root S_floating

SQRTT Square root T_floating

Count Extensions (CIX)
Count Extensions (CIX) was an extension to the architecture which introduced three instructions for counting bits.
These instructions were categorized as integer arithmetic instructions. They were first implemented on the Alpha
21264A (EV67).

Mnemonic Instruction

CTLZ Count Leading Zero

CTPOP Count Population

CTTZ Count Trailing Zero

Implementations
At the time of its announcement, Alpha was heralded as an architecture for the next 25 years. While this was not to
be, Alpha has nevertheless had a reasonably long life. The first version, the Alpha 21064 (otherwise known as the
EV4) was introduced in November 1992 running at up to 192 MHz; a slight shrink of the die (the EV4S, shrunk
from 0.75 µm to 0.675 µm) ran at 200 MHz a few months later. The 64-bit processor was a superpipelined and
superscalar design, like other RISC designs, but nevertheless outperformed them all and DEC touted it as the world's
fastest processor. Careful attention to circuit design, a hallmark of the Hudson design team, like a huge centralized
clock circuitry, allowed them to run the CPU at higher speeds, even though the microarchitecture was fairly similar
to other RISC chips. In comparison, the less expensive Intel Pentium ran at 66 MHz when it was launched the
following spring.
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The Alpha 21164 or EV5 became available in 1995 at processor frequencies of up to 333 MHz. In July 1996 the line
was speed bumped to 500 MHz, in March 1998 to 666 MHz. Also in 1998 the Alpha 21264 (EV6) was released at
450 MHz, eventually reaching (in 2001 with the 21264C/EV68CB) 1.25 GHz. In 2003, the Alpha 21364 or EV7
Marvel was launched, essentially an EV68 core with four 1.6 GB/s[8] inter-processor communication links for
improved multiprocessor system performance, running at 1 or 1.15 GHz.
In 1996, the production of Alpha chips was licensed to Samsung Electronics Company. Following the purchase of
Digital by Compaq the majority of the Alpha products were placed with API NetWorks, Inc. (previously Alpha
Processor Inc.), a private company funded by Samsung and Compaq. In October 2001, Microway became the
exclusive sales and service provider of API NetWorks' Alpha-based product line.
On June 25, 2001, Compaq announced that Alpha would be phased out by 2004 in favor of Intel's Itanium, canceled
the planned EV8 chip, and sold all Alpha intellectual property to Intel.[9] HP, new owner of Compaq later the same
year, announced that development of the Alpha series would continue for a few more years, including the release of
a 1.3 GHz EV7 variant called the EV7z. This would be the final iteration of Alpha, the 0.13 µm EV79 also being
canceled.
Alpha was also implemented in the Piranha, a research prototype developed by Compaq's Corporate Research and
Nonstop Hardware Development groups at the Western Research Laboratory and Systems Research Center. Piranha
was a multicore design for transaction processing workloads that contained eight simple cores. It was described at
the 27th Annual International Symposium on Computer Architecture in June 2000.[10]

Model history

Model Model

number

Year Frequency

[MHz]

Process

[µm]

Transistors

[millions]
Die

size

[mm2]

IO

Pins

Power

[W]

Voltage Dcache

[KB]
[11]

Icache

[KB]

Scache Bcache ISA

EV4 21064 1992 100–200 0.75 1.68 234 290 30 3.3 8 8 – 128 KB–16 MB

EV4S 21064 1993 100–200 0.675 1.68 186 290 27 3.3 8 8 – 128 KB–16 MB

EV45 21064A 1994 200–300 0.5 2.85 164 33 3.3 16 16 – 256 KB–16 MB

LCA4 21066 1993 100–166 0.675 1.75 209 21 3.3 8 8 –

LCA4 21068 1994 66 0.675 1.75 209 9 3.3 8 8 –

LCA45 21066A 1994 100–266 0.5 1.8 161 23 3.3 8 8 –

LCA45 21068A 1994 100 0.5 1.8 161 3.3 8 8 –

EV5 21164 1995 266–500 0.5 9.3 299 296 56 3.3/2.5 8 8 96 KB Up to 64 MB R

EV56 21164A 1996 366–666[12] 0.35 9.66[12] 209 31–55[12] 3.3/2.5[12] 8 8 96 KB Up to 64 MB R,B

PCA56 21164PC 1997 400–533 0.35 3.5 141 264 26–35 3.3/2.5 8 16 – 512 KB–4 MB R,B,M

PCA57 21164PC 600–666 0.28 5.7 101 283 18–23 2.5/2.0 16 32[12] – 512 KB–4 MB R,B,M

EV6 21264 1998 450–600 0.35 15.2 314 389 73 2.0 64 64 – 2–8 MB R,B,M,F

EV67 21264A 1999 600–750 0.25 15.2 210 389 2.0 64 64 – 2–8 MB R,B,M,F,C

EV68AL 21264B 2001 800–833 0.18 15.2 125 1.7 64 64 – 2–8 MB R,B,M,F,C,T

EV68CB 21264C 2001 1000–1250 0.18 15.2 125 65–75 1.65 64 64 – 2–8 MB R,B,M,F,C,T

EV68CX 21264D 1.65 64 64 – 2–8 MB R,B,M,F,C,T

EV7 21364 2003 1000–1150 0.18 130 397 125 1.5 64 64 1.75 MB – R,B,M,F,C,T

EV7z 21364 2004 1300 0.18 130 397 125 1.5 64 64 1.75 MB – R,B,M,F,C,T

Cancelled
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EV78/EV79 21364A Slated
for

2004

1700 0.13 152 300 120 1.2 64 64 1.75 MB – R,B,M,F,C,T

EV8 21464 Slated
for

2003

1200–2000 0.125 250 420 1800 ?? 1.2 64 64 3 MB – R,B,M,F,C,T

Model Model

number

Year Frequency

[MHz]

Process

[µm]

Transistors

[millions]

Die

size

[mm²]

IO

Pins

Power

[W]

Voltage Dcache

[KB]

Icache

[KB]

Scache Bcache ISA

ISA extensions
• R – Hardware support for rounding to infinity and negative infinity.[13]

• B – BWX, the "Byte/Word Extension", adding instructions to allow 8- and 16-bit operations from memory and
I/O

• M – MVI, "multimedia" instructions
• F – FIX, instructions to move data between integer and floating point registers and for square root
• C – CIX, instructions for counting and finding bits
• T – Support for prefetch with modify intent to improve the performance of the first attempt to acquire a lock

Performance
To illustrate the comparative performance of Alpha-based systems, some SPEC performance numbers (SPECint95,
SPECfp95) are listed below. Note that the SPEC results claim to report the measured performance of a whole
computer system (CPU, bus, memory, compiler optimizer), not just the CPU. Also note that the benchmark and scale
changed from 1992 to 1995. However, the figures give a rough impression of the performance of the Alpha
architecture (64-bit), compared with the contemporary HP (64-bit) and Intel-based offerings (32-bit). Perhaps the
most obvious trend is that while Intel could always get reasonably close to Alpha in integer performance, in floating
point performance the difference was considerable. On the other side, HP (PA-RISC) is also reasonably close to
Alpha, but these CPUs are running at significantly lower clock rates (MHz).

System CPU MHz integer floating
point

AlphaServer 8400
5/350

21164
(EV5)

350 10.1 14.2

Intel Alder System
(200 MHz, 256KB

L2)

Pentium
Pro

200 8.9 6.75

HP 9000 C160 PA 8000 160 10.4 16.3

|+SPEC Benchmark 1995 Performance comparison (using SPECint95 and
SPECfp95 Result [14])

System CPU MHz integer floating
point

AlphaServer
ES40 6/833

21264
(EV6)

833 50.0 100.0

Intel VC820
motherboard

Pentium
III

1000 46.8 31.9

HP 9000 C3600 PA-8600 552 42.1 64.0

|+2000 Performance comparison (using SPECint95 and SPECfp95
Result)
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Alpha-based systems
The first generation of DEC Alpha-based systems comprised the DEC 3000 AXP series workstations and low-end
servers, DEC 4000 AXP series mid-range servers, and DEC 7000 AXP and 10000 AXP series high-end servers. The
DEC 3000 AXP systems used the same TURBOchannel bus as the previous MIPS-based DECstation models,
whereas the 4000 was based on FutureBus+ and the 7000/10000 shared an architecture with corresponding VAX
models.
DEC also produced a PC-like Alpha workstation with an EISA bus, the DECpc AXP 150 (codename "Jensen", also
known as the DEC 2000 AXP). This was the first Alpha system to support Windows NT. DEC later produced Alpha
versions of their Celebris XL and Digital Personal Workstation PC lines, with 21164 processors.
Digital also produced single board computers based on the VMEbus for embedded and industrial use. The first
generation included the 21068-based AXPvme 64 and AXPvme 64LC, and the 21066-based AXPvme 160. These
were introduced on March 1, 1994. Later models such as the AXPvme 100, AXPvme 166 and AXPvme 230 were
based on the 21066A processor, while the Alpha VME 4/224 and Alpha VME 4/288 were based on the 21064A
processor. The last models, the Alpha VME 5/352 and Alpha VME 5/480, were based on the 21164 processor.
The 21066 chip was used in the DEC Multia VX40/41/42 compact workstation and the ALPHAbook 1 laptop from
Tadpole Technology.
In 1994, DEC launched a new range of AlphaStation and AlphaServer systems. These used 21064 or 21164
processors and introduced the PCI bus, VGA-compatible frame buffers and PS/2-style keyboards and mice. The
AlphaServer 8000 series superseded the DEC 7000/10000 AXP and also employed XMI and FutureBus+ buses.
The AlphaStation XP1000 was the first workstation based on the 21264 processor. Later AlphaServer/Station models
based on the 21264 were categorised into DS (departmental server), ES (enterprise server) or GS (global server)
families.
The final 21364 chip was used in the AlphaServer ES47, ES80 and GS1280 models and the AlphaStation ES47.
A number of OEM motherboards were produced by DEC, such as the 21066 and 21068-based AXPpci 33
"NoName", which was part of a major push into the OEM market by the company,[15] the 21164-based AlphaPC 164
and AlphaPC 164LX, the 21164PC-based AlphaPC 164SX and AlphaPC 164RX and the 21264-based AlphaPC
264DP. Several third-parties such as Samsung and API also produced OEM motherboards such as the API UP1000
and UP2000.
To assist third parties in developing hardware and software for the platform, DEC produced Evaluation Boards, such
as the EB64+ and EB164 for the Alpha 21064A and 21164 microprocessors respectively.
The 21164 and 21264 processors were used by NetApp in various Network Attached Storage systems, while the
21064 and 21164 processors were used by Cray in their T3D and T3E massively parallel supercomputers.

Supercomputers
The fastest supercomputers based on Alpha processors:
• ASCI Q at Los Alamos National Laboratory. Machine: HP AlphaServer SC45/GS Cluster. CPU: 4096 Alpha

(21264 EV-68, 1.25 GHz). Rmax: 7.727 Teraflops.[16]
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AlphaStation
AlphaStation was the name given to a series of computer workstations, produced from 1994 onwards by Digital
Equipment Corporation, and latterly by Compaq and HP. As the name suggests, the AlphaStations were based on the
DEC Alpha 64-bit microprocessor. Supported operating systems for AlphaStations comprise Tru64 UNIX (formerly
Digital UNIX), OpenVMS and Windows NT (with AlphaBIOS ARC firmware). Most of these workstations can also
run various versions of Linux and BSD operating systems.
Other Alpha workstations produced by DEC include the DEC 2000 AXP (DECpc AXP 150), the DEC 3000 AXP,
the Digital Personal Workstation a-Series and au-Series (codename Miata), the Multia VX40/41/42 and the Alpha
XL/Alpha XLT line (a member of the Alcor Family, which had swappable daughterboard with Pentium processor,
to transform to a DEC Celebris XL line).

Models
From the XP900 onwards, all AlphaStation models were simply workstation configurations of the corresponding
AlphaServer model.

Avanti Family

Model Code
name

# of
CPUs

CPU CPU
MHz

B-cache Chipset Memory Expansion Enclosure Introduced Discontinued

200
4/100

Mustang 1 21064
(EV4)

100 512 KB 21071 8 to 384
MB

1 PCI
1 or 2

PCI/ISA
1 ISA

Desktop 1995-02-23[1] ?

200
4/166

166 1994-11-03[2] ?

200
4/233

Mustang+ 21064A
(EV45)

233 ?

205
4/xxx

LX3 1 21064A
(EV45)

133 to
333

? ? ? ? Desktop ? ?

250
4/266

M3 1 21064A
(EV45)

266 2 MB 21072 32 to 512
MB

1 PCI
1 PCI/ISA

1 ISA

Desktop 1995-04-03[3] ?

255/233 LX3+ 1 21064A
(EV45)

233 1 MB 21072 32 to 512
MB

2 PCI
1 PCI/ISA

1 ISA

Desktop 1996-03-06[4] ?

255/300 300 ?

400
4/166

Chinet 1 21064
(EV4)

166 512 KB 21071 8 to 384
MB

2 PCI
1 PCI/ISA

3 ISA

Tower 1995-02-23[1] ?

400
4/233

Avanti 21064A
(EV45)

233 1994-11-03[2] ?

400
4/266

266 ? ?

400
4/300

300 ? ?
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Alcor Family

Model Code
name

# of
CPUs

CPU CPU
MHz

B-cache Chipset Memory Expansion Enclosure Introduced Discontinued

500/266 Maverick 1 21164
(EV5)

266 2 MB 21171 32 to 512
MB

 1 33 MHz
PCI-X
3 PCI

Desktop 1996-03-06[4] ?

500/333 333 ?

500/400 Bret 21164A
(EV56)

400 21172 32 MB to 1
GB

?

500/500 500 8 MB 1996-08-06[5] ?

600
5/266

Alcor 1 21164
(EV5)

266 2 or 4
MB

21171 32 MB to 1
GB

 3 33 MHz
PCI-X
1 PCI

1 PCI/EISA
3 EISA

Pedestal 1995-08-02[6] ?

600
5/300

300 ?

600
5/333

333 4 MB ? ?

Noritake and Rawhide Family

Model Code name # of
CPUs

CPU CPU
MHz

B-cache Chipset Memory Expansion Enclosure Introduced Discontinued

Noritake Family

600A
5/500

Alcor-Primo 1 21164A
(EV56)

500 8 MB ? 32 MB to 1
GB

7 PCI
2 EISA

Pedestal ? ?

Rawhide Family

12001 DaVinci Up to
2

21164A
(EV56)

400 4 MB ? 512 MB to 2
GB

5 PCI
1 PCI/ISA

Pedestal ? ?

533 ? ? ?

Tsunami Family

Model Code
name

# of
CPUs

CPU CPU
MHz

B-cache Chipset Memory Expansion Enclosure Introduced Discontinued

DS10
VS10

XP900

WebBrick 1 21264
(EV6)

466 2 MB 21272 256 MB to
2 GB

100 MHz
SDRAM

3 PCI-X
1 PCI

Desktop ? ?

21264A
(EV67)

600 ? ?

DS20E Goldrack 1, 2 21264A
(EV67)

667 8 MB
(DDR)

21272 512 MB to
4 GB

5 PCI-X
1

PCI-X/ISA

Tower ? ?

21264B
(EV68AL)

833 ? ?

ES40 Clipper 1, 2,
3, 4

21264A
(EV67)

667 8 MB
(DDR)

21272 512 MB to
32 GB

100 MHz
SDRAM

6 or 10
PCI-X

Pedestal ? ?

21264B
(EV68AL)

833 ? ?
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XP1000 Monet 1 21264
(EV6)

500 4 MB 21272 256 MB to
2 GB

2 PCI-X
2 PCI

1 PCI/ISA

Tower 1999-02-01[7] ?

Brisbane 21264A
(EV67)

667 ? ?

Titan and Marvel Family

Model Code name # of
CPUs

CPU CPU
MHz

B-cache Chipset Memory Expansion Enclosure Introduced Discontinued

Titan Family

DS15A HyperBrick
II

1 21264C
(EV68CB)

1000 2 MB ? 512 MB to
4 GB

133 MHz
SDRAM

 4 33 MHz
PCI-X

2 66 MHz
PCI-X

Desktop ? ?

DS25 Granite 1, 2 21264C
(EV68CB)

1000 8 MB
(DDR)

? 512 MB to
16 GB

 4 66 MHz
PCI-X

2 33 MHz
PCI-X

Tower ? ?

Marvel Family

ES47 Marvel 2P 22 21364
(EV7)

1000 1.75
MB

On-die 512 MB to
16 GB

RDRAM

1 2× AGP
1 133 MHz

PCI-X
4 66 MHz

PCI-X

Tower ? ?

1  A variant of the AlphaStation 1200 was also sold as the Digital Ultimate Workstation 533au².

2  Some systems had one of the microprocessors deactivated, which may be reactivated with a license upgrade.
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External links
• HP AlphaStation range (http:/ / h18002. www1. hp. com/ alphaserver/ workstations. html)
• Compaq Alpha System and Model Code Names (at archive.org) (http:/ / web. archive. org/ web/

20010220105820/ http:/ / www. support. compaq. com/ alpha-tools/ info/ system-codes. html)
• FreeBSD/alpha 6.1 Hardware Notes (http:/ / www. freebsd. org/ releases/ 6. 1R/ hardware-alpha. html)
• About NetBSD/alpha (http:/ / www. netbsd. org/ ports/ alpha/ )
• The OpenBSD/alpha port (http:/ / www. openbsd. org/ alpha. html)
• Debian Alpha system types (http:/ / www. debian. org/ ports/ alpha/ sys_types)

AlphaServer

An AlphaServer 2100A

AlphaServer was the name given to a series of server computers,
produced from 1994 onwards by Digital Equipment Corporation, and
latterly by Compaq and HP. As the name suggests, the AlphaServers
were based on the DEC Alpha 64-bit microprocessor. Supported
operating systems for AlphaServers are Tru64 UNIX (formerly Digital
UNIX), OpenVMS, MEDITECH MAGIC [1] and Windows NT (on
earlier systems, with AlphaBIOS ARC firmware), while enthusiasts
have provided alternative operating systems such as Linux, NetBSD,
OpenBSD and FreeBSD.

Some AlphaServer models were rebadged in white enclosures as
Digital Servers for the Windows NT server market. These so-called
"white box" models comprised the following:

• Digital Server 3300/3305: rebadged AlphaServer 800
• Digital Server 5300/5305: rebadged AlphaServer 1200
• Digital Server 7300/7305/7310: rebadged AlphaServer 4100
As part of the roadmap to phase out Alpha-, MIPS- and PA-RISC-based systems in favor of Itanium-based systems
at HP, the most recent AlphaServer systems reached their end of general availability on 27 April 2007. The
availability of upgrades and options was discontinued on 25 April 2008, approximately one year after the systems
were discontinued. Support for the most recent AlphaServer systems, the DS15A, DS25, ES45, ES47, ES80 and
GS1280 is being provided by HP Services as of 2008. These systems are scheduled to reach end of support sometime
during 2012, although HP has stated that this event may be delayed.[2]

Models
In approximate chronological order, the following AlphaServer models were produced:

Avanti Family
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Model Code
name

# of
CPUs

CPU CPU
MHz

B-cache Chipset Max.
Memory

Expansion Enclosure Introduced Discontinued

200 4/100 Mustang 1 21064
(EV4)

100 512 KB 21071 8 to 384 MB 1 PCI
1 or 2

PCI/ISA
1 ISA

Desktop ? ?

4/166 166 ? ?

4/233 21064A
(EV45)

233 ? ?

400 4/166 Mustang
S

1 21064
(EV4)

166 512 KB 21071 8 to 384 MB
(6x 72-pin
SIMMs, 3

banks)

2 PCI
1 PCI/ISA

3 ISA

Mini-tower ? ?

4/233 21064A
(EV45)

233 ? ?

300 4/266 Melmac 1 21064A
(EV45)

266 2 MB ? 512 MB
(8x 72-pin
SIMMs, 2

banks)

1 PCI
1 PCI/ISA

1 ISA

Desktop
or

rackmount

? ?

Sable Family

Model Code name # of
CPUs

CPU CPU
MHz

B-cache Chipset Memory Expansion Enclosure Introduced Discontinued

2100 4/200 Sable 1, 2,
3 or 4

21064
(EV4)

200 1 MB /
CPU

? 2 GB
(1 GB if
4 CPU)

3 PCI,
8 EISA

Pedestal
or rack

? ?

4/233 Sable45 21064A
(EV45)

233 1 MB /
CPU

? ? ?

4/275 275 4 MB /
CPU

? ? ?

5/250 Gamma-Sable 21164
(EV5)

250 4 MB /
CPU

? ? ?

5/300 291 ? ? ?

5/375 21164A
(EV56)

375 ? ? ?

2000 4/200 Demi-Sable 1 or 2 21064
EV4

190 1 MB /
CPU

? 640 MB 3 PCI,
7 EISA,

1
PCI/EISA

Pedestal ? ?

4/233 Demi-Sable45 21064A
(EV45)

233 1 MB /
CPU

? 1 GB 3 PCI,
7 EISA

? ?

4/275 275 4 MB /
CPU

? ? ?

5/250 Demi-Gamma 21164
(EV5)

250 4 MB /
CPU

? ? ?

5/300 291 ? ? ?

5/375 21164A
(EV56)

375 4 or 8
MB /
CPU

? ? ?

The AlphaServer 2100 was briefly sold as the Digital 2100 before the AlphaServer brand was introduced.
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Mikasa Family

Model Code name # of
CPUs

CPU CPU
MHz

B-cache Chipset Memory Expansion Enclosure Introduced Discontinued

1000 4/200 Mikasa 1 21064
(EV4)

200 2 MB ? 512
MB

2 PCI,
1

PCI/EISA,
7 EISA

Pedestal
or

rackmount

? ?

4/233 Mikasa+ 21064A
(EV45)

233 ? ? 1995 ?

4/266 266 ? 1 GB
(20x

72-pin
SIMMs,

4
banks)1

? ?

5/300 Mikasa-Pinnacle 21164
(EV5)

300 ? ? ?

1  Each bank contained of five SIMMs. The initial four SIMMs were used for data, the fifth SIMM was used for ECC.

Noritake Family

Model Code name # of
CPUs

CPU CPU
MHz

B-cache Chipset Memory Expansion Enclosure Introduced Discontinued

1000A 4/233 Noritake 1 21064A
(EV45)

233 2 MB ? 1 GB
(20x

72-pin
SIMMs,

4
banks)1

7 PCI
2 ISA

Pedestal
or

rackmount

? ?

4/266 266 ? ? ?

5/300 Noritake-Pinnacle 21164
(EV5)

300 ? ? ?

5/333 333 ? ? ?

5/400 Noritake-Primo 21164A
(EV56)

400 ? ? ?

5/500 500 8 MB ? 1997-04-14[3] ?

800 5/333 Corelle 1 21164A
(EV56)

333 2 MB ? 2 GB
(8x

ECC
EDO

DIMMs,
2 banks)

3 PCI
2 EISA

1
PCI-X/EISA

Mini-tower
(can be

converted
to

rackmount)

1997-04-14[3] ?

5/400 400 ? ?

5/500 500 ? 1997-10-27[4] ?

1 5 modules per bank, 5th module used for ECC, later 1000A 5/500 systems have 16 slots, 4 modules with ECC per bank

Rawhide Family

Model Code name # of
CPUs

CPU CPU
MHz

B-cache
/ CPU

Chipset Memory Expansion Enclosure Introduced Discontinued

4000 5/300 Wrangler/Durango Up to
two

21164
(EV5)

300 2 MB ? 4 GB 8-16 PCI
(including 3

shared
PCI/EISA)

Pedestal/rackmount 1996-09-04[5] ?

5/400 21164A
(EV56)

400 4 MB ? ?

5/466 466 4 MB ? ? ?

5/533 533 4 MB ? 1997-10-27[4] ?

5/600 600 8 MB ? ? ?

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Alpha_21064
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Alpha_21064
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Alpha_21164
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Alpha_21064
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Alpha_21164
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Alpha_21164
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Alpha_21164
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4100 5/300E Dodge Up to
four

21164
(EV5)

300 None Custom 32 MB
to 8 GB

5 PCI,
3 PCI/EISA

Pedestal/rackmount ? ?

5/300 300 2 MB ? ?

5/400 21164A
(EV56)

400 4 MB ? ?

5/466 466 ? ?

5/533 533 ? ?

5/600 600 8 MB ? ?

1200 5/400 Tincup Up to
two

21164A
(EV56)

400 4 MB /
proc.

? 4 GB 4 PCI-X,
1 PCI,

1PCI-X/EISA

Pedestal 1997-10-27[4] ?

5/533 533 ? ?

Turbolaser Family

Model Code
name

# of
CPUs

CPU CPU
MHz

B-cache
/ CPU

Chipset Memory Expansion Enclosure Introduced Discontinued

8200 5/300 TurboLaser 2 to 6 EV5 300 4 MB Custom
ASICs

12 GB 132 PCI
slots,

8 EISA
slots

19" rack 1995-04-11 ?

5/350 350 ? ?

5/440 EV56 437 4 MB ? ?

5/625 612 ? ?

8400 5/300 TurboLaser Up to
14

EV5 300 4 MB Custom
ASICs

28 GB 144 PCI,
8 EISA,

XMI

Cabinet 1995-04-11 ?

5/350 350 ? ?

5/440 EV56 437 4 MB ? ?

5/625 612 ? ?

GS60 6/525 TL6 2 to 8 EV6 525 4 MB ? 12 GB 132 PCI,
8 EISA

19" rack 1998-10-19[6] ?

6/700 EV67 700 8 MB ? 1999-11-11 ?

GS60E 6/525 TL6 2 to 6
(later

8)

EV6 525 4 MB ? 12 GB 132 PCI,
8 EISA

19" rack 1999-07-19 ?

6/700 EV67 700 8 MB ? 1999-11-11 ?

GS140 6/525 TL6 2 to
14

EV6 525 4 MB ? 28 GB 144 PCI,
8 EISA,
24 XMI

Cabinet 1998-10-19[6] ?

6/700 EV67 700 8 MB ? 1999-11-11 ?

Lynx Family
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Model Code name # of
CPUs

CPU CPU
MHz

B-cache Chipset Memory Expansion Enclosure Introduced Discontinued

2000A Demi-Lynx
(EV45),

Demi-Gamma-Lynx
(EV5)

Up to
two

EV45,
EV5 or
EV56

233,
250,
275,
300,
375,
400

? ? ? ? Pedestal ? ?

2100A 4/275 Lynx Up to
4

21064A
(EV45)

275 4 MB ? 2 GB, 1
GB for
4 CPU

8 PCI,
3 EISA

Pedestal ? ?

5/250 Gamma-Lynx 21164
(EV5)

250 4 MB ? ? ?

5/300 300 ? ? ?

5/375 375 8 MB ? ? ?

Tsunami Family

Model Code
name

# of
CPUs

CPU CPU
MHz

B-cache Chipset Memory Expansion Enclosure Introduced Discontinued

DS10 6/466 WebBrick 1 EV6 466 2 MB ? 2 GB 3 PCI-X,
1 PCI

desktop 1999-05-10 ?

67/600 EV67 600 2 MB ? ? ?

DS10L 6/466 Slate 1 EV6 466 2 MB ? 1 GB 1 PCI-X rackmount (1U) ? ?

6/600 EV67 600 2 MB ? ? ?

DS20 6/500 Goldrush Up to
2

21264
(EV6)

500 4 MB ? 4 GB 5PCI-X,
1

PCI-X/ISA

pedestal/rackmount ? ?

DS20E 6/500 Goldrack Up to
2

EV6 500 4 MB ? 4 GB 5PCI-X,
1

PCI-X/ISA

pedestal/rackmount ? ?

6/667 EV67 667 8 MB ? ? ?

68/833 EV68AL 833 8 MB ? 2001-07-16 ?

DS20L 68/833 Shark Up to
2

EV68AL 833 4 MB ? 2 GB 2 PCI-X Rackmount (1U) 2001-07-16 ?

ES40 6/500 Clipper Up to
4

EV6 500 4 MB ? Model
1: 16
GB

Model
2: 32
GB

Model 1:
6 PCI-X
Model 2:
10 PCI-X

pedestal/rackmount ? ?

6/667 EV67 667 8 MB ? ? ?

68/833 EV68AL 833 8 MB ? 2001-02-12 ?

Titan Family
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Model Code
name

# of
CPUs

CPU CPU
MHz

B-cache Chipset Memory Expansion Enclosure Introduced Discontinued

DS15 68/1000 ? 1 EV68CB 1000 2 MB ? 4 GB  4 PCI-X
33 MHz

or
2 PCI-X
66 MHz

Tower 2003-10-20 2007-04-27

DS25 68/1000 Granite Up to
2

EV68CB 1000 8 MB ? 16 GB 6 PCI-X Tower 2002-08-04[7] ?

ES45 68/1000 Privateer Up to
4

EV68CB 1000 8 MB ? 1: Up to
16 GB

2: Up to
32 GB

1: AGP
4x, 6

PCI-X
2: 10

PCI-X

Pedestal/8U
rackmount,

tower

? ?

68/1250 1250 16 MB ? 2002-08-04[7] ?

Wildfire Family

Model Code
name

# of
CPUs

CPU CPU
MHz

B-cache Chipset Memory Expansion Enclosure Introduced Discontinued

GS80 Wildfire Model
4:

2 to 4
Model

8:
2 to 8

21264A
(EV67)

731 4 MB Custom Up to 64
GB

 33 MHz
PCI-X:

Up to 16
buses,

56 slots

Rack ? ?

21264C
(EV68CB)

1001 4, 8 MB ? ?

1224 4, 8, 16
MB

2002-08-04[7] ?

GS160 Wildfire Model
8:

2 to 8
Model

16:
2 to 16

21264A
(EV67)

731 4 MB Custom Up to 128
GB

 33 MHz
PCI-X:

Up to 32
buses,

112 slots

Rack(s) ? ?

21264C
(EV68CB)

1001 4, 8 MB ? ?

1224 4, 8, 16
MB

2002-08-04[7] ?

GS320 Wildfire Model
24:

2 to 24
Model

32:
2 to 32

21264A
(EV67)

731 4 MB Custom Up to 256
GB

 33 MHz
PCI-X:

Up to 64
buses,

224 slots

Rack(s) ? ?

21264C
(EV68CB)

1001 4, 8 MB ? ?

1224 4, 8, 16
MB

2002-08-04[7] ?

AlphaServer SC

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Alpha_21264
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=PCI-X
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Alpha_21264
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Model Code
name

# of
CPUs

CPU CPU
MHz

B-cache Chipset Max.
Memory

Expansion Enclosure Introduced Discontinued

SC20
68/833

? 8 to 256 21264B
EV68AL

833 2 MB ? 2 GB/node 2 PCI-X Rack(s) ? ?

SC40
67/667

Sierra 16 to
512

21264A
EV67

667 8 MB ? 24 GB/node 10 PCI-X Rack(s) ? ?

SC40
68/833

21264B
EV68AL

833 ? ? ?

SC45
68/1250

Sierra 16 to
4096

21264C
EV68CB

1250 16 MB ? 32 GB/node 10 PCI-X Rack(s) ? ?

The AlphaServer SC was a supercomputer constructed from a set of individual DS20, ES40 or ES45 servers (called
"nodes") mounted in racks. Every node was connected to every other node using a Quadrics elan3 interconnect and
the systems were designed and used primarily for high-performance technical computing. An AlphaServer SC45
supercomputer was still ranked #6 in the world as late as November 2004.[8]

Marvel Family

Model Code
name

# of
CPUs

CPU CPU
MHz

Scache Chipset Memory Expansion Enclosure Introduced Discontinued

ES47
Tower

? 2 21364
(EV7)

1000 1.75
MB

On-die Up to 16
GB

1 4× AGP
1 133 MHz

PCI-X
4 66 MHz

PCI-X

Tower 2003-01-20 2007-04-27

1150 2004-08-16

ES47 Marvel
2P

2 to 4 21364
(EV7)

1000 1.75
MB

On-die Up to 32
GB

Up to 4 4×
AGP

32 PCI-X

4U or 8U
rackmount

2003-01-20 2007-04-27

1150 2004-08-16

ES80 Marvel
4x2P

2 to 8 21364
(EV7)

1000 1.75
MB

On-die Up to 64
GB

Up to 8 4×
AGP

64 PCI-X

Rack 2003-01-20 2007-04-27

1150 2004-08-16

GS1280 Marvel
8P

2 to
64

21364
(EV7)

1150 1.75
MB

On-die Up to 512
GB

Up to
64 4× AGP
512 PCI-X

192 PCI

Rack(s) 2003-01-20 2007-04-27

21364
(EV7z)

1300 2004-08-16

The AlphaServer GS1280 originally supported a maximum of 16 microprocessors. In October 2003, the number of
microprocessors supported was increased to 64 and the supported memory capacity was doubled to 8 GB per
microprocessor.
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Very long instruction word
Very long instruction word or VLIW refers to a processor architecture designed to take advantage of instruction
level parallelism (ILP). A processor that executes every instruction one after the other (i.e. a non-pipelined scalar
architecture) may use processor resources inefficiently, potentially leading to poor performance. The performance
can be improved by executing different sub-steps of sequential instructions simultaneously (this is pipelining), or
even executing multiple instructions entirely simultaneously as in superscalar architectures. Further improvement
can be achieved by executing instructions in an order different from the order they appear in the program; this is
called out-of-order execution.
As often implemented, these three techniques all come at a cost: increased hardware complexity. Before executing
any operations in parallel, the processor must verify that the instructions do not have interdependencies. For example
a first instruction's result is used as a second instruction's input. Clearly, they cannot execute at the same time, and
the second instruction can't be executed before the first. Modern out-of-order processors have increased the hardware
resources which do the scheduling of instructions and determining of interdependencies.
The VLIW approach, on the other hand, executes operations in parallel based on a fixed schedule determined when
programs are compiled. Since determining the order of execution of operations (including which operations can
execute simultaneously) is handled by the compiler, the processor does not need the scheduling hardware that the
three techniques described above require. As a result, VLIW CPUs offer significant computational power with less
hardware complexity (but greater compiler complexity) than is associated with most superscalar CPUs.
As is the case with any novel architectural approach, the concept is only as useful as code generation makes it. An
architecture designed for use in signal processing may have a number of special-purpose instructions to facilitate
certain complicated operations such as fast Fourier transform (FFT) computation or certain calculations that recur in
tomographic contexts. However, these optimized capabilities are useless unless compilers are able to spot relevant
source code constructs and generate target code that duly utilizes the CPU's advanced offerings. Therefore,
programmers must be able to express their algorithms in a manner that makes the compiler's task easier.
Modern graphics processing units (GPUs) have specialized matrix computation capabilities used in image
processing. The idea behind the OpenCL language is to enable a programmer (or perhaps even an advanced
compiler) to optimize certain non-graphic operations such an FFT algorithm (example algorithm in OpenCL article)
to make use of such advanced capabilities.

Design
In superscalar designs, the number of execution units is invisible to the instruction set. Each instruction encodes only
one operation. For most superscalar designs, the instruction width is 32 bits or fewer. VLIW is a type of MIMD.
In contrast, one VLIW instruction encodes multiple operations; specifically, one instruction encodes at least one
operation for each execution unit of the device. For example, if a VLIW device has five execution units, then a
VLIW instruction for that device would have five operation fields, each field specifying what operation should be
done on that corresponding execution unit. To accommodate these operation fields, VLIW instructions are usually at
least 64 bits wide, and on some architectures are much wider.
For example, the following is an instruction for the SHARC. In one cycle, it does a floating-point multiply, a
floating-point add, and two autoincrement loads. All of this fits into a single 48-bit instruction.

f12=f0*f4, f8=f8+f12, f0=dm(i0,m3), f4=pm(i8,m9);
Since the earliest days of computer architecture, some CPUs have added several additional arithmetic logic units
(ALUs) to run in parallel. Superscalar CPUs use hardware to decide which operations can run in parallel. VLIW
CPUs use software (the compiler) to decide which operations can run in parallel. Because the complexity of
instruction scheduling is pushed off onto the compiler, the hardware's complexity can be substantially reduced.
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A similar problem occurs when the result of a parallelisable instruction is used as input for a branch. Most modern
CPUs "guess" which branch will be taken even before the calculation is complete, so that they can load up the
instructions for the branch, or (in some architectures) even start to compute them speculatively. If the CPU guesses
wrong, all of these instructions and their context need to be "flushed" and the correct ones loaded, which is
time-consuming.
This has led to increasingly complex instruction-dispatch logic that attempts to guess correctly, and the simplicity of
the original RISC designs has been eroded. VLIW lacks this logic, and therefore lacks its power consumption,
possible design defects and other negative features.
In a VLIW, the compiler uses heuristics or profile information to guess the direction of a branch. This allows it to
move and preschedule operations speculatively before the branch is taken, favoring the most likely path it expects
through the branch. If the branch goes the unexpected way, the compiler has already generated compensatory code to
discard speculative results to preserve program semantics.
The acronym VLIW may also refer to Variable Length Instruction Word, a CPU instruction set designed to load
(or copy) a literal value count of inline machine code to the on-chip RAM for higher speed CPU decoding.

History
The term VLIW, and the concept of VLIW architecture itself, were invented by Josh Fisher in his research group at
Yale University in the early 1980s.[1] His original development of trace scheduling as a compilation technique for
VLIW was developed when he was a graduate student at New York University. Prior to VLIW, the notion of
prescheduling functional units and instruction-level parallelism in software was well established in the practice of
developing horizontal microcode. Fisher's innovations were around developing a compiler that could target
horizontal microcode from programs written in an ordinary programming language. He realized that to get good
performance and target a wide-issue machine, it would be necessary to find parallelism beyond that generally within
a basic block. He developed region scheduling techniques to identify parallelism beyond basic blocks. Trace
scheduling is such a technique, and involves scheduling the most likely path of basic blocks first, inserting
compensation code to deal with speculative motions, scheduling the second most likely trace, and so on, until the
schedule is complete.
Fisher's second innovation was the notion that the target CPU architecture should be designed to be a reasonable
target for a compiler — the compiler and the architecture for VLIW must be co-designed. This was partly inspired
by the difficulty Fisher observed at Yale of compiling for architectures like Floating Point Systems' FPS164, which
had a complex instruction set architecture (CISC) that separated instruction initiation from the instructions that saved
the result, requiring very complicated scheduling algorithms. Fisher developed a set of principles characterizing a
proper VLIW design, such as self-draining pipelines, wide multi-port register files, and memory architectures. These
principles made it easier for compilers to write fast code.
The first VLIW compiler was described in a Ph.D. thesis by John Ellis, supervised by Fisher. The compiler was
christened Bulldog, after Yale's mascot. [2] John Ruttenberg also developed certain important algorithms for
scheduling.
Fisher left Yale in 1984 to found a startup company, Multiflow, along with co-founders John O'Donnell and John
Ruttenberg. Multiflow produced the TRACE series of VLIW minisupercomputers, shipping their first machines in
1987. Multiflow's VLIW could issue 28 operations in parallel per instruction. The TRACE system was implemented
in an MSI/LSI/VLSI mix packaged in cabinets, a technology that fell out of favor when it became more
cost-effective to integrate all of the components of a processor (excluding memory) on a single chip. Multiflow was
too early to catch the following wave, when chip architectures began to allow multiple issue CPUs. The major
semiconductor companies recognized the value of Multiflow technology in this context, so the compiler and
architecture were subsequently licensed to most of these companies.
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Implementations
Cydrome was a company producing VLIW numeric processors using ECL technology in the same timeframe (late
1980s). This company, like Multiflow, went out of business after a few years.
One of the licensees of the Multiflow technology is Hewlett-Packard, which Josh Fisher joined after Multiflow's
demise. Bob Rau, founder of Cydrome, also joined HP after Cydrome failed. These two would lead computer
architecture research within Hewlett-Packard during the 1990s.
In addition to the above systems, at around the same period (i.e. 1989-1990), Intel implemented VLIW in the Intel
i860, their first 64bit microprocessor; the i860 was also the first processor to implement VLIW on a single chip.[3][4]

This processor could operate in both simple RISC mode and VLIW mode:
In the early 1990s, Intel introduced the i860 RISC microprocessor. This simple chip had two modes of
operation: a scalar mode and a VLIW mode. In the VLIW mode, the processor always fetched two
instructions and assumed that one was an integer instruction and the other floating-point

[5]

The i860's VLIW mode was used extensively in embedded DSP applications since the application execution and
datasets were simple, well ordered and predictable, allowing the designer to take full advantage of the parallel
execution advantages that VLIW lent itself to; in VLIW mode the i860 was able to maintain floating-point
performance in the range of 20-40 double-precision MFLOPS (an extremely high figure for its time and for a
processor operating at 25-50Mhz).
In the 1990s, Hewlett-Packard researched this problem as a side effect of ongoing work on their PA-RISC processor
family. They found that the CPU could be greatly simplified by removing the complex dispatch logic from the CPU
and placing it into the compiler. Today's compilers are much more complex than those from the 1980s, so the added
complexity in the compiler was considered to be a small cost.
VLIW CPUs are usually constructed of multiple RISC-like functional units that operate independently.
Contemporary VLIWs typically have four to eight main functional units. Compilers generate initial instruction
sequences for the VLIW CPU in roughly the same manner that they do for traditional CPUs, generating a sequence
of RISC-like instructions. The compiler analyzes this code for dependence relationships and resource requirements.
It then schedules the instructions according to those constraints. In this process, independent instructions can be
scheduled in parallel. Because VLIWs typically represent instructions scheduled in parallel with a longer instruction
word that incorporates the individual instructions, this results in a much longer opcode (thus the term "very long") to
specify what executes on a given cycle.
Examples of contemporary VLIW CPUs include the TriMedia media processors by NXP (formerly Philips
Semiconductors), the SHARC DSP by Analog Devices, the C6000 DSP family by Texas Instruments, and the
STMicroelectronics ST200 family based on the Lx architecture (also designed by Josh Fisher). These contemporary
VLIW CPUs are primarily successful as embedded media processors for consumer electronic devices.
VLIW features have also been added to configurable processor cores for SoC designs. For example, Tensilica's
Xtensa LX2 processor incorporates a technology dubbed FLIX (Flexible Length Instruction eXtensions) that allows
multi-operation instructions. The Xtensa C/C++ compiler can freely intermix 32- or 64-bit FLIX instructions with
the Xtensa processor's single-operation RISC instructions, which are 16 or 24 bits wide. By packing multiple
operations into a wide 32- or 64-bit instruction word and allowing these multi-operation instructions to be intermixed
with shorter RISC instructions, FLIX technology allows SoC designers to realize VLIW's performance advantages
while eliminating the code bloat of early VLIW architectures. The Infineon Carmel DSP is another VLIW processor
core intended for SoC; it uses a similar code density improvement technique called "configurable long instruction
word" (CLIW). [6]

Outside embedded processing markets, Intel's Itanium IA-64 EPIC appears as the only example of a widely used 
VLIW CPU architecture. However, EPIC architecture is sometimes distinguished from a pure VLIW architecture,
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since EPIC advocates full instruction predication, rotating register files, and a very long instruction word that can
encode non-parallel instruction groups. VLIWs also gained significant consumer penetration in the GPU market,
though both Nvidia and AMD have since moved to RISC architectures in order to improve performance on
non-graphics workloads.

Backward compatibility
When silicon technology allowed for wider implementations (with more execution units) to be built, the compiled
programs for the earlier generation would not run on the wider implementations, as the encoding of the binary
instructions depended on the number of execution units of the machine.
Transmeta addresses this issue by including a binary-to-binary software compiler layer (termed Code Morphing) in
their Crusoe implementation of the x86 architecture. Basically, this mechanism is advertised to recompile, optimize,
and translate x86 opcodes at runtime into the CPU's internal machine code. Thus, the Transmeta chip is internally a
VLIW processor, effectively decoupled from the x86 CISC instruction set that it executes.
Intel's Itanium architecture (among others) solved the backward-compatibility problem with a more general
mechanism. Within each of the multiple-opcode instructions, a bit field is allocated to denote dependency on the
previous VLIW instruction within the program instruction stream. These bits are set at compile time, thus relieving
the hardware from calculating this dependency information. Having this dependency information encoded into the
instruction stream allows wider implementations to issue multiple non-dependent VLIW instructions in parallel per
cycle, while narrower implementations would issue a smaller number of VLIW instructions per cycle.
Another perceived deficiency of VLIW architectures is the code bloat that occurs when not all of the execution units
have useful work to do and thus have to execute NOPs. This occurs when there are dependencies in the code and the
functional pipelines must be allowed to drain before subsequent operations can proceed.
Since the number of transistors on a chip has grown, the perceived disadvantages of the VLIW have diminished in
importance. The VLIW architecture is growing in popularity, particularly in the embedded market, where it is
possible to customize a processor for an application in an embedded system-on-a-chip. Embedded VLIW products
are available from several vendors, including the FR-V [7] from Fujitsu, the BSP15/16 [8] from Pixelworks, the
ST231 from STMicroelectronics, the TriMedia [9] from NXP, the CEVA-X DSP from CEVA, the Jazz DSP from
Improv Systems, and Silicon Hive [10]. The Texas Instruments TMS320 DSP line has evolved, in its C6xxx family,
to look more like a VLIW, in contrast to the earlier C5xxx family.
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• Paper That Introduced VLIWs (http:/ / doi. acm. org/ 10. 1145/ 800046. 801649)
• ISCA "Best Papers" Retrospective On Paper That Introduced VLIWs (http:/ / www. hpl. hp. com/ news/ 2005/

jul-sep/ VLIW_retrospective. pdf)
• VLIW and Embedded Processing (http:/ / www. vliw. org/ )
• VLIW Example Code (http:/ / www. rustyspigot. com/ Computer_Science/ Comparative Architectures2.

html#vliw)
• FR500 VLIW-architecture High-performance Embedded Microprocessor (http:/ / www. fujitsu. com/ downloads/

MAG/ vol36-1/ paper06. pdf)

Instruction-level parallelism
Instruction-level parallelism (ILP) is a measure of how many of the operations in a computer program can be
performed simultaneously. Consider the following program:

1. e = a + b

2. f = c + d

3. g = e * f

Operation 3 depends on the results of operations 1 and 2, so it cannot be calculated until both of them are completed.
However, operations 1 and 2 do not depend on any other operation, so they can be calculated simultaneously. (See
also: Data dependency) If we assume that each operation can be completed in one unit of time then these three
instructions can be completed in a total of two units of time, giving an ILP of 3/2.
A goal of compiler and processor designers is to identify and take advantage of as much ILP as possible. Ordinary
programs are typically written under a sequential execution model where instructions execute one after the other and
in the order specified by the programmer. ILP allows the compiler and the processor to overlap the execution of
multiple instructions or even to change the order in which instructions are executed.
How much ILP exists in programs is very application specific. In certain fields, such as graphics and scientific
computing the amount can be very large. However, workloads such as cryptography exhibit much less parallelism.
Micro-architectural techniques that are used to exploit ILP include:
• Instruction pipelining where the execution of multiple instructions can be partially overlapped.
• Superscalar execution, VLIW, and the closely related Explicitly Parallel Instruction Computing concepts, in

which multiple execution units are used to execute multiple instructions in parallel.
• Out-of-order execution where instructions execute in any order that does not violate data dependencies. Note that

this technique is independent of both pipelining and superscalar. Current implementations of out-of-order
execution dynamically (i.e., while the program is executing and without any help from the compiler) extract ILP
from ordinary programs. An alternative is to extract this parallelism at compile time and somehow convey this
information to the hardware. Due to the complexity of scaling the out-of-order execution technique, the industry
has re-examined instruction sets which explicitly encode multiple independent operations per instruction.

• Register renaming which refers to a technique used to avoid unnecessary serialization of program operations
imposed by the reuse of registers by those operations, used to enable out-of-order execution.

• Speculative execution which allow the execution of complete instructions or parts of instructions before being 
certain whether this execution should take place. A commonly used form of speculative execution is control flow 
speculation where instructions past a control flow instruction (e.g., a branch) are executed before the target of the 
control flow instruction is determined. Several other forms of speculative execution have been proposed and are 
in use including speculative execution driven by value prediction, memory dependence prediction and cache
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latency prediction.
• Branch prediction which is used to avoid stalling for control dependencies to be resolved. Branch prediction is

used with speculative execution.
Dataflow architectures are another class of architectures where ILP is explicitly specified, but they have not been
actively researched since the 1980s.
In recent years, ILP techniques have been used to provide performance improvements in spite of the growing
disparity between processor operating frequencies and memory access times (early ILP designs such as the IBM 360
used ILP techniques to overcome the limitations imposed by a relatively small register file). Presently, a cache miss
penalty to main memory costs several hundreds of CPU cycles. While in principle it is possible to use ILP to tolerate
even such memory latencies the associated resource and power dissipation costs are disproportionate. Moreover, the
complexity and often the latency of the underlying hardware structures results in reduced operating frequency further
reducing any benefits. Hence, the aforementioned techniques prove inadequate to keep the CPU from stalling for the
off-chip data. Instead, the industry is heading towards exploiting higher levels of parallelism that can be exploited
through techniques such as multiprocessing and multithreading. [1]
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Explicitly parallel instruction computing
Explicitly parallel instruction computing (EPIC) is a term coined in 1997 by the HP–Intel alliance[1] to describe a
computing paradigm that researchers had been investigating since the early 1980s.[2] This paradigm is also called
Independence architectures. It was the basis for Intel and HP development of the Intel Itanium architecture,[3] and
HP later asserted that "EPIC" was merely an old term for the Itanium architecture.[4] EPIC permits microprocessors
to execute software instructions in parallel by using the compiler, rather than complex on-die circuitry, to control
parallel instruction execution. This was intended to allow simple performance scaling without resorting to higher
clock frequencies.

Roots in VLIW
By 1989, researchers at HP recognized that RISC architectures were reaching a limit at one instruction per cycle .
They began an investigation into a new architecture, later named EPIC.[3] The basis for the research was VLIW, in
which multiple operations are encoded in every instruction, and then processed by multiple execution units.
One goal of EPIC was to move the complexity of instruction scheduling from the CPU hardware to the software
compiler, which can do the instruction scheduling statically (with help of trace feedback information). This
eliminates the need for complex scheduling circuitry in the CPU, which frees up space and power for other
functions, including additional execution resources. An equally important goal was to further exploit instruction
level parallelism (ILP), by using the compiler to find and exploit additional opportunities for parallel execution.
VLIW (at least the original forms) has several short-comings that precluded it from becoming mainstream:
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• VLIW instruction sets are not backward compatible between implementations. When wider implementations
(more execution units) are built, the instruction set for the wider machines is not backward compatible with older,
narrower implementations.

• Load responses from a memory hierarchy which includes CPU caches and DRAM do not have a deterministic
delay. This makes static scheduling of load instructions by the compiler very difficult.

EPIC architecture has evolved from VLIW architecture, while retaining many concepts of the superscalar
architecture.

Moving beyond VLIW
EPIC architectures add several features to get around the deficiencies of VLIW:
• Each group of multiple software instructions is called a bundle. Each of the bundles has a stop bit indicating if

this set of operations is depended upon by the subsequent bundle. With this capability, future implementations can
be built to issue multiple bundles in parallel. The dependency information is calculated by the compiler, so the
hardware does not have to perform operand dependency checking.

•• A software prefetch instruction is used as a type of data prefetch. This prefetch increases the chances for a cache
hit for loads, and can indicate the degree of temporal locality needed in various levels of the cache.

•• A speculative load instruction is used to speculatively load data before it is known whether it will be used
(bypassing control dependencies), or whether it will be modified before it is used (bypassing data dependencies).

•• A check load instruction aids speculative loads by checking whether a speculative load was dependent on a later
store, and thus must be reloaded.

The EPIC architecture also includes a grab-bag of architectural concepts to increase ILP:
• Predicated execution is used to decrease the occurrence of branches and to increase the speculative execution of

instructions. In this feature, branch conditions are converted to predicate registers which are used to kill results of
executed instructions from the side of the branch which is not taken.

• Delayed exceptions, using a not a thing bit within the general purpose registers, allow speculative execution past
possible exceptions.

• Very large architectural register files avoid the need for register renaming.
•• Multi-way branch instructions improve branch prediction by combining many alternative branches into one

bundle.
The Itanium architecture also added register renaming[4] and rotating register files, a tool useful for software
pipelining since it avoids having to manually unroll and rename registers.

Other research and development
There have been other investigations into EPIC architectures that are not directly tied to the development of the
Itanium architecture.
• The IMPACT project at University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, led by Wen-mei Hwu, was the source of

much influential research on this topic.
• The PlayDoh architecture from HP-labs was another major research project.
• Gelato is an open source development community in which academic and commercial researchers are working to

develop more effective compilers for Linux applications running on Itanium servers.
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